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LAYOUT OF THESIS 
The thesis is in~ volumes. 
Vol.1. 
------
Written script, this being the text of the 
thesis. Diagrams, graphs, illustrations 
and appendices are included. 
(All tables of·· data are excluded). 
Vol.2. 
------
Note: 
Tables of data. 
This volum~ co~prises essentially of 
computer input and output, from whiah 
the g~aphs in Vol.1 have been prepared. 
References are occasionally made ·in Vol.1 
'- to. spe!Jific ·points which can best be shown 
in tabular form. In such cases it will be 
necessary to refer to Vol.2 (e.g. Chapter 3). 
i 
ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
"Design Investigations on Some Welded Mild Steel 
Plate Girders", 
by E. Litton, B.Bc., A.M.I.C.E., C.Eng. 
The th~sis gives details of a series of design 
i;n:ves·ti~ations carried out on mild steel, welded 9 plate 
g~rders 9 having a.canstant I section and supported 
laterally and torsionally only at the ends of the span. 
The main a~m is to establish a General Method for 
~~editi~ the design calculations for obtaining the 
optimum cross sectional dimensions of such a girder 9 
essentially in accordance with the regulations as laid 
down in the British Standard Specification (B.B.449) 9 
while observing some rules for effiqient or economic&! 
design. Here Minimum Weight Design has been chosen 
as .the criterion of efficiency, though the methods 
devised can readily be extended or adapted to deal 
•ith other criteria. The moment of resistance 9 as 
reduced by lateral buck1ing 9 is deemed to be the 
significant factor in each design, though the various 
ii 
other e:f~~9.~~ ~:r.e c~n~ig.ere~ a" we~lo-
A .:r~Y~~w·· q~ t~e .P:r.~blem. is .. siv~n,. and an empirical 
~nv(9~ti_g~:~~qn +s then car;t"ied out to ob~ain the----section-
al dim~~~ipn~· "of. gird~rs. at Minimum Wei~t, spanning 
100 feet, and resisting vari9us moments. 
~~~s-~o~k-~s then extended to a wider application 
~Y means of a theoretical analysis, and a General Method 
is obtained.. ~uggestions are made as to how thi• Method 
~ay be ap~l~ed, v~z: bY. the construction of charts and 
tables or by ~~ W;t"iting 9f an all_ embracing computer 
progra~m~-~9 g~ye,aut9matic desi~o 
Var~ous add+t~onal effects a~e described and finally 
an outline is given as to how this work can be extended 
to deal with more complicated practical girders. 
iii 
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A list" of th8 more c.ODUilon S7.11lbols used throughout the 
·thes:J,s, .. giv"'~ .. in alphal?etical o~er. · · 
l D 4 a function of - and -T· , as given in Table 7 of 
·.. l'y 
~· ~e c~~ss sectional ar$a. (in. 2) (.~~1 ~2~3) 
A' that value of .._' a.t which Yc = Yt = 12.2 ···c~ 
~1 
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""2 
-
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the 
the 
... 
area 
area 
a~ea 
ot th~ comp~essian flange. (in.~) 
ot tbe·tensian flange. (in. 2 ) 
of the web pl~te. (in. 2 ) 
a1 ~e area·9f an element of cross section. (in. 2) 
B -
~1 
B' 
. "1 
B -
. ""2 
l 
a ~c~ion of ry' as given in Table 7 of B.~.449. 
the wid·th· of the compression flanse. (ins.) 
See Fig.5. 
··- .. . .. 
that v~lue ·of B1 along an i~erted contour at ~r . . which~= 0 
~~1 
the" width of the tension flange. (ins.) ~ee 
Pig.5. 
that yalue ot ~2 along a contour at which 
_!.:z = 0 
~~2 
viii 
B" 
.. 2 
B'" -
""2 
~max 
c ,.s 
c 
i)r 
that value of B2 on a contour at which ~ = o. 
'bt2 
that value of~~ along a contour at which ~~:A~T 
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the applied loading and the self weight of the 
Sird~r. (~on.ft.) · · 
the critical stress.in the compression element as 
given in C.lause 20 of B.~.449. (tons/in.2) 
·the negative intercept which thC\' linear portion 
of a contour produced makes on the MR axis infhe 
~&a rv ~' diagram. ( ton. ft. ) 
p av~rall d~pth of ~ectio~. (ins.) See Fig.5. 
d 
f. -
·bt 
-
f'· q 
Q8pt~ pf web plate. (ins.) See Fig.5. 
I the· gradient of the ..:.! "'-/A' line for a given. 
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. I 
the negative intercept on the ~ axis of the 
I ~ ~ ""-J A' line for a given contour. 
Yt 
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flange under the applied loading and self weight 
~:f the gi~er ( tons7in2) 
maximum tensile s·tress in the tensiOn flange 
Under the.appiiod loading and self weight of the 
girder (tons7in2) 
maximum local tnt~nsi~y of shear stress in the 
web under. the applied loading and self we.ight 
of tbe girder (tons/in.2) · · · 
max~~ val_u~ .Qf ~he average· shear stress in the 
·web under the ap}llled loading and self weight of 
the sirder (t~in.2) . 
ix: 
1 
II 
m 
~X ~X IV ·1 
the intercept on the Ycaxis of the Yc A' line 
for a given contour. 
Ix 1 the negative gradient of the -IV- line for a 
Yc A' 
$:l-Ye~ contour. 
~ec~nd- moment
4
of area of the section about .the 
1at. aXis. · (in. ) 
secOnd" moment of area of each element of area 
about·. an axis" throu.Sh i:ts owh centroid and 
parallel·to the XX axis. (in.4) 
secoDd.moment
4
of area of the section &bout the 
~ a~is. (in. ) 
second moment of area of the section about the 
~ axis.<in.4) 
a functio;n of B, as stven in Table 5 of B.S~449 .• 
.. 
a. fUnction ~f ~~ as ~iven in Table 6 of B.~.449. 
effective ··length of the compression flange in 
~ee~~ (1 = ;tL) · · · 
·• quantity depending on sectionai parameters, 
a~ d~:fi~d -~ page ?IJ. 9f B.~.449. · 
maximum moment of resistance of the section. 
(t~.f~). .. 
th~.gr,adient of the linear.portion of a cantpur. 
a·cN,aD.iity depending on sectlonal parameters, 
as defined on page 3D of B.P.449. 
X 
~. 
~ 
'i 
' 
aiaxiiiilim"'":Permiiiisible'' coinp'resslve stress.a. as given 
in Tables 2 and 8 ~f ~.e.449. (tons/in~). 
p - m'iixiinum perm·;~s·sible tensile ~tress, as given in 
bt T'able 2 of ~. ~. 449. (tons/in ) 
p - maximum .permisslble shear stress, as given in 
q T"able 10:. of ~ .. ~. 449 ( tcms/in2) · 
p~- maximum permissible value of the av'erage shear 
q s~ress, as given in ~able 11 of ~S.449(tons/in2) 
H. 
'1 -
:lc "!"" 
J't ... 
A. 
the ~tress Ratio = ~c 
llt,t 
• 
--• 
"rad'ius of gyration'' of the section about the YY 
axis~ C i~s .. ) 
effective thickness of the" c"ompression flange' 
~s .. Q.efi:E?-~d Jm pag~ 3.0 of B.S.449. (.ins.) . 
tli:i.ckne·aa· of the compression flange. (ins.) . 
~·ee ~ig.5. 
thickness of the tension flange. (ins.) ~ee Fig.5. 
thic~ss of th& web plate. (ins.) E;lee Pig.5. 
the i~erse ot ~ sectional area. (i.e. li ) 
di·stance from the centroid of each' element of 
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CH.APrER 1 
---------
BACKGROUND INFO;RMATION 
----------------------
· INTRODU~TlON 
------------· 
~late girders have been used by engineers for 
~years to support moderate loads over long·spans 
or to support high loads over shorter spans. The 
main ac.ti ons on the girder are due to the applied 
loading which produces bending moments and Shearing 
forces, and it has to be ensured that t:b.e maximum 
vertical deflections are· kept below a limiting 
yalue. In addition, there are local effects 
, involving the design of stiffeners, welding, splices, 
~ connec·tions; these cat.L. generally be allowed for 
by additional calculations after the basic cross 
section ·has been chosen, though the engineer must 
~."'io 
naturally ensure at the outset that the scantlings 
·~·of such a section are a possible practical solution. 
The problems of resisting the applie4 shearing 
·force and restricting the deflection within the 
acceptable limits c~ generally be dealt with in a 
~traightforward manner by choosing a suitable web 
plate (i.e. depth and thickness), and the design 
engineer would not normally experience any ~reat 
difficulty 
... 
~ertainly the stiffening of the web plate is a more 
c~plicated affair, and ROCKEY (1) has carried.out 
much experimental work in this field, .Yielding a 
recommended desi~ pr~cedure; it is not :intended 
to pursue this matter further in this investigation, 
except to ind1~ate briefly in Chapters 6 and 7 · 
.. _,.:" . .•. 
( Ci.v.) how this can be doneo 
However the action of the bending moment at a 
given section of a plate girder does present the 
design engineer with a more complex.problem, due to 
the lateral buckling of the compress~on flange and 
~ubsequent torsion of the sectiono This effect can 
be contained within acceptable .propo~tions under 
working load conditions if the permissible stress in 
the compression fl~e·is reduced, and if·the girder 
is supported in a specified manner. 
This problem has occupied the attention.of 
various research workers for several years, and many 
·experiments have been carried out. A. comprehensive 
report on this work has been. published by the 
Institution ~t Civil Emgineers (2), embodying the 
work ot ~~J{Y, FLINT, and BROWN, regarding the 
basis of design, and of LONGBOTTOM and ~MAN with 
respe~t tq experimental veriticationo This .. report 
(2) includes an extensive bibliography of other 
publ~cation~· on the subject. 
2 
This work has been adopted as the _basis for design 
of welqed girders in Great Britain, and has been 
em~~ied in two BritiSh ~tandard ~pecificationa 
(3- and 4); these ~tandards ·are also frequently used 
by other countries which do not possess the·ir own 
Qodes of ~ractice. 
The procedure laid down in these s-tandards 
(3 and 4) for obtaining th~ permissible compressive 
stress in the flange of the plat~ girder ·is both 
complicated and lengthy. 'oat d~sign engineers, 
therefore-, adopt a "trial and error" technique, 
choosing suitably proporti~d s~ctions from 
. ~ ; 
e~erience, and then anecking that the permissible 
i ~ 
stresses are not exceede~_~n appfication o~ the 
workiD8 loads. This proce•s may_have to be repeat-
• I ~ 
•, L' 
ed several times until a suitable section bas been 
r-- . 
obtained. However, even at this stage, the final 
- - -
. ~-· . -~ 
section may not be the most,econ?mical from the point 
' I 
ot view of overall cost-or~weight of steel used. 
: . 
The cost is a complex. quantity and is .partly 
affected by the weight of the_girder and consequently 
··:~:·-~· .. · r . 
by the amount . of steel used, though it is generally 
• t' . 
. ,. 
more directly related to ~e cos·~ of labour, deliveey 
- . 
• ·I dates, availability of cer-tain m~terial, workShop 
capacity, fabricating techni~es~ transportation, 
erection, and the cost of aiving~ 
3 
·.'·· 
Nevertheless, taking ·all these f'actors into account-, 
the structural steelwork ~signer and contractor will 
D9rmally aim f'or ¥IN~P. ~~GH'l p~~~GB, using ef'f'icient, 
up•to-date productian tec~ique~available in a well 
.: . . ... 
equipJ?ed structural workshop~ · .· 
• '· .=-•• 
The aim ~f' this ~be~~:i:_~: therefore is to provide the 
design engineer and contractor with a aeries of 
- . 
teChniques and calculations carried out on welded, mild 
~ l 
. . ... ., 
steel girders in order to find the sectional dimensions 
I 
ef girders at ~IN~~ WE~aaT necessary to wit~stand a 
specified bending moment ( lpld Bh~aring f'orce) on a 
given spano This is a ~ent,l step, .. and sug88stt;td 
' 
f'Uture work is outlined in Chapter 7o (QoVo)~ 
!'" . 'j 
DETAILS OF EONSTRUCfiON 
--------------------·----
... 
I 
I 
The main work of' ·the ~vestlgation has been c•rried 
out on welded, mild steel t incl~ing the not·ch-duQt:lle 
variety) p;:La.te girders hav~g ·a. Uni.f'orm·si··.i shaped cross 
.. ,' ,'.. I 
• I' • .: 
·.. . ·,,.,. . . ,.. . 
sec~ian throughout. ~he g~rd8rs~are s~p~y supp~rted 
r. • 
at the two ends, and"ef'f'ec~ive l~teral and torsional 
restratnts are previde~ QDlx_~t-~A-GD~D-at_tba_~ao9 so 
,.... . . 
that the compre'si!Jion f'langp .. )·'!J·. ~~e·e to buckle laterall;v 
~ :. :. J 
between supports, i.e. that eff'ec·~ive length of' the 
t:: . .. 
compression f'lange is equal to ~e span of' the girder. 
(T~e ef'f'ects o~ inte~edia~e lat~ra~ supports and ·Cbanges 
~ 
ia the cross sectional are• will. be brief'iy dealt •ith in 
I' 
Chapi;~rs 6 and 7).. 
i· 
~ 
4 
'!.. .1 
"l 
... 
o I 
-----~- Torsional and Lat~rai ·R~straints. -: r:f 
lloo.LI., 
Bmring 
Stifl~n~r. 
Longi tudina~ 
Stifhn~rs. · 
B«Jring 
Stilfcnflr. 
SPAN L r . . . 
· ELEVATION ON WELDED PLATE GIROi-R 
W~b 
Plat~. 
Torsional and 
Lat~ral R•stroinls. 
W•lds. 
I 
811(1ring I 8ot.tom Flimge 
'i _ _ =! Plate. 
DETAILS OF PLATE GIRDER 
FIG. I. 
Cross s~ction ·-: E"Jtcluding Stif.f(ln·•rs.-
A typical elevation and cross section of a girder 
is Shown in 'ig. 1. The top and bott~m flanges are 
connect~~ ~o the web plate·by means ot fillet welds, 
. -':: •'. :'. 
normally e·t'f"ected in the platiq shops by an automatic 
I ' ' ' .. 
. r 
process. Far a girder simply supported at the two 
' ' 
ends the top tlange ·.will be in. compression and the 
bottom flange in tension When a vertical, downward 
I 
load is applied. The web plate is normally rein-
forced ·by 1nte~ediate ~ bearing stiffeners as 
:ah~ in 1.ig. 1. Because of practical limitations 
~~ is frequently necessary to splice the web ~ 
I •, •,_.. 
• '1,,. 
tlange plates using a welded detail; these joints 
can present .an C?PPOrtunity tor changing tJ:Le section-
al dimensions. However curtailment of the section, 
while apl)are~tly reducing the weight ot the girder, 
also reduces ~e permissible compressive stress at 
the section, thus reducing the value ot the be~1Dg 
moment which can be resisted; this ettect applies· oDl.y 
_. I I I 
~o curtailment ot the flange plates and not to any 
redl?oction in the web plate. 
Finally, tor girders having a deep web plate, 
lo~i~~inal stiffeners are required as Shown in 
Fig. 1. 
5 
· Throat 
Profil• of 
Fillet W•lds_ :;......__-+-...;;::oo 
h 
... 
_j __ _ 
I 
I 
4f--;z....!-'-- W•b Plat• . 
I 
h 
I 
I 
I 
DETAIL OF FILLET WELDS 
FIG.2. 
.,.. 
;:. . 
·. 
The. welding of the flanges "to the web plate is usually 
carried out using fillet welds as Shown in Pig.1. The size 
of such a weld is specified by tbe dimension h (inches) as 
shown in Fig.2, and the plane of failure envisaged is 
through the throat of the weld, this being the minimum 
dimension as shown. 
There is a minimum permissible size of fillet weld 
which depends upon the maximum thickness of plate to be 
~oined; this is essentially due to the adverse c~illing 
actian of the thick plate on the weld metal and subsequent 
pos~ible brittle fracture, and numerical details are given 
in Chapter 2. 
The maximum size of fillet weld must not be greater 
than the thicltness of the thinner plate 1n the ~oint. In 
the case of the flange to web welding, the web is welded 
on botll sides and it is usual practice then to ensure 
·that the sum of the two throat dimensions is less tlian, 
'or· equal to, the thickness of tl)e web plate, thus :-
In addition the web plate is never made 
thicker than either f~~e, so that t 3 ~ t 1 and 
t3 ~ ~·2 •. 
·These considerations thus restrict,the choice of 
practical sections which can be selected. 
6 
Full P•n~trati on 
Butt Wrldt. 
-
FLANGE PLATE 
~Ends ol W~b Plat• to 
II• Machin•d thus as 
Pr•paration for Nil 
p•n•tration Butt Welds. 
WEB PLATE 
.. 
.. 
. . -
. ...., 
DETAILS OF FULL PENETRATION BUTT 
WE.LDS. 
FIG . .J. 
FLANGE PLAT£. 
TONGUE PLAT£. 
• 
WEB PLAT£. 
TONGUE PLATE DETAIL 
FIG.4. 
Moreover these fillet welds and the web pl_ate must bel 
strons.:·.enough to resist. the shear~ force which is 
applied to the section. Indeed if this resistailce to 
~ear is insufficientp the section will be unaatia-
f~ctory. However if it proves to be the w:eldiDS which 
~ 
waUld be ins~fficiently strong, rather than the web 
plate, aD immediate strengthening can be gained by 
using a fUll penetration butt weld. Thi~ type af 
weld is shown "in Pig.3 ~ will involve the machining. 
of the ends of the web plate at increased coat, but 
the ~aultin,g joint will be as_ strong as the .pare~t 
metal and will therefore be no longer critical in 
design as the web plate has its maximum intensity of 
ahea·r stress at the Neutral .A%i&o_. Such a change .in 
• 
the type Q·f welding will not a1 ter the weight of 
girder but will increase tbe fabrication coa·ts. 
The use of tongue plates is -sometimes e•ployed 
if it is required to extend tbe choice to enable . 
~icker flange plates to be connected tQ thinner web 
pla~ea. This device 1a shown in Pig.4. H_qwever 
. . 
much more walding is now required wh.ich.will increase 
·the. ·fabricati~ 'coi:J.i~~! and.· the. iiect:llon ·w:il.:i:· have a 
. .. .-· :;·· .. : ... : .. . 
different shape' Which ··would not usually :be maintained 
constant thro~out ~e s~. Por these reasons this 
' I J. 
~7P' or·c~trurtion will anly be_conside~~ briefly 
1n Cha~ter 1· ' J. ' 
N·otes on Web S tif'fening 
---------------·-------
lfhe.Brit'iBh StUldard B.S.449 gives details as to 
when web stiffening is required: this information is 
given later in the Chap~er (see DESIGN PROCEDURE). 
When web stiffeners are used, the weight of the girde~ 
will.be increased as indeed Wlli be the cost. Since 
it is only losical to compare like with like, tbe various 
' 
categories of web stiffening must be kept· i~p,arately 
. :: 1-:,~ • ,' 'I,· .;, 
'fo,.J_,,Z:f~1~' ·";,I If 
· in the first. instance; later a comparisb~~·.c·~~·.,be made 
among the categories, considering the overall weight 
of the girder. 
Girders with stiffened webs generally have a 
smal·ler crosS: sectional area; this apparent saving 
in weight is however reduced by the weight of the 
stiffeners and there is naturally ~ associated change 
1n the cost, which rill not be considered further here. 
8 . 
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CROSS SECTION DIMENSIONS 
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DESIGN PROBLEMS 
--------~------
Details of the more co~on design problema will now 
be outlined. In all cases it is-required to find the 
comp~ete cross sectional dimensions, as shown in Fig.5, so 
that~ permissible ~treaaea.-are not exceeded on appli-
cation of' the work·ing lo~d, while observing some rule of' 
efficiency. 
Preblem 1.· 
---------
Given·the span and the applied loading, it is 
required to obtain suitable cross sectional dimensions 
B1, B2' t1' t2' t 3 , andDo (Figo5)o 
This is the moat common deai·gn problem. 
Problem 2. 
----------
Given the span, the maximum overall depth of 
section D and the applied lo~ding,- it is required to 
obtain suitable cross sectional dimensions. 
ln ~his casep the depth of section is restricted 
because of h8adroom, distance beteen floor and ceiling, 
or because tDf some other clearanc-e. 
Problem 3o . 
----------· 
Given the ap~11 the maximlim· depth of section (or 
maximum depth of' web plate d, Fig. 5), the thickness of 
. t)le ~eb plate t 3 , and the applied loading, it is 
required to obtain suitable cross. aeetianal dimensions. 
9 .· 
In this prablem the applied Shearing force can be 
specially allowed tor - this is the reason tor speci-
tJ'ing the two web dimensions d and t 3o llore·over the 
type ot web stiffening required can be categorised 
here as tnis depends upon the thickness ot the web 
plate t 3o 
'•· (There are tour categories ot web stiffening, and 
~ae will be described later. (Bee DBBIGR P&OCEDUHB).) 
The~ are further design problems in whiCh it is 
required to draw from a given, limited, stock ot 
material which is immediately available, and obtain 
the most suitable cross sectional dimensions. These 
type ot problems are less important" and knowl~dse 
·tor their best solution can generally be gained trom 
Problems 1, 2, and 3o 
Most design engineers are satisfied when a section 
: • i 
., . 
has been obtained which obeys ·,~,: ;f"'?~lowing rules of 
etticiency:-
(a) That standard, readily available, plate has been 
used, w1 th the proportions ot the.~s.ect1on being 
co~entianal within the experience of the protes-
sion. 
That the stre81ses under the workins load are 
: 
equal to, or j"ust less than, the permissible · 
· ·stresses, which should not have been excessively 
.. r 
reduced tram their maximum limitins valueso 
10 
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(c) That the maximum detlection under the applied loading 
is less than the stipulated limit. 
(d) That the thicknesses ot all plate chosen are such as 
to enable the correct size ot tillet welding, as 
required by strength considerat.ions, to be carried 
out. 
Naturaily some engineers will regard some of these 
. rules as being more important ·than others. 
. . 
e.g. ~e designer employed by a contractor and tendering 
for work, will operate much nearer to all the limits in 
general. The consulting engineer, em the ether hand, 
e~isaging possible increases in loads ·or possible 
fUture extensions, will be more inc·lined to use greater 
reserves ot strength and thus use heav:ier sections. 
However, even when these rules of efficiency have 
been observed, there still remains a large number of 
possible solutions, and it is now suggested that the 
girder with UmiMUII WEIGHT shQuld be adopted. This 
choice cannot easily be obtained by the design engineer 
because of the iarge number of possibilities, the 
cemplex nat:ur.e ...... o.f, .the calculations, .and. -the:....!ttrial a..nd 
error" or "hit and miss" approach generally tellowed. 
It is felt-that a closer understanding ot the 
factQrs governing Minimum Weight Design of the girders 
11 
-
= 
.. 
will be an imp_grtant step towards achievi~ Minimum· Goa:tt ;: 
Deai~ as deaeribed briefly previously and also in 
Chapter 7. 
The main problem in the design calcul.a tiona is to 
know the value or the permissible compressive stress for 
a given Eiec:tion. unrortunetely thi·a ·depends upon the 
.· .. ~::~~-~(~~:·>. ·, -· 
material,- ·.~:·aec.tional dimensions (P.ig.5), the span, 
.·· ... ·.· . . 
the .nature or support, and whether the girder is or 
unirorm section throughout or not. 
DESIGN PROCBDUBE 
-----------------
The prf)cedUl'e as lai·d down i·n B.B.449: 19,59( 3) 
will ·be used as the basis of design, ·and tbe process 
t.o be rollowed i~ given below; the notation·uaed has 
been fullJ derinsd earlier. (see NOTATION). 
~~~~~~~~~-~:_:~-~~~~~~~~=~-~~~~:~~~~~~-~~:~~~~~Q--
. 
.. _____ .. 
This pr~ceaa is in the rorm of a check calculation· -~· 
it is assumed that B1 , B2, t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , D, L,;L, and K1 
are knoe~ (~see ·.Fig~ 5) 0 ...... !·: I, ( :' ~. ::.=-;,~\ 
Area sr Cross Sec-ti~D ;:: A 1 = B1 t 1 + .~2~2~·· +-,<0~~3 
~verall dep~ or section = D = d + t1 + t2 
In no ca~e E$,ould · llt,c be 
" 
taken as greater than 10 to~a/in2 
ror t 1 E-l·· ; or greater than 9·. 5 " tona/:i..~2 f~r_:· t 1 > ,l·· . 
.' . 
-· 
12 
, r,':• ' 
~·. 
... 
Derivation of Second Moments of 4rea:-
.. . . .... . . 
Element ~ea a1 y a1y a1y2 I 
.. o 
1 ~1 t1 P. - .t1 
2 
2 B2t2 t2 
I 
-2 
3 d t3 t2 +.!1 2 
A' :! 
Then :·: ::v t = · :z. •1 Y 
.t·' 
I = :Z a1y2 ·~ ~+o 
... 
....... 2 
Therefore Ix = IK - '~ t 
. . . 3 3 a~ ly = L (. t1 ~1 + d t3 
'•. 12 . 
.. 
tl;Le~efore 
13 
:z a1y :z a1y2 :ZIQ 
. .. 
•. 
~ t~~) 
and l. =A L = effec t.1ve ·le~th 
. 0~ the compr$SS-
1on flange~· 
., 
( 
.. •':. 
.. 
In this case, ;t = 1 
• 
• • Slenderness Ratio 
Derivation of Ratio ~ 
T 
= ! ~ 300 (Clause 2' of 
r. B.S.449). 
• • 
y 
K1 = a: function of :N (Table 5 of B.S.449)-. 
Si~ce it is intended in this investigation to 
consider girders having a constant cross sectional 
area throughout the span, _then N = 1 
and I 0 
• • 
Moreover the value of T is restricted by B.B.449 
to:, . 
Thus the Ratio ! can be obtaine~. 
T 
Three different classes of section will now be 
considered: 
1. Where the f'langea have equal momenta of inertia 
about they y axis, (termed nun for,identificati~n 
on computer calculations)., 
2o· Where ·the moment of inertia of the compression 
f'lange about the Y Y axis of the girder exceeds 
! 
that of the tension flange, (termed "V" for 
identifi·cation on computer calculations). 
14 
3· Where the moment of inertia of the tension flange 
about the Y Y axis exceeds that of the compression 
flange, (termed "W" for identification on computer 
calculations). 
= 1 t~~ 
.12 
when T .L 2 and d ~ 85, · C· = 1.~ A tons/in2 
- -....; - ~ s 
t3 t3 
In all other cases in Class 1, 
Qs = A tons/in2 · 
where Cs = the critical stress in the compression 
. 3 ... ,,,3. .· ·· . .< 
Class 2. (i.e. V) Here ! t1B1 > ! t2B2 ·- · 
----------------- 1 2 '~ 
... 
.. 
In this case Cs = A + K~ tons/1n2. 
. ., ... : 3 3 
. Class 3. (i.e. W) Here ! t 1B1 < ! 1;~2-.---~·-:·> 
------- 12 If. 
. In th~s ·case Ca 
'. 
= {A + K~)'-.- yc ~ons/1ri2 
Yt 
In all three .Classes: 
----------------~--
A = 170,000 
(~J I 
+ L(!· !,2 
20 r7 Dj 
. · 
i.e. A. is a f~tien of the sleDder.ness ratio 1 and 
-
. . . 
the· ratio D, {Bee 'fable 7 of B.-8.449.) and can therefore 
-T 
be determined. 
... 
01 1 
I 1 
1
o ~ ~ 1 I r 1 
~n Classes 2 and 3, B 
.. 
i.e. B i~·a fUnction ·of! (Bee 'fable 7 of B.B.449) ~ 
r7 
;. 
·' 
can also he determiD.ed • 
Thus Cs c$n be obtained for all_ aecti~. Bow pbc 
is. a funCtion of c8 . {giy.en in a t~bUlar fo~ in ~able 8 
,. . ' . 
-·· ......... ---
--~-~------. -. 
Beatrictiana ~ Be9tion Sizes 
----~-------------~----------
· In addition to tbe limits given in the. previous work, 
~ fbl~ow~ reatrictio~.to ~ectional dimenatons are 
laid:daw.n ~ ~.8.449: 
I I ' ' 
.. 1. No plate must"be thinner than 1/4" 1 i.e. t 1 , t 2 , 
and. t 3: ~~uld be. not _lea~ than 1/4". (Be.~ page 3> 
. r·· . 
of··: B. s~.449) •· . 
2. The maximum: ou·tstand of ~a tQ~, ·nange:'·= B1-t3 ~ 1·6t1 
2 
and the maximum ou tatand of the botto~ flange 
·(see Table 14 of B.So449) ·: .B2-t3 :} 
.. ~ ·., .. : :. - 2 
16 . 
3· .As a · }ir~~~u t'ion ag~i:p.s t. brittle fra,~ t'fl~ 1 . wh~~ ·I •• •·• l:1 :!' 
1 I I :~ 
·· -welded·-el:ements· ·arEP ~ub-~ect ·to -~e-~~on, th~ use qf. · ':; :· 
i ' I ·;: • J' 
., normal structur-.1 -mild ·ste_,l te-~:8.8.15(5) shall be\ 
. . I ! ·I ' :: ~ : 
restricted to thicltriesses not greater tha,D t~. inch~l)lii · 
' I' ' I ' 
. . . .. : 
(See Cl~use 3 ·of-Amendment No. 6 of ·B.S.449)~. I ,1 ,'1 : 
·. --·-H·owever the -notch - · du~tile vari-ety· of st~ctural 
. . . 
···mild ·steel to Be·B-~·27·62(··6)-·-can -be··-uaed in··auch· c·aaea d:p 
• ' , • ~ , 'r I , • 1 
to. ·a th:l:olmeaa .. of .. 2·. ·inches ·a·a -specified ·at .. p·zreacint,-·.-qd 
. ·. ~ ! . 
I • ~~ I : 
·· it ··:l:s ·suggested· that ·t-hic~aaea in···e~ce;ss ef· 2 inc~s, 
' . 
• • I . • 
·althoUgh ·:at ~-present ·outwi th the so ope o~ the .. a:pedif~ca ti·o~, 
i . 
··· ·c·atl. -b~ used :.provided·--a ····su:l:tab-1~ .. -impact ·teat ·i.s-·carried out~ 
· · (-S~e- Ame~nt ·No. !"6 ·of .. -B.-s.-449). 
. I 
·4. · Pinally i'estric·ti:ona are --1:mposed on--sectional a1·z.,a 
·depending ··upoi\l ·the·-t-J,"Pe--of'· .. ·Web ·Stiff-eDiag -·which ~a 
· . 
. •. 
. . . 
·been· ·employed. ··The~ ·are ·f!~~r -cate~ories ··o:("·-ftb 
. . 
atiffeniDIU ·--tbeae-··depend.- -esaential'ly ·upOn.· the 
j . 
m1Dimum .th!-ckne·sa·es Qf·-web ·pla-tes:-
. . . 
· .. ··N·o .-a·t1:f!t'ener.~. -:are..:.·re-q~1.red. 
. .. . 
In this case t.:; 4:, 4 
.- .. ·--85 
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B. Vertically Stiffened Webs. 
--------------------------
Orily vertical stiffeners Should be used in this categor,r 
. .·· 
Th-.: 
t3 {. Yc ~ t1. 
100 
(This latter restrictien assumes that the,vertical 
stiffeners are.net closer than~d inch centres; only 
such· girders will be con~idered· ':fn,.-:.tlie· investigation): •. 
c. !!2!-!!~.!!!~g_!!!::!:!!:!!!!it~!!!eJl!!:~!!~~~!l.:. 
. . . . ., 
A s~psltJ.Jio;r_,.,cmtal stiffener .is=··,SaoQ. t:o~.this catego:£17 
1D ad41tion- tc;,. the vertical st$.ff•ae.r.s •. i .. ;-·.Then: 
_., : -•,1 '• I I "' 
t ' 'i·· ·~ .. t. 3 {-· -.. :C, . · .• ~1: . , and t A- d =- Q .• 4··._G7.. -~ ~ t > 3-,.. ...... ,_ .... · .... c- .... 1 . 
....... 125. ···~ 
.. . ,_,..~~~= ...... ~ .. •· .· 
.27Q... . 
- . .;,;:t.i~J ._.;) !: : 
·n. Weba·:~·tiffened .vertically and ·llo~l!zciiitally. 
---------~-----~---------------------------
TWQ or~·:more:horizontal stiffeners··: ~r~~·u$ed here in 
. . 
... •• • .. ••• •'llo• ••••••• , .. , -·-"':"'·•·--
- .: ·'· . . . . . . _; .-·~. .. . 
addi ti·cm··:tc;,- the vertical· stiffeners .... TQ.~n: 
...................... . : -· ... . 
'< ~ :J;3 . '4: .. y c - t1 
~-. .. . 200 
and .t3 ;:4:--.d·~~.L(Yc - t 1 ) 
.. 210 
(See Clause 27, Amendment No. 2 of B.B.449). 
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i:t Bhoul.d be noted that ~ategory B would ·normally only 
be adopted if A is unsatisfactory, that C would normaliy only 
be used if' A and B ·are both unsatisfactory, and that D would 
only be used if' A,B, and C were all unsatisfactory. 
Tllis completes the restrictiens to s·ectional dimensi:on.s 
as la;id. ·Q.own in B.B.449. Purther restrictions will be 
enume~a·ted ·if:L Chapter 2 in order to conform with good practical 
propo~t~ons,_ ·and tg ensure that all necessary welding can be· 
accomplished. 
Determination of the Permissible Tensile ~tress Pbt. 
----------------------------------------------------
' 
The vaiue. of the permissible str~ss pbt in the tens·ion 
flange depe~s. E»nlJ' on the thickne~s o'f ~ha~ ,flange. 
Thus p = 10tens/in2 if' t (and t )~ .3/4 inch. bt 2 3 
and pbt = 9. 5tons/in2 if'··. ~2( and t,.> > 3/4 incho 
(See Table 2 .·'ot BoSo449) 
. Determination of the-Permissible Shear Stresses pq ~ ~~ • 
-----------------------~-----------------------------------
The permissible value of the maximum Shear stress Pq is:-
p = 7tons/in2 (See Table 10 of' B.B.449) q . 
The ·permissible value of average shea~ stress p~ is:-
. p i q 
and p II 
q 
= 6tons/in~ if t 3 '- 3/4inch 
= 5o5tons/i~2 if t? 3/41nchi· (See ·Table 11 of B.B~449 
"19 
tor pl.ate girders with unstittened webs, and in at:qordance·· 
i I .~ 
with the reducing tabulated valu~s of Ta9le 12 ·ot B.B.449 
tor stiffened webs. 
Moreaver the BritiSh Standard states, that compliance 
with the limit an the average shear stress Pq aaall be 
de~med to satisfy the requirements of the maximum Shear 
st~ss Pq• (See page 37 ot B.S.449). 
Dei~rmination of the Maximum Permissible Deflection. 
~ I o • 
----------------------------------------------------
No· ~pecial reference is made in the British Standard: 
regarding the permissible deflections in plate girders, 
though in Clause 15 ot .Am.,ndment No. 4, the deflections 
I· 
ot beams under live load should not exceed 1 
36o ,") . 
·of ~e .. span L. 
In the .ease ot plate girders considerable c·are:· 
should be tflken. by the engineer in spec itying a. . ~ 
permissible deflection, especia~ly when severe ~tc 
loading is anticipated, when such a li~it should be 
reduced. · 
In this investigation a brief analysis is given 
in. Chapter 6. 
----------------
This completes the pr~cedure necessary in arder to obtain 
the limiting values of the permissible stresses and deflec-
tions as specified in B.S.449. 
It shollld be noted on passing that most of the 
foregoing work can apply equally well to the Bridge Speci-
. ' ( 
ficati~n B.B.153(4). This will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
Determination of the Moment of ~esistance IIR for a given 
--------------------------------------------------------
s~cti.on~ 
-----~--
... 
The maximum applied bending moment· (BY max.) shc;,uld 
be le-ss thf!lD, qr equal to, the maximum moment of resis1t-
. ancE(~:f th~ section. lloreaver the working str~sses fbc 
and.f under the maximum applied bending moment should bt 
be less thKn, ar equal ta, p and p respectively~ 
be bt 
Thus fram the well-known Engineers' Theory of 
Bending :- ! = l , 
7 I 
'fbc = !£ 
fbt Yt 
Also f. be ~ ~c 
and fbt· ~ pbt 
Then in the 11mi t when Bll max =. IIR , 
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•••••••••• 1.1 
•••••••• ~.1.2 
•••••••••• 1.3 
IIR = fbc1x •••••••••• 1.4 
7c 
and iiR = fbt1x •••••••••• 1.5 
Yt 
In order to consider all cases of stress conditions 
on a given section it is convenient to introduce the 
concept of the Stress .Ratio R, defined thus g-
R = Pb~- II .fbc = fbt c: fbc ~ ·==-
- - ·- -· ~t ~ .. 1\1 'fbt lbt • pt,c 
There are three stress condi tiona possible for MR to 
attain its maximum value. 
1. Compression flange fully stressed and tension flange 
under-stressed. For this condi tiong fbc = Pbc and 
••••••• 1.6 
and 
2. Tension flange fully stressed and compression 
flange understressed. For this condition: 
22 
fbt =. Pbt ~ 
fbc .C::: .Pbc 
,. 
Hence from ·equation 1 • 5 II = p I 
..B. bt X 
Yt 
and R = 1 .,;._ f'bc > 1 • 
. -
pt,c 
3. Both· tension and compression· f'lange·a fully 
stressed simultaneously. For this condition 
f'bc = pt,c 
g f'bt = pbt 
Hence from equations 1 .4 and 1.5 
II,., = pb I 
A ·C X 
"8 
c 
i •. e. both equations 1.6 and 1. 7 apply simultane-ouslyg 
and R:1o .. 
--------------
Only one of' these three stress condi t:l.ons can 
apply to a g;lven section. Each condition can be 
recognised accol'ding to Whether the Stress Ratio R 
is less than, equal to 51 or greater than unity. Thus 
Wbe~ R4(1.G0 9 tne tension flange is UDderstressed and 
the cam.pression flange is fully stressed • 
• 
• • f'bt 4( pbt 9 f'bc = pbc 9 and 11R = ~CIX 
"~'c 
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•· 
... _·; 
When R = 1 .oo, both the tension and compression flanges 
are fUll stressed simultaneously. 
It 
• ., fbt = ~t' ~be .. = pbc' and 11R = ~cix 
Yc 
When R;>1 .. 00, the tension flange is fullY stressed and 
the· cCDpression flange is und.erstressed • 
• 
o e fbt = 1\t' fb~ < ~c' and IIR = pt,tix 
7t 
Equation 1.1 can be used to find the values of the 
correspoild1ng stresses in the understre·ssed flanges 11 
viz., when R <.1 .00, fbt = Y t" ~c 
and when 
Yc 
R>1 e00 11 fbc = ~ pbt 
Yt 
This means that the moment of resistance MR can 
be obtained for a given span and a given section, and 
this is the limiting value of the maximum bending 
mement .BII max. which may be applied. It would appear 
from intuition that the girder of minimum weight 
will occur when R = 1 .oo, or, if this cannot be 
achieved with a practical section, when R is close to 
unity • It remains to be seen if this is soo 
24 
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Detemina tion .ot the Maximum Shearing Force ff max. 
-------------------------------------~------------
There al'e tour criteria which must be satisfied 
in order that a specified Shearing force may be 
applied to a sectian. T•~ ~t these conditions depend 
upon the she~~ strength of: the web, and the other two 
on the top· and bottom tl.anp to web weld1Dso The 
tour criteria are: 
1. ~ocal intensity ot shear stress in the web. 
. ~ . 
p » 7tons/in , .and it can be shown that the Cl . 
maximum sheal'ing torce 1n this case is equal to 
81 max. , where:· 
81 max . = 
2. Averase sbea.r stress in the web. The maxi·-
. 
mum shearin&· ·force 1n this case i·s ~qual to 
82 max., whetre: 
S2'max when 
' '• 
.... 
. 
82 max' = 5.5 d t 3 When 
t, ~ .3/4". 
t,> 3/4"· 
Web stiffeners should be spaced in such a wq 
as to ensure that p· '= 6tons/in2 ·it t 3' 3/4
11
, ·and 
. q 
that Pq' = 5.5 tons/in2 it t,> 3/4" D It this cannot 
be done, 82 ~ax. must be r~duced. (Table No.12 ot 
B.S.449). 
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3. Welding of compression flange to ~eb· piate. 
In this case it can be sho'IID that the maximum 
shearing farce· which may·be applied to the sectiQD 
is equal. to 83 max., 
where 83 max = 4.9 t 3Ix . 
B1 t1(7o. _ ... ;t} 
4. · Welding of tension fla.nse to web plate. 
Here the maxim~ shearing force is 84 max., where: 
84 max = _4_. 9_t .. 3_I_x.._ __ _ 
B2t2(yt - t2) 
-2 
------------= 
The critical shearing force 8 max. must then 
... 
be not greater than ihe smallest value obtained for 
St max. , 82 max. , 83 max. ,. or ~4 max. 
i •. ~. S max. :.::} 81. max, 82 max, 83 max, and 84 max. 
:i: t can be observed th.a t 81 max. and 82 max. ean 
generallt only be increatJea· tii · in~·re*is':ilfti-t\-:·~·~t-!+'-14 -!~.~~;. .. i ~-·· 
. . ~ . 
and thereforeby increasing the weight~ (See ~~oble~ 3) · 
If either 83 max. or S4 m~x. prove to be ~e crltical 
limit, then it ··is possible t a increase this value by 
using a fUll penetration butt weld without increasing 
the weight of the girder, as indicated e~lier. 
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-------
Example No. 1.1 
-------------
T,pical design calculations will now be siven as 
a solution to the following design problema 
PiDd a suitable section tor a welded plate girder 
spanning 70 teet and carr7ins a superimposed load ot 
2.8 tons per toot run arer the entire span. Torsional 
and lateral restraints Should be provided onl7 at tbe 
ends. 
Boluti·on 
-------
• 
• • 
Super. load 11 2.8 tan~tt. 
Dead load 11 0.2 tons/tt (sa7) 
-
Total load • 3o0 ton~tt. 
mu. beDdlns moment (at mid span) • 3 z 70 z 70 
8 
11 18~ ton. tt. 
Ma:x:. aheariq force (at a support). 105 tons. 
~e notation tor sectional paraaeters abown in 
Pilo5 will be used. In absenaa ot &Di. restriction to 
ove~all .depth, assume 
BPAB II 12 
:DBPm 
• 
• • 
D • 70 inches, SQ' JZ' · 
-
• 
• , Adopt overall depQ D • 7211 
• 
Web Plate d ~ 69" and assume P; 1 • 6tons/in2 
• 
• • 
.... 
6 z 69 
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I i• 
... 
Ppr a VerticallY Stiffened Web (Category B), 
t3 ini:nj = 69t l~ 
= 0 .3.84 ins. 
Hence Adopt· a web 7/16" · thi~~~: .. i~ __ e. ,t3 = 0 .• 4375 ina, 
-:-:::.--=-;..-;-;~~::7-.'::~-=~~~-=-=·~h~~-:~.~~~~--------------------
with vertical stiffeners-
-----------------~------
Notes: 
-~---
l. ·.It· ~a possible to use up to l/4" ·fillet welda 
with ~his thickness of web plate; and·it is 
felt that this size of weld will cert~inl7 be 
adequate, though strength calculations must be 
2. 
·made later. 
An Una tlffened web plate ( Ca tes~l7 A) :would 
require to be 69f85 = 0.812 inches thick 
at·leaat, and this is far in excess of the 
th1cltn8aa required·.f~om the strength calcu-
lation and woul·d be excessively heavy. 
' 
Planges 
Assume distance between flange centroids = 7an 
~hen flange force = 18lQ..x 12 
"1o 
.T~~~,ion Flange 
-~-ell!----------
Assume p = 9.5 tona/in2• bt 
. 28 
= 316 tons. 
. ·, 
0 
• 0 6 • 2 Area af tension flange = A2=3l •9•5 = 33.31n • 
If width of tension flange.= B2 = 34 inche_s, then: 
~ = 24.8 and B2 = Oo4i3. The·~~ prapert.ions w~uld 
B2 D 
be satisfac~o~y. Hence try as a first Ap~rex~matio~ 
for the ten_sion flange a plate 34" x iii (~ea:341n2o) 
Compress!~ Flange 
------------------
Assume p = 7 tons/in2• be 
0 
• • Area ef compressian flange = A,=316~7 = 45.2 in2• 
~ = 0.5 
D 
= 23o3 and 
·:~_. 
These proportions would be satisfactory. Hence:· 
try as a first approximation far the compression flange 
a plate l 1/4" x 3611 
(area = 45 1n2.) 
Note: 
-----
It is permissible to weld ~· and l l/4" flanges to 
a .7/16" .thick web ]lsing l/4'1 size fillet welds and so 
the proposed first approximation is a practical possi-
bility. 
Thus the first approximation is as shown in the 
diagram and it is now necessary to establish whether 
the maximum stresses under the total load are less 
than the actual permissible stresses, using tbe precise 
·calculations described in the Design Procedureo 
~--3t~~'~ 
)- ~''~--.-r-\.~ J~ 
'--~I'T""1"TT" ____ _.- "'::::::. ~ 
~~ 
I 
.. i.· ~ 
-
--
>-1. ,, I jl' ~ 34 ~ 
Elt. Area a y 
l 45 7lo375 
2 30o5 35o875 
3 34 Oo5 
:z =109.5 
dl 
All dimensions· in ton-inch unitso 
a y 
3,210 
1,092 
17 
:z :4,319 
= 39o511 
a y2 Io 
229,000 
-
39,200 12,380 
9 ... 
:Z=268p209 :z ·=12'' 380 
., ., 
l2p380 
280,589 
andY = 32o511 
c 
Iy 
4,86o 
-
3,"275 
:Z::8,1J5 
. It =. 280 ,589 1n4 
0 . 2 4 
• olx = 280,589 - 109.5 X 39.5 ·- 109,789 in 
and 
.. 4 IY = 8,135 in 
Hence 
: · fb = l8l:tf>x12x32a 5+ 109,789 = 6. 54 tons/:ln2 o 
·C 
and 
Also· 
2 
pbt = 9.5 tons/in o 
To determine pl:»o ~ 
• 
0 0 A = 19.17 
·1:,_ = 70xJ.2-f8 .• 62 
ry 
~ = 57o6 
T 
and B = 17o9 
= 
= 
Now M = 486o ~8135 = 0.598 and • •. K2 = 0.1 
0 
0 • 
• 
0 0 
0 
2 Cs = 19.17.+ (0.1 x 17.9) = 20.96 tons/in. 
2 pbc = 6.45 tons/in • 
8. 62" 
97o5 
2 2 
0 • 
f. = 6 • .54 tons/in andp = 6.45 tons/in • be · be 
f = 7.95 tons/i~2 and p = 9.5 tons/1n2• bt bt 
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Hence the compression flange is over-stressed and the 
sec~ion is unsatisfacto£Y. As the tension flange is 
under-stressed the second approximation will. now 
involve increasing the area of A1 and reducing the 
Second Approximation 
Plange force = 316 tons 
with p .= 6.45 tons/in2 and p = 9.5 tons/in2 
be • bt 
Bt = ·316+(1.25 X 6.45) = 39o2'1 , SQ' 388 
and 
B2 = 316+(. 1 X 9o5 ) = 33a311 , say 3311 
Hence the suggested section is as shown 
,, 
r ;~ 1 
2.ND. RPP~DX~ 
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~!cond Approximation (cont'd). 
------------------
.. 
Elt. 
1 . 
2 
3 
Area a y ay ay2 ~9 
47-.5 71.375 3,.;90 241 ,800 
-
,30.5 35.875 1,092 39 ,2JJO 12,380 
33.0 0.5 17 8 
-
~=111.0 ~ ::4,499 l!:281.,008 ~=12,3a) 
12,380 
~=293,388 
y t = 4,499 + 111 = 40 0 5'~ and y c = 31. 5'.' 
~~-= 293 1 388 in4 and ••• ~x = 111,388 in4 
~y 
5, 72JJ 
-
2,990 
l! ::8,710 
. 2 2 ~ence fbc = 6.24 tons/in and fbt = 8.04 tons/in • 
~ince Pbt ~ 9.5 tons/i~ it is clear that, while 
the s·tresses in this section may not exceed the permissible, 
the section will be understressed and hence wastefu~ 
therefore UNSATISFACTORY. 
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T~ird Approximation 
.. .. 2 2 Let J.\,2 = 33 x 8.04-;- 9. 5 .:;: 28in , say 29in 
and increase the compression flange to 39'~ x 1 1/4'~· 
.3 tt" 
" z' 
3rd Appro.x. 
Repea~ing the process 
as Shown for the first 
approximation,· it can 
be shown that: 
fbc76.2 tons/in2 and 
= _ Pt,c=7.0 tons/in2 
fbt:8.89 tons/in2 and 
Pbt=9.5 tons/in2. 
~ere the section is strong enough but is 
understressed on both flanges to a marked extent, 
therefore reduce area of both flanges. 
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.. : 
Fourth ApproXimation 
--------------------
II 
,. ~8 .. , 
...----+-...... ~:.~-:~~-: • .-
-
, 
jl' 
In this case :-
fbc='·32tons/in2 and 
'D.: ·.:6. 7tons/in2 
-cc · 
f ·=9.05tons/in2 and 
bt 
pbt=9• 5tons/1n2• 
The section isstill under-
stressed and the areas of both flanges 
can be still f'u.rther redt:lced. 
·.·.t 
Fifth Approximati~ 
Since this section proves to be satistactory, 
fUller det§~ls will once more·be given. 
Itt S7•S =a-1 
Y = 42. 5" and ·Y = 29. 5" t ~ . c 
IX = l00,687in4 
4 I 7 = 7,142in 
A' e: 104.38irl2 
Suggested Section 
! = ~01., and ~ = 57.6 
r T 
7 
35: 
Hence A = 17.76 and B :.16o56 
0 
• 0 
• 
• • 
_.,..,:· 
Ill = o. 771:'· and o ._. K2 = a.. 271 
ds = 
f. be 
f'bt 
· · 1 2 • 2 22.24tcms in and o • p = 6.65tons/in • 
be 
= 6.47tons/in2 and Pbc :.6.65tans/in2 • 
= 9.34tons/in2 and p = 9o5tons/in2o bt 
These stresses are satisfactory, hence 
Check on Self' Weight 
---------------------
Weight. of girder, excluding, stiffeners = 10.9-3tolis 
and splices 
1Weignt.of' Stiffeners, say 
therefore Total self' weight 
= 3o07tons 
= 14tons. 
~elf' weight estimated initially = o. 2 x 70 = 14 tons. 
Therefore Self' weight estimate is satisf'actorzo 
,, 
'!Velding of C.ompression flqe to Web. "qt = S ~ 
I 
Horizontal· shea~ per inch = 105 x 46.875 x 28.875 
100,687 
= 1.411 tons/inch 
Hence size of' fillet weld required = h = 1.411 = 0.1835'~ 
2.x0.7x5.5 
But minimum pel'Dlissible size of' weld = o. 25" 
Hence Adopt l/4" size fillet welds, and these may be 
I 
intermittent if the particular regulations permito 
Welding ef Tensian Flange to Webo 
Bprizontal Shear per. inch = 105 x 27 x 42 = 1.184 tons/incb 
100,687 
Hence Adopt 1/4" size.fillet welds (intermittent if 
permitted). 
Check on Maximum Deflection 
Maxo deflection (at mid.span) under tatal load= b 
where 6 = 5 w 14 = lo2 inches 
384 EI 
Now SPAN = 2.34 inches, or 
360 
-SPAN 
= .L 
700 
Hence deflection is satisfactor,y 
-----------~--------------------
Maximum Intensity of Shear Stress, f • ---~--------------------------------g: 
The maximum intensity of shear stress in the web 
of the girder occurs at the neutral axis at a support. 
It 4&8 been pointed out earlier that if the.average 
·Shear s'tresa iS less than the permissible average 
shear stress, then, by BoSo449, the ma~imum intensity 
is deemed to be satisfactory" However 1n thi·s case 
the value will be dete~ined. 
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f = l05 ·~ 1729 q 
p = q 
100,687 :X 0.4375 
2 7 tons/in • 
2 
= 4.12 tons/in • 
Hence satisfactory. 
------------------
Intermediate and bearing stiffeners should now be 
designed, though it ie not intended to do so here. 
Notes: 
As a result of the above calculations, the following 
points are worthy of note: 
,. 
1. The size of fillet welds required Should be 
estimated as soon as a reasonable approximation 
has been reached in order to ascertain whether 
' the sec.tion is a practical possibility before 
procee~ing any further with the calculations. 
2. The calculations are arduous and lengthy, 
though a competent, skilled design engineer 
should requ~re f'ew attempts of the trial and 
error process. 
3· Each square inch of section is equivalent to 
0.1 ton of structural steel; this gives an 
indication of the economy to be gained b,y 
persisting in reducing the sectional area. 
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4. Even after these calculations have been carried 
out, the solution arrived at is 'bY no means 
unique ~ is unlikely to be the one g1 ving 
iunillium Weight or iU.nimmn coat, though it 
should be near these limits since conventional 
proportionshave been adopted throughout.. A 
large number of further solutions can be -obtained 
by varying t.lle span to depth ratio fr.om. 12 and 
by varying the other sectional dimensions shown 
in Fig.5. 
It is hoped that the techniques des~ribed in 
the following chapters will :provide the design engineer 
with the basis for obtaining the girder of minimum 
weight and related properties in a more competent 
way. 
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CHAPl'ER 2 
EMPIRICAL SEARCH FOR A METHOD 
OUTLINE 
It has been shown that the main problem facing 
the engineer is to obtain numerical values tor the 
cross sectional dimensions, shown in Figo 5, to 
withstand a given applied bending moment on a 
specified span While observing reasonable economy. 
The criterion ot efficiency to be employed here 
will be Minimum Weight and since, tor girders ot 
a given span, the self weight is proportional to 
the cross sectional area, then the search is tor 
the dimensions ot tne cross section Which has .the' 
I 
Minimum Area among all the practical possibilities 
availableo Naturally if web stiffeners are employed 
the weight of the girder wiil be increased, and so 
it will be necessary to consider each of the four 
categories ot stiffening separatelyo 
It is considered that the dimensions of the 
cross section of girders at minimum weight will 
tend to conform to a pattern regardless of the span. 
Thus it is proposed to choose a given span and to 
calculate the moments ot resistance MR tor a wide 
40 
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SECTIONAL AREA. 
..: 
DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF 
THE ~LOT OF MR A(iAI1!ST A' 
FIG. 6. 
A' 
I 
! 
variety of ·sections obtained by varying the sectional 
dimensions incrementall~ between their maximum and 
minimum practical values. Moreover if the depth D 
. . 
and web plate thickness t 3 are also kept at a constant 
value while the remaining sectional parameters, viz 
B1 , t1 , B2 , and t 2 , are varied, it will then be 
possible to search far the solutions to Design Problems 
1, 2, and 3 as described in Chapter l, simultaneously. 
The entire process can· then be repe~ted as many times 
as necessary for other values of D and t 3• 
When the values of the .moment of resistance M:a 
and sectional area A 1 have be.en obtained, the results 
can be plotted on a M:a"' A 1 graph as shown diagram-
matically in Fig. 6. In this diagram OP is the 
beundary of minimum areas and hence ot minimum 
weights to provide various values of MR over ~e. 
entire practical range. OQ is the boundary of 
maximum areas and therefere of the heaviest sections. 
The ratio of the maximum to the minimwn area at a 
given MR is then a measure of the range of weights 
of pr.actical girders available to the engineer. 
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. (b). 
DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE 
MINIMUM WEIGHT BOUNDARIES ON THE . 
MR ""'A ' GRAPHS . 
FIG. 7. 
.· 
-< - ·---~·· 
In ~his investigation the sections of minimum area, 
i.e. Qn the baunda:ry OP, will only be considered 
further. ,, 
The values of the sectional dimensions B1 , t 1 , 
B2 , and t 2 can now be tabulated along with MR ·and A.
1 
for all sections along the minimum weight boundary 
OP as A' increases incrementally from its minimum 
to its maximum value. These· dimensions can then ·be 
examined to see whetber a mathematical pattern, or 
series of patte~ has emerged. 
This process can then be repeated for various 
' 
values of t 3 and D which. also can be varied incremen-
tally over their entire practical range. The minimum 
weight bQun.dary can then be obtained in each case 
and these can be superimposed on the one graph as 
shown diagrammatically in Figs. 7a and 7b. 
A graph of the type shown in Fig 7a shows the 
effect of varying the depth of sectian while maintain-
ing the span L and web plate thickii.ess t 3 constant. 
If necessary this graph could be repeated for various 
values of t 3• 
Fig. 7b on the Qther hand would show the effect 
of varying the thickness of the web plate t 3 while 
42 
maintain~ the -span and. overall depth of se~tion D 
cons·tant. This graph coul.d ·be -repeated for various· 
values of D. 
Since the category of web stiffening depends 
essentially an t3 in relation ~o D, the boundaries 
between ·such categories could be superimposed ·in 
'·· Figs. 7a and. 7b, thus enabling design conclusions to 
b$ made in all cases. 
-----------
It is hoped by this means to obtain a ~t·tern 
as to what constitutes Minimum Weight Design. If 
__ ,. 
so, empirical and theoretical techniques will then 
be used to establiSh a General Method for any practical 
section on any span.· If on the other hand no 
mathematical pattern emerges it is clear that this 
empirical technique will still be a rational approaCh, 
giving a solution to the design problems in a 
particular case, and attempts would then be made to 
streamline the process. 
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,/' ........... . 
DETAILS OF PRACTICAL INFORMATION 
·- .... . . .... - .;.. . ·. . .· 
------~---~-------------------:-
I:r;l .. Proc!9~d~~g w~ t~ ~~. i:Q.ve~;~tiga tiQn i ~ is 
~s~~~t~al that o~y seqtio~s which are a possible 
p~aqt1~al sol~~ion should be considered; this can be 
mod~~ie~ eli~~~~ t~ sugsest or anticipate future 
t~e~~ in d~sign. I~e~4 it is hoped that by this 
.. 
• ' I ' -....... 
WQ~k pla~e gird~rs and bu~lt-up sec~ions. gener~lly 
'Will bfE' .. popular~sed an~. put to new usage • 
. ~ccor~ing~~-¥es~rs. Dorm~ Lo~·(Bridge a~ 
E~ginee~~~) L1mit~d, Midqlesbro~Sh, were approached 
QY ~ au~~o~ a~ a~~4.~or de~ails .of th~ ranges 
.· .. 
q"f s~~es ul;1ed .. f'~ _p~~c~i~!-1 s~ctions. This inf'ormaticin 
was. ge~~.ously p.r:-ovided by Mr. T.V •. ~hompson, 11. I. 
s·truct.,~., the ·Chief' De.sign Engineer, and. Ml d.~tails 
~re .. s~ven in APPENJ;)IX 1. In addit~on··tnrormation """ft'S. 
·· ... ··ob.tai,~~~ .. fr.om. tl;le. Dorm~ Long ~andbook ( 7.) J;-egarding 
'-·- . . . 
the lengths·,. wid~s, and thicknesses .-of' m~nuf'actured 
"'"•·--.... . ~ ; .. '"': . . . 
. ..... .•. 
~tructural steel plate and other practica~ details. 
The more important f'acts f'rom this pract~c~l 
information areg 
1. 
2. 
Maximum ~~an, L 
:U:axi~um. :Pe~~~ ~ 
~pan to Dep~ Ratio, t, 
44 
-------
. . ...... 
120 feet· •· 
192 inches• 
7.s~t~·30· 
.. 
MINIMUM 
WEB 
FLANGE 
FLANGE 
FLANGE 
__j 7""L 
I i6 !minimum. 
FL AN G £ 
,.2. .. , 
---llj 16 r-;;;;;;Tmum . 
.J/8-up to .3/4 ~ 
,. - ,, 
h = .S/16 = 0·/875 
. .. 
h = 1/4 = 0·25 
ov.r 1'14""and 
up. to l~/4-... 
. . ... 
h := 5/16 = 0·3125 
owr./J/4and 
up to 2'/z". ·· 
SIZES OF FILLET WELDS & 
PLATE THICKNESSES. 
FIG.8. 
4. Span to Width of Compression Flange 
----- 12 ~L ~ 50 * ~-~ 
Bl 
5. Span to Width of Tension Flange 
----- 20~ L ~50 * ~-~ 
B2 
6. Maximum and Minimum Thicknesses 
of plates. 
. . 
Compression and tension fla~s 
----- 4" to 3/8" 
Web. li" to 1/4" 
(Tongue -pl~~~s.wo~d normally be used when the 
flanges are thicker than 2-i" ~ so that in this 
investigation the'maximum thickness will be 2~'). 
1. Si~es of fillet welds. The minimum sizes of 
welds and web plate thicknesses are shown in 
Fig. 8 and depend upon the thickness of the 
flange plates used: 
45. 
·~ .. 
Flange Plate Thickness Minimum Size of': 
Web Plate Fillet Weld 
3/8• to 3/4'' 5/16" 3/16" 
over 3/4• to 1 1/4" 3/8" 1/4" 
over "1 1/4" ·to 1 3/4" : 7/16• 5/16" 
over 1 3/4'1 to 2 1/~1 9/1611 3/8'' 
(See also: Notes an Welding in Chapter 1). 
a. The thicknesses of' manufactured rolled steel 
plate vaey by 1/16'1 · increments up to 1 • and b7 _ 
1/8" increments thereafter. 
9. The maximum widths of' manufactured rolled 
steel plate va17 with the thiCkness, thus: 
Thickness of Plate Max. Width 
3/811 10011 
7/161' 105" 
1/2'1 to 211 108'' .·":· 
2 1/4" to 311 · 106" 
: 
(in many cases the web plate will require to be · 
fabricated from two plates connected by a longitud-
inal butt weld in order to make up the necessary 'depth 
required. Welded splice details will frequently be · 
required in order to m~e up a given length of girder. 
This·wo~kmanBhip •ill increase .the fabricating costs 
but will not lncrease ... the overall weight of the girder 
and so will not ''be ~O'nsidered further in this particular 
investigation). 
• As a result of studying this information it was 
decided that the design investigation Should be 
extended to deal with sizes above and below the values 
given in items 1 to 5 inclusive.· There are two 
reasons for this step: 
a) If reasonable economy or efficiency can be 
achieved, it is hoped by this work to encourage 
engineers to use plate girders on longer spanS. 
b) The extension of the range will Show the 
variation in the efficiency of sections as less 
conventional proportions are chosen. 
Ac·cordingly it is proposed to modify items 1 to 
5 as shown: 
1. Maximum Span, L 
-----
200 feet 
2. Maximum Depth, D 
-----
210 inches 
3· Span to Depth Ratio, ~--- 5~1! ~ 35 
..... ~ 
D D 
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4. Span to Width of Compression Flange 
-----
5. Span to Width of Tension Flange 
10~ .1: ~55 
. B 
2 
In addition to these restrictions it is 
tntended to impose tbe following limits in order 
to ensure that no anomalies in the sizes or 
proportions of sections can occur: 
a) The Plange Width to De;Pth Ratios B1 ancil 
-D 
B2 Shall have a maximum value of unity, 
D 
(and not the value of 3.5 as would appear 
possible from tne previous information). 
b) Minimum dimensions. 
Minimum spaB 
Minimum depth 
-----
Minimum flange ·width ---
30 feet 
36 inches 
8 inches 
Dimensions less than these can be extensively 
provided for by using universal beams and columns; 
such rolled sections will also in fact overlap 
with the range of plate girders at the bottom end 
of the scale. 
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.· 
Only sections which comply with all the above 
practical prop0rtions ~with tne restrictions 
laid down in B.S.449 (see Chapter 1) should be 
cansidered fUrther, thus substantially reducing the 
number of possibilities. 
THE CALCULATIONS 
----------------. 
Since the calculations are length7 and arduous 
they will be· carried out on a computer to a high 
deg.ree of accuracy and the same consistency for all 
results. 
The nature ot the problem first suggests that 
an analogue computer would be mo~t suitable. However 
a permanent record of the results will be required, 
tG be used 11 for example 11 as design charts in an 
engineer's office, and this would generally involve 
resorting to an expensive photographic process and 
dealing with a vast amount of data. Unfortunately 
no suitable analogue computer was awailable locally. 
The next possibility is the use of an· electronic 
digital eanputer 11 which could be used to prepare 
tables of ~esults. Two Elliott 803 computers were 
readily available in the neighbourhood, one at 
Sunderland Technical College and the other at the 
University of Durham, and these computers were both· 
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... 
to be supplemented bY off~line automatic graph 
plstters at an early future date. This has since 
been effected in both cases. The graphs from these 
. . 
machines ean be obtained em tracing paper, and fUrther 
tracings or·photographic prints can therefore be 
easily made. (in addi~ion the author had been 
... 
tnrormed that a Probtng Device was to be installed 
at the University of Durham Which would enable aay 
co•ordinates of potnts on a graph to be automatically 
transferred to digital tape for subsequent future use 
as input to the computer. -rh.is equipment has n'"' 
been inst~lled). 
It was therefore decided to proceed.with the 
calculations by preparing special programmes for 
use on the Elliott 803 Computers. Since it is 
anticipated tbat all such programmes may have wider 
usage, these will be written in ALGOL (8) so that 
tbey can readily be adapted for use on other makes 
of camputers. 
All the computer programmes in this investi-
gation have been written and tested by ~ BEBGBON 
(9), ustng the information contained in this tbesis 
·which has been obtained or devised by the author, 
(vi.z. E.• I,.ITTON), who also satisf~ed himself a.s 
to the accuracy and validity of the results obtained. 
It was a~so agreed that A. BERGSON would operate the 
computer, ustng the spec~a~ programmes, to obtain 
. . 
the results as reque.sted by the author, who then 
used such results to dev.elop the teclmiques 
described in this ~sis. By this arrangement the 
author - an engineer - has been able. to concentr.ate 
. . . . . 
on the subject matter of the investigation, knowing 
that the numerical results of the calculations have 
· be·en responsibly and efficiently Gbtained ·tor him by 
A. Bergson - a mathematician. 
THB CoMPUTER PROGRAMDS 
-----~-----------------
Pull details of all the pr0grammes will be given 
in Ao Bergson's Thesis (9). A complete· list is given 
in APPENDix 2 at the end of this thes.is. 
In order te proceed with the "Empirical Search 
for a Method" it is necessary to give brief details 
of. the main programme used9 namely ABEL lo 
Pr0gramme Noo .ABEL lo 
------------------·.:.1:1"' ... _ 
Given the span L, sectional dimensions B1 , t 1 , 
B2, t 2 , D~ and t 3.' and constants A. and K1 , it is 
I . 
required to obtain ·MR 51 A Iii pbc" fbc, fbt, ! " and 
r7 
R, with section identification in the output. 
\ 
The programme follows the Design Procedure 
described in Chapter l.and has the following features: 
a) The three classes of section U, V, and W are 
automatically allowed for and the output 
indicates which class has been used. 
b) All sections whiCh do not·comply with the 
restrict.ions laid down in B.S.449 are autom-
:atically rejected and the reason for this 
rejection is given in the output. 
c) The output indicates which of the four 
categories of web stiffening is required, 
(viz. A, B, c, or D). 
in this programme the· output is given in a 
tabular form. It can be seen that there are nine . 
basic parameters necessary to define a girder 8 
.viz: L, B1 , t 1 , B2, t 2, D11 t 3 11 
A 11 and K1 , and that 
this programme gives a "check" calculation for any 
girder. 
Care has been taken to ensure that this, and 
all other special programmes can have as wide an 
application as possible, if this is feasible. Thus 
in this case provision has been made to enable x:.1 
' 
and A. to be varied even although both these values 
will be unity for most of the work in the invest!-
gation •.. 
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.... j". 
Example N Oo 2ol 
--------------
Check calculations will be ma~e on the f1ve 
approximations given in Example Noo lol, using 
Programme Noo ABEL l. 
Input to Computer:: L = 70 :f'eet; l! = llo666667 ; 
D 
or D = 7~; 
Approxo Noo Bl !! B2 l! 
B B l 2 
... 
l 36" 23.3333 34" 24o70 
2 38" 22.10 33" 25o45 
3' 39" 21.55 29" 28o97 
4 38" 22.l0 28" .3Qo00 
5 37.5" 22.~ 27'' 3lol0 
Note:: Programme No. ABEL 1 has been written to 
accept l! 51 l! 51andL ... as input rather than 
D B1 
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The input to and the output f'rom the co~puter 
are shown. in Table No. 2.1. The results f'rom this 
Table can be compared with those given in Example 
No. l.l which were ·obtained·using a slide rule. 
It c~ be seen that the section adopted f'or 
the design, viz. Appr.oximation No. 5, has a moment. 
of' resistance of' 1,863.91 tonf't which is st~ll 
slightly greater than the maximum applied bending 
moment of' 1,8~ tonf't, and so it would be possible 
to reduce the area :t'urthe r, though the value af' the 
Stress Ratia R of' 1.02 indicates that this final 
section is within·-~ of' the fully stressed canditian 
aime~ at in the Example No. lola 
Pinall.y it ab.ould be borne in mind that the 
values of' f'bc and f'bt given in Example No. 1.1. f'or 
each ~ppraximation are sustained on·application of' 
a moment of' 1,840 tonf't, whereas the values given 
.in Table No. 2.1 correspond to the v:~rying values of' 
maximum moments which·may be applied to each section. 
At this stage all the necessary prepa~atory 
wark has been done and it fs now possible to proceed 
with the "Empirical Search f'or a Method" by using a 
range of' ~~actical sections as described in the Outline •. 
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This is essentially a first step and by no means a 
complete answer in itse~f, though it is hoped, as 
sta·ted previously, to "steer" the investiga.ticm to 
a general sqlution by this empirical searCh. 
Selection of Numerical Datao 
-------------~----------~---
A span L of 100 feet has been chos~n,· together 
with an ave~all depth D of laD inches, ie. ~-= 10, 
D 
and a web plate thickness t 3 of l.incho In addition, 
~ ::1 andA~ since all girders to be considered here 
will have ccmstant cross sectional area and an 
effective length of compression flange equal to the 
span. 
All of these dimensions will be kept constant 
throughout this Pilot Schemeo It is intended that 
these Should portray the proportions of typical 
long span girders. 
The web plate thickness of 1 inch ensures that 
a reasonably large shearing force can be car~ied 
by all girders, that only vertical web sti:f"fe~rs 
will be required, i.e. all Catego1'7 B, and that an 
adequate range of" practical weld sizes, viz. 1/4" 
up t·o 11/16", are. available~ The span to depth 
ratio of 10 should ensure that no section will 
exceed the permissible deflection as well as 
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assisting in the resistance to the shearing force. 
It can thus be seen that ever-Y effort has been 
made to ensure that the moment of resistance MR' as 
restricted by lateral buckling,·should be the critical 
\ 
feature of the design in all cases. 
The cross sectional· dimensions Which can be 
varied are B1 , t 1 , B2, and t 2• 
t 1 and t 2 can va17 by l/8" increments from 1
11 to 
2 l/~·. 
can vary from 120" to 21. 8 inches in decrements of 
l/16", provided that the maximum widths do not 
exceed the maximum outstands of the flanges. (See 
Chapter 1). The computer programme number ABEL l 
would reject all sections which do not comply with 
this requirement, but as it is considered: that the 
maximum permissible widths of flange. ~ates may be 
im~ortant, these have been determined and the values 
are given in Table No. 2.2. 
It is elear that all the possible permutations 
of sections GVer the specified ranges of dimensions 
will be a ver,y large number, and therefore. it is 
proposed to reduce ~is number·by increasing the· 
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incre~~ts thl'ough the range af each variable.. Purther 
calculatians can then be made later to supplement these 
by chao sing ether increments or by e on.een tra ting on a 
' ' particular part ef any range 1 should the im;tial cho:J,ee __ ._ 
yiel~ any ·immediate result. Car.e bas been taken 
' ' 
. thrQughout to ensure that no preconceived ideas as-
to what c~nsti tutes Minimum Weight Design will affect 
the ~nitial selectian of sectians. 
Run Noo lo 
The ·values of the sectional parameters chosen 
for the first run an the computer to determine the 
IIR rv A' values for each section using "Programme 
N'·o o .ABEL 1 are :-
L = lOO·ft; t 3 z;:: 1 inch; ,!! = 10 ; 1t1 = 1; .l = 1 ~ D 
L = 14.8, Zl, 30, LID" 50, 55.o 
B~ 
..... 
il 1" = ' 10 25" .. ' 1. 5" ' 1. 75"' 2". 
t2 = 1"' lo 2511 1 1.5", 1. 75"" 2". 
· These values were pormutateq to give 900 possible 
sections and the resuJ.ts are given in Table No. 2.3-. 
Both the input to and the output from the computer are 
given. 
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Discussion of. Resul. ts from Run No. 1. 
-------------------------------------
It can be seen that : 
-1. Approximately ~ of the sec~ions were rejected 
mainly because the maximum outstand of either 
flange was exceeded. 
-2~' ·v~ry· :few ·~ections -provided--. moment of· re~i~t.:.. 
ance greater than 41000ton.ft which can be 
considered as a reas~nable minimum value to be 
required of plate· girders spanning 106 feet. 
3. The moment of resistance IIR, the permissible 
compressive stress in bending p , and the be 
stress ratio R, decrease as L is increased, 
Bl 
i.e. as B1 is reduced. 
Indeed when k_ equals or exceeds ~, most 
Bl 
moments are less than 1,000 tonft, and the few 
moments greater than this value require a cross 
sectional area muCh in excess of that necessary 
from sections in which L is less than L!O. In 
-Bl 
addition, when .IL., equals or exceeds ~, the 
Bl 
permissible stress Pbcis never greater ~ 
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3.16 tons/sq.inch, as compared with the mazimum 
possibl~ values of 9.5 to 10~0 tons/sq.inch whiCh 
Should be aimed at, even i+..not.actually aChieved, 
in a good design.. 
It. is tberefore recommended that: 
-i=e'· :···'fiut>.JIRIV-A 1 grapli. ~ould. not· be· plotted in ·this 
·2. 
case, and further calculations should be made 
choosing sectional parameters within the 
original specified ranges yet mare likely t·o 
produce results .which can be regarded as possible 
solutions to typical design problems. 
I·' The wastage of camputer time Should be reduced 
by al taring the form of presenting tbe input. 
These recommendations have been embodied· in 
Run No. 2. 
RWl No. 2. 
------·----
In this run9 !!._ ~ 1£_ are restricted to a 
Bl B2 
maximum value of qo, aDd t 1and t 2 are extended to 
deal with plate thicknesses up to 2o5a in an effort 
to increase the values of the moments to be Qbtained. 
~he different values of t 1 and t 2 are now treated as 
separate pieces of tnput to the computer while ~ 
Bl 
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L 
~-~2 -~r~ ~~~~ed f~9~ ~eir ~i~~~~ possible values, 
~ich vary with t 1 and t 2_ -~esl?ec~~v~ly as shown in 
Tab~e No. 2~_2, .to. ~~ir .maxi~~- valu~ of .40 in all cases. 
~Y .t~~s m~~s no -~Qtiqns having flang~ widths ex9eeding 
~~ p~rm~~~~~~e 9~t~~~~~ will be .u~ed, thereby avoid-
~~S ~ wasta~e in computer time encountered in Run 
No. 1 • 
. ~1~ .dets.ils of the ~put and ou~put for this 
second run of ~~-~ilo~ echeme are given in Table 
. . . . . . 
Bo •. 2.4"' ... The ~:npu~ ~etails can I?e summarised thus: 
L = 100f~i ~ = 10 ; t3 = 1 ·~ i ~1. = 1 : ;t, = 1 P. • 
~ and ~ = minimum value, a>, 30, and 40. 
~1 B2 
t1 = 2.5" . . ' 2. 25'.'' 2''' 1. 875"' and 1. 7511 • 
t2 = 1'~' 1. 25'.~. 1. 5'~' 1o 75" 11 2'~ ' 2. 25"' and 2.5". 
Al~ these.dimensions have been permutated.to give 140 ·· 
possible sections. 
~Y examining Table No. 2.4 it ean be seen that: 
. . 
1. Very few sections have been rejected. 
2. Most moments of resistance are greater than 
. . . 
4,00Q ton. ft. 
3. The value of the stress ratio R can be either · 
greater or ~ess th~ ~ity_,_ wi~ several values 
in close proximity to unity. 
6o 
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. . •. • . •. • I,'. It ·can ·be.:·:coneluded:.theref'ore that the sections 
. •... .i. , = ~· -"!'. ;--+-·· -'--i· .r.... . . . 
used will realistically portray a series of' girders 
which can be regarded as various possible solutions 
to the design problems in the practical range, and so 
the·method described in the Outline may now be continued 
by-plotting the KR~A''points for all the values. 
The pl~t ·.of'·---~~e po_ints on the- graph of' MR against 
A' is Shown in~ig.g, and it can be seen that the 
moments vary from 1,500 tonf't to 20,500tonf't approx-
imately with a wide scatter in cross sectional areas 
•, 
'bhrougli(init th:i.s·i:·!~ange. 
I J •"'• - I lo 
.. 
The boundary of' sections of' minimum weight has 
been drawn on ~ graph, and this does not appear to 
have a -smooth mathematical form. However the 
irregularities may be d~e· to the f'act that insuf'f'icient 
sections have been considered and it is theref'ozie still 
possible that such a shape, or series of' shapes, may 
exist. 
The co-ordinates a~ po~nts on the minimum weight 
boundary were.' . ~n read off' the graph from the maximum 
to the minimum area in consecutive order, and the 
results are shown in Table No. 2.5. These sections 
. . 
were then identified by scanning the results in Table 
No. 2.-4 and the values of' the sectional-parameters 
.. I. .&.._, .!!_, tl' and .t2 ob1ia:ined; 
Bl B2 
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the results of this process have also been included 
in Table :No. 2 •. 5. 
Discussion of Results from Run No. 2. 
-------------------------------------
By examining th8 sectional dimensions of girders· 
on the minimum weight boundary as given in ~able No. 
2· •. 5, it woul'd appe~r that a mathematical pattern has 
begun to emerge. havtng the following properties: 
1) The bound4ry cansists of a s~ries of z~s. each 
·of wl;lich has· a constant value of compression 
flange thickness t 1• 
2) As ~ and A' decrease along the boundary, the 
value of t 1 reduces decrementally an passing 
.. 
from one zone to the next adjacent one. 
3) In each same ot constant t 1 , tke ratio ~ 
Bl 
increases gradually .from its minimum possible 
value as MR 8nd Ai decrease along tbe boundary, 
and no such values of L are far removed in 
-Bl 
magnitude frem this minimum one. This means 
that B1 . appears to vary from its maxi.mum value 
·~ve~. a·l~ited' ranse in each zone. 
. ' 
No ma~ematical sequence appears to exist for 
the values of the tension flange dimensions B2 ~ 
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Ru,n No. 3• 
In ord~r to check the property quoted in 2) above, 
a supplementary run was made in w~ich all sections were 
.. 
confined to the one zone by keeping t 1= 2.5" throuShout. 
Th:f:s particular :V~lue of t 1 was chosen since at' thi-lj 
stase of tbe Pilot Scheme only two points had been 
obtained en the minimum weight boundal'J' for this zc:me. 
L was varied ever a short range now, from its minimum 
il 
value of 14.82 up to 20. 
PUll details of tbe sections in this run are: 
L =100ft.;~= 10; t 3 =linch; ~:l; 1:1; aDd t 1= 2.5" D 
£ = ~. 19, 18, 17, 16, 15 and 14.82. 
iBl 
16, with t 2 = 2.125"' !!... = 19, 18, 17, 15, 14 and 13.91 
B2 
with t2 = 2. 25"' L = 19, 18, 17, 16, 15, 14 and 13.19 B2 
with t 2 = 2.375•, ~ = 18, 17, 16, 15, 14, 13 and 12.51. 
·B 2 
and with t 2:2.5", .&._ = 17, 16,_ 15, l4, 13, 12, and 11.89. B2 
All tbese dimensions were then pel'lllutated to g:lve 
196 ·possible sections. The input to and the output from 
the computer have been included in Table No. 2.4 and the 
results have been plotted on Pig.9. The additional 
·, .~ 
co-ordinates on the minimum weight boundary were then 
read off and included in Table No. 2.5. 
Discussion of Results from Run No. 3. 
-------------------------------------
These resu1ts have been included with those from 
Run No.2, and it can be seen from Table No. 2.5 and 
Fig.9 that maD¥ mor~ points on the.minimum weight 
boundar7 have now been obtained for the zane in which 
i1. = 2.5•. 
These additional results would appear to confirm 
that, as M:lie and A' decrease along the bounda17, the 
ratio ~ increases gradually from its minimum 
B 1 
possible valu~j~ver a narrow range. 
,. 
SUMIIAHY OF RESULTS 
------------------
·. It should again be noted that the results of' the 
Pilot SCheme tn this Summary are·by no means a complete 
answer to the problem of' establishing a method f'Qr the 
Mi~imum Wei~t Design of' mild steel welded plate 
girders, but are rather a first step tn this direction, 
'pointing the way for subsequent work which will b~ both 
empirical and theoretical. 
The resUlts of' the Pilot Scheme appear to indicate 
that: 
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DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTA-TION. OF __ 
THE -RESULTS FROM THE PILOT SCHEME.-. 
... FIG. 10 . 
, 
~ I ' 
1) The minimum weight boundarv consists af·a series. 
of zones each of which has a cons·tant value of : . 
compression flange thickness t 1• 
2) As MR and A' decrease along the boundary, the 
value of t 1 reduces decrem~ntally on pas~ing 
from one zane to the next adjacent one. 
3) In -each zone of constant t 1 ~ the ratio 1!._ 
··' Bl 
increases gradually from its minimum possible 
value as MR and A' decrease along the boundar71 
and no such values of .L are far removed in 
iii 
.magnitude fram this minimum onea This me~s 
~ 
that B1 appe·ars to vary from its maximum value 
over a limited range in each zonea 
These results are portrayed diagrammaticallY 
in Fig.lOa 
CONCWSIONS 
Now that some basic properties of points on the 
minimum weight boundary of the MR N A' clll'Ye appear 
to be known, the search for a method of minimum weight 
design ~an be continued by investiga_ting in detail 
-~~~ 
the variation of poiats concentrated on, or tending 
to approach this limita 
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The number of possibilities has been substantially 
I 
reduced by the pilot scheme and the subsequent 
. 
empirical ·and theoretical investigations can 
confir.m or deny the validity of the results given. 
The concept of a zone on the minimum weight 
. boundary wil-l b,e used continually in this future 
work, defined thus g-
! 
Definition · 
All points having the same value of t 1 
c-onstitute a zone on theM rvA' grapho 
- R 
The studies in the variations in web plate 
thickness t 3 and overall dep~, as described in 
the Outline, need not now be embarked on at this 
stagel and thea~ will be considered later in 
Chapters 4 and 5. 
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CH.f\PrER 3. 
DETAILED. INVESTIGATION ON AN EMPIRIC~ BASIS 
--------------------------------------------
T~ search ~ar a general method af minimum 
~~Sbt ~osign af welded mild steel plate girders 
·Mv~n:s. panstant. crass se.ctioM.l ~rea and torsiwl 
~.lat•ral restraints onlY at the ends o~ the spa~ is 
cant~u•d in this chapte~ an an empirical basis• A 
~ypical lang_span is chosen ~nd sectianal dimensions 
·., ~e . se~ec·ted embedy~ng the charact~ristic-. discovered 
fr~: the PilOt Scbeme ot Chapter 2. It is re-emphasised · 
that, by this· means, it is hoped to find s~lutions t~ 
··~e ~ree_desisn problema descriced in Chapter 1, 
applying_ to J!! spans in the practical r$Dge. 
PBOCEDURE 
A zone ot the ~~A' diagram was chosen, i.e. 
. . 
t~ constant, together with· several values af ~~e 
i'lltio l! ,. increas~ng 
· B1 . 
narrow :r&.llS~. L, J!, 
D 
from its minimum value ov~r a 
t 3 , K1 and A were kept canatant 
throughout, leaving only ~. and t 2, the tenraion 
B2 
· t~ans~ dim~nsions, to be varied. 
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The numerical values ch0sen were essentially 
~e s~e as th0se far the Pilot '-Scheme; th"is was 
4~ so ~t a direct cemparison of the results 
could be made if required. The sizes were: 
. :i:. = 100ft; ~ = lO; t 3 = 1 inch; K1 = l)A= 1; D . . 
.· ... 
t 1 = 2.5 inches 
-~ = 14.815(min.), (Also values greater than this 
Bl at a later stage) 
t 2 = 2 •. 5" dewn to '111 in decrements of. 0 .125". 
= appr~x. min. value, sev~~ intermediate values, 
• !,1' 
and 55( max.).. ·.~ :. ; , 
• ! :-
In the first instance the value of ~ was 
Bl 
h~l.d 9~ns~ant at its. minimum value of 14.815, while, 
fer each p~actical value of t 2 ,' # . was varied in 
B2 
.nine stag~~ fr~· its minimum ta its maximum value. 
With this form of presentation ef data, 
Programme No. ABEL l was used to obtain the values. 
of MR, A',. lbc, R, etc., for each sec tie~. The 
·' 
input to and· the output from the compute;r ·f.Q~ thi~ 
investigat.ian are given in Table No. 3.1a. ~d ~~ . 
.. 
plot of the MR~A1 points for all of these sections 
is shown in ·Fig. lla. ,,. 
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-Discussion of Results 
.... 
-----------------.----
It· can be seen from ~ig. lla that when points on 
the plot· of MR against A 1 having the same value of 
tension flange thickness t~ are connected by a 
con:tinuous l~ne, a smooth. mathemati~~l- c~~~ __ is 
obtained. llaresver, the curves so formed appear to 
possess charac~eristics which will be investigated 
mere fully later. 
Some of the characteristics appear to be: 
1. Each line en the graph af M:R"' A 1 connecting 
~oints having the same value of t 2 consists of 
a smeoth curve which is partly linear and partly 
non linear. 
2. The_sectio~l area A' is var~ed"aleng such a 
curve enly by altering the width of the tension 
flange B2; all ather sectional di~ensions are 
kept constant. Thus L can be regarded as 
B2 ---=. ·, -·- _:. 
. .~ . 
the ~Y variable alang suCh a -curve. 
3. ~or all sec~ians ~n the lin~ar portion the 
s~ress ratio R is greater than unity, while, 
f.or all sections on_the_non linear portion, R 
is less ~an unity, and the two pQrtions inter-
sect smeQthly at a po~nt an the curve where R 
is equal to unity. 
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4. The maximum value of MR occurs When ~ is at 
B2 
;1. ts minimum value, and the minimum value of Ma 
occurs when~ is at its maximum value. Moreover 
B2 
.. 
MR app~ars to have·its maximum value on t~ 
nQn ~inear portion of the curve. and its mini-
m mum value on the linear portion. 
s~ ~he linear portions of curves haytng different 
values of the tension flange thickness t 2 
and the same values of all other seDtional 
p~~ameters appear to be co-linear, although 
each au~ lin~ar por.tion starts and fi~Bhes at 
different points along the common line. 
I 
6, .~s t2 decreases from its ma~imum value, the 
.linear portion starts at a smaller value of 
~R and ends at a value of· MR which increases. 
~o a. m~xi~~ ~~ ~en .. d~creases, sp that_· mdre 
·of ~e_rang~ o:f ~ .. c~e become~ linear. 
~t is clear, then, that, as t2 is fUrther 
rl\!)dl1ced, the entire prac_tica~ range covered . will 
eventually become linear. ~n this case· this 
occurs when t 2 2.125" (see Table No. 3.1 a.). 
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1. On the ether hand, as t 2 increases from its 
minimum value with all other sectiQD&l 
. 
parameters held constant (other than I! ) " the 
B2 
linear portion starts at a greater value of 
. : IIR and finishes at a value of MR which 
increases to a maximum and then decreases, so 
that less ef the range of the curve is linear. 
As t 2 is further i~reased,_ the entire range 
covered will even~ually be"come ncm linear. 
(Extra werk shows that this will eccur when 
t 2 > 7" which is outside the impesed practical 
range). 
8. It can be seen from Table No. 3.1a that, as 
is increased along a curve, it is possiple 
·t ·=~ ';·:~ 
for the transition from Class 3 through Class 
l"to Class 2 to take place (see Chapter 1), 
i.e, from W through U to V t.o take place, 
and this can occur on the linear or non linear 
portion af the curve. The abrupt change may 
well produce discontinuities on the profile of 
the curve and this should be investigated further. 
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The ab0ve eight characteristic~ apply only 
at this stage to particular numerical values in a 
particular zone of the MRI'VA 1 graph. Nevertheless 
the mathematical·form obtained suggesUthat these 
may well apply to all such lines no matter what 
numerical values are chosen. Moreover it would 
now appear possible that the minimum weight boundary 
em the II :a"-' A 1 graph can be built up fram a series 
of such curves intersecting one another along the 
-
entire boundar,, rather than consisting ef a series 
ef points as obtained in the Pilot Scheme of 
Chapter·2~ Such a curve will now be termed a 
contour, and its general praperties will new be 
ui.;,e:stigated. 
THE CONTOUR 
-----------Definition 
----------
A contour is a continuous line en the M:a~ 
A 1. graph in which ~ is varied from its minimum 
B2 
to its maximum value while all other s.e.ct·icm.al 
parameters are kept constSI:Lt• TlJ,us tbe .cr~ss 
.... ' 
sectio~l area A' c;,f sections .along a cEJDtQ~i.:is 
.varied o:illy by changing B2 (or by changing the 
ratio L where L is a given span). 
ii2 
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The conteur will now be r~garded as the 
linital·~·:e1ement to be ·used iri-:· the formation of the 
I • ;, ' • 
-..l. --~-- ... . 
-Dii!l£rpl1m:·.-we·ight boundary. The results obtained from 
the Pilat SCheme ef Chapter 2 regarding points on 
·this boUDdary can now readily be appl·ied to· ccmtours, 
--. 
thereby giving continuous variations ratber than the 
intermittent isolated points previously used. Thus 
in accordance ·w1 th the results of the Pilot .scheme, 
those ccmteurs having a constant value of t 1 ~ 
different values of L at and just abc:Ne the minimum 
lfl 
value of this ratio should be regarded as the unital 
elements in a zane ef the minimum weight be~~; 
the same procedlll'e can then be used for a 11 other 
zones uaing the apprepriate value of t 1 in each 
case until the entire boundary has been fermed. 
The envelope ef ~ mi~mum values of A' to 
pravide a given MR throughout the practical range 
"J 
of 11a can then ~ e e'btained f'rom these inter sec ~i~ 
. ,· ~--
c0ntours 11 and thia will be the Minimum Weight 
Boundary. 
In order to preceed in thia way it will be 
essential tQ ensure that any contour can be 
accurately obtained for all possible numerical 
values; 
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ail discontinuities along the profile should be 
-readily ·de-to·c·ted ·and defined, yet it will be 
desirable to avGid an excessive amount of cempu-
tation. Thus the properties of contours will be 
·i~estigated in detail, on ~ empirical basis in 
this ·chapter, followed by a theeretical ana1ysis 
in Chapter 4, before stating the General llethGd 
in Chap·ter 5. 
Empirical Inve.a~~gatiGn en the PrGperties of 
--------------------------------------------
,· 1•·•; o i I ' 
·: ': .:Corltours 
--------
This tnvestigation has alrea¢J been started 
.with "earlier work "in .:the chapter dealing with the 
zone in which t 1 = 2.5 inches. All other zcme~ 
in the practical range wi.ll now be considered by 
yar.ying t 1 from 2. 5 inche a dawn tG 1 inch in 
decrements of 0.125 inch. In each case L 
11 
w~ll _be kept at its minimum value, and it will 
be arranged that the results associated with 
each value of t 2 will be tabulated separatel7• 
Thus in each zone l! and t 1 will be held cGastant, 
Bl 
and,. for each value of t 2 in turn, l! will be 
B2 
vari~d in steps frem its minimum to i~s m~ximum 
value; 
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this is a particularly convenient way of processing 
the data. since the minimum values of~ whicl). depend 
B2 
on t 2 can be readily handled in the input, and since 
the output will give the values of MR against A' 
alang a contour far each value of t 2 tn sequence. 
Moreover, in view of the possible importance 
of the result alons ... each can tour for the section 
in-Which the stress ratio R is unity, the value of 
L at Which this occurs lhould be included 1n the 
-B2 
·.da.ta.~ . This c~ readily be done b7. a pr~c .. ess of 
. . 
successive approximation, realising that as ~ 
B2 
. . 
increases, the tensiEm flange area reduces and 
thus'R increases (see also later);all the values 
in this process can be given in the table of 
results and can be efficiently used to plot the 
'\·:).:!• 
contour. 
In addition, since it is possible for the 
three tJPes of Class, v1•· 1, 2, ~. 3, to 
occur alans the ~ contour, 1t will be desir$ble 
to be able to obsel"Ve exactly where the transi t1on 
takes place. It has·been Shown in Chapte~ 1 that 
Class 1 (or U) occurs when :-
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Since ~ is the only independent variable aleng a 
B2 
canteur, egaatian No. 3.2 can be used te determine 
that value of B2 at which Class l occurs, and_thus 
. 
the corresponding value of ~ can be abtained. 
B2 
TheN is olU.y 0ne such value of L along each 
i2 
centour, and this may or may not be in the practical 
range. Thus a computer pregramme was_campiled 
(Programme Ne. ABBL 2) to give the values of L 
i!2 
at Which Class l eccur~o The results are given 
in Table No. 3.2 which also gives other critical 
values of L which will be explained in Chapter 4. 
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· Where such values appeared in the practic~l range, 
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L the~e, and other values of- in close proximity, were ~2 
~~1U4,e~ in the input data to be used to dete:rmine a 
contour. 1'1Dally 1 t should be noted that,· as i 
·2 
i:EJ.Qreases, R increases> (see alsa latel'.) .and the tran-
•itiQD W:ill take pl~ce from Ql.as.s 3 (i.e • .' W) throu.8h. 
the unique value in Cla·ss 1 (i.e .• U) to Class 2 (i.e. V). 
Data 
----
L = 100ft; L = 10; t3 = 1 inch; K = 1; IL = 1 
D 
t1 = ~5~, 2.375~, 2.25~, ---------------- 18 
~ = the minimum value, depending on t 1• (~ee Table 
·B 
.. 1 No. 2!1! 2) 
t2 ~ 2~5~, 2.375~, 2.25~. ---------------- 1~ 
L: =·minimum value, various in,te:rmed~ate values, 55 • 
..,. 
·.~2 
Pull details of input and o~~put data are Shown 
in Table Nos. 3.1 a, 3 •. 1b, 3.1 c, ••••••• 3. 1m, which 
w~re ·ob~a1ned by us~ng ~ogramme No. ~~ 1. 
f.ll tlle contours on the ~R'V~1 sraphs were then 
:plotted from th.is data, and these are ~own in 'igs. 
11a, 11b, 11c, • • • • • • • • 11m. 
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Properties of a Contour 
-----------------------
Based purely en the results of this empirical 
investigation, as given in Table No. 3•1 and Pig.ll, 
the fellowtng prQperties of a contour begin te 
emerge:- It would appea.r that :-
1. A conteur may be entirely liMar'* G)r n"n line~r, 
er partly linear and partly non linear over its 
practical range~ and each possibility depends 
upon the values of the Stress Ra tie R. 
2. The Stress Ratio R is greater ~unity for all 
sections Qn the liaear portion (should this 
exist), and is less·than unity fer all sections 
~n the non linear portien (should this exist) •. 
llereever., when both linear and non linear 
portiens exist, these intersect smoothly at a 
point where R is e. qual to uni.~y. 
The Stress Ratio R increases as L increases 
i2 
for meat values of R, from which it can be 
deduced that A' reduces as R increases. 
However exceptions to this rule do occur When 
R is small, say less than .o. 6 as is shown in 
Table Ne. 3.1m. 
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It' is unlikely that this exception will appear an 
any Minimum Weight Boundary, which would generally 
be associated with values of R near unity, though 
this remains te be seen. This exceptien will be 
loOked inte mere fully in Chapter 4. 
4. The linear perticms of conteurs (when they 
exist) having different values of the tensien 
flange thiakness t 2 and the same values of 
all other sectienal parameters are ce-~inear 
• to a good engineering approximation, although 
each such linear portion starts and finishes 
at different points along the common lineo 
Such a cellectian of contours will henceforth 
be termed a .!!! ef contours. 
(Definition: A collection of contours having 
different values of the tension flange thickness 
t 2 and tbe same values of all other sectianal 
parameters is defined as a .§!U of Contours). 
5. The minimum value of A' for a set of contours 
occurs on that contour having tbe minimllm 
value of the tensian flange thickness t 2, 
and the maximum value of A' ·for a set Qf 
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contours occurs on that centaur having the 
maximum value of t 2• Such maximum and minimum 
values af A' may lie on either the linear ar 
non linear portien ef a contour. 
6. When a contour is totally ar partly linear, 
MR increases with A' on the straight ltne 
portion without any discontinuities. ~e 
maximum value of MR anc:t- l. the correspand:lng 
~·· 
'• · .... 
value ef A' on the straight line pertien 
are important; these occur when R is equal 
te un1 ty if this value can be attained 1n 
the practical range. Otherwise these 
occur when R has 1 ts minimum value which 
must then be ~ater than unity, and in 
this case the c~ntour will be tetally linear 
and will-.-terminate at this point. :Uereover 
this value ef MR increases as t 1 increases. 
1. The maximum value of MR and the correspcmding 
value ~f A' en the co-linear portiens of a set 
ef ~ontaurs are also important and it is 
vital fer Minimum Weight Design to be able te 
80 
indicate an which c9nt~ur of a.set, i.e. which 
- - I I ~ I 
value of t2, these values occuro This· depends up~ 
whether tJ;le Class 1 section ( i.e.. u·) occurs when R 
. . 
is less than., or fFea ter ~n uni·ty. 
a) fb,en the Class 1 section occurs when ~ is leas 
than UDi_ty. 
Th:la ·is the more common of the two possibil_i ties 
and in this case the maximum value of Ma and ~e 
correapon4tns value of ~· on· the co~linear portions of 
a se~ of co~tours ~enerally occur for tbe minimum 
value of t 2 for which ~ = 1. In fact the values of 
1fa tor which R =-,~· :~nc:f"ease steadily as t 2 is reduce~ .• 
. '· to,:: 
. -~·. ~ii·. =. 
~owever, i~ addit.:i.6B;•,.as indicated in property No. 6 
above, it is possible for a contour to termtDate with 
:ti being greater than unity, and so the maximum values 
I • I • • 
of ~ and "-1 on tp.e strai~t line porticm.s of the ne:x:t 
few ~tours having decreme~tally lower veluea of t 2 
should also be obtained and compared with those previous 
ones to see which of these gives the critical value of 
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;his. s·tat.e ot af'f'airs is clearly illustrated 
in Table No. 3.1e and in Fig. 11e f'or the set or 
contours in the zone ~ = 2 inches. In this case 
the minimum value or t 2 , f'or which unity is achieved 
by ~' is 1.625 inches, and yet the maximum value or 
~ and the corresponding value of' •' on the co-linear 
portions or this ~et of' contours occur when t 2 = 1. 5 
inches, which is 'the.next decrementall~ lower value 
of t 2 and rar which the minimum value of' R is 1 .01 • 
It can also be seen that the next lower value or t2~ 
vi~~ ~-375 inches, does not provide the critical value 
or MR. ~hus 1n this case the critical value is MR 
~ 1~, 596.41 ton:rt., when ~' = 338.0 sq. ·ins., and this 
occurs on the con to~ f'or which t 2 = 1 • 5 inches and 
: 2 =·1.01 (the minimum possible practical value here).. 
:r.ur~r in:f'ormation is given in property No.8 below. 
b) When the Class 1 section occlll's when R is greate.r 
~an uni~y. 
ThiSJ possibili,ty only occuJ:Wt!td .. on. one se~ or contours, 
. . ·- :'.'· •. ,• . . . . . .. _.·. . 
• !"a ,t, I ,•'; , .. 
vi~. wheJ;L tf·~·~·"2.5 inch~• ·aa··Bhawn in Pis. 11a and 
Table No. 3 •. 1a in the empirical investigation, though 
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it may well occ~r more ~egU~tly with other choices 
.. ,,.. ..... ·.-: 
o~ data. ~n this case· the maxim• value o~ M2 and 
the correspondi~ value ot _., on tbe co-linear 
portions o~ a set o~ contours need not occ11l' for the 
minimum value a~ t 2 for which R = 1 9 thou~ such 
value is not ~ar removed from the max1mum. .I ·trial 
and error search :r.or the critical val.ue 0~ ~ should 
there~ore be adoptedo However a more spphisticated 
approach aDd an explanation a~ this phenomenon will 
given in the Theoretical Justificat-ion· in Qhapter be 
4. 
a·. ~elationBhip between ~ and t2for all ~actions 
~ 
~or which ·R = 1 .oo. 
~·rom the data siven in T'able N'o• ,.1 the 
variations in .i, lfith t 2 have. ·been plotted 1n Pig.12 
~2 . 
~or all sets o~ contours in the investigation. ~t 
can be seen that the graph of suCh;po~t~ in each 
.  - / ... ·· 
set is a •traight line. ~his proper~y·can provide 
a means o~ determining the value o~ L ~or which 
i2 
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R = 1.00 on a given contour, thus:- the values of L 
-~2 
for which ~ = 1.00 should. be obtained accurately for 
m contours in a set, using programme No. ABEL 1 and 
the proces·s of successive approximation as indicated 
previously. This establiShes the straight line, 
and the minimum practical value of t 2 for which M 
B2 
is greater than .or equal to its minimum value can 
thea be read off. ~l the secti~l dimensions are 
now known and programme No. JBEL 1 can then be used 
to.obtain the values ot M~ and~·. Moreover the 
value of ~ is also given and it can be verified that 
this is unity. 
This device can also be used in the i~esti­
gation into the sensitivity of R. (~ee property 
No. 11 below). 
g. Disconttnuities. Discontinuities can occur on 
the DOD linear portion of a contour iD which the value 
of ~ suddenly increases or decreases at a particular 
value of A', as~· increase~. These happen.frequently 
throupou t 'ig.11 and are due to the occurrence of 
the Qlass 1 section (U) on tbe non-ltnear portion. 
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~}}~.~. ·~f .. ~~ .Gla~, .1 se~tio~ i~ .lqc~.ted where .. JJ<1.,. 
~~-a.discontinuity will be formed. There are two 
a) ~ sharp increase in ~ at the Class 1 section 
value of • 9 , as ~ 1 increases. This occurs when 
!g > 1 and has the eftec t of increasing the 
J't 
value of Qs in the Class 3 (W) range of sections, 
(sea Chapter 1) producing an iDCrease in pbc and 
therefore in ~. 
b) A abarp decrease 1n ll:a at the Class 1 section 
value of~·, as·~· increases. This occurs when 
Yc <. 1 and has the affect of dacreasiiJI.S the 
7t 
value of Cs 1n tbe Qlass 3 range of sections, 
produciD$ a decrease in pbc and ~rafore in MR. 
Both these ~as of discontinuities are illustrat-
ed throufhout ,1 •. 11 and can occur on two different 
contours in~ 'iven sat. 'or example, tn '1g.11d 
II 
wbere t 1 = 2.125, type a) occurs on ~e contours for 
which t 2 = 2. 25" , 2. 3 75" , and 2. 5" , whereas type b) 
occurs on the contours for which t2 = 1. 875" and ~· • 
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. . It f'9llow~ tl;len that it would be tl;leo~tically 
pos~ible tor tbe case to occur in which 7c = 7t 
e::u.qtl7 at the Qla~s 1 section, and this 1n fact does 
~ppen when t 2 = 2. 1 25" ( = t 1 ) J there is no discontin-
uit7 in·this special case. 
'r.bs values of' L along all of the contours in the 
. i2 
investigation tor which !.2 = 1 have been tabulated 
7t 
as L . in 'l'able No. 3o 2. l'Ul·l details as to how 
-,It· 
·B2· 
this has been dane are given in Chapter 4. 
10. The slopes of' all ~e strai~t line portions of' 
all contours 1n this empirical investigation are the 
• s~e to a goo~ engineering approximation. 'his infers 
essentia~.l7\ ~~ these slopes are independent of' B1 " 
t 1 , and t2 ~ this matter will be more ~117 dealt· with 
in. Qhapter 4. 
1.1. 'ensitivit~ in ~ value of' :a. Thii!J pro:pert7 is 
beat illustrated b7 re~erring to Table No. 3,1f' in whiCh 
the set of contours for ~ich t 1 = 1~875" is defined. 
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. ~.:t. has al~~~dy b ~en stated in pro~e:rt7 number 
7a) tJ:lat the maximum value of 112 on the .co-linear 
p~ti~ns.of a set of contours $eDer~ll7 ~ccurs for the 
~~n~um va~u~ of t 2 for which :Q = 1 , provided ~hat the 
Qlass 1 section occurs when l;l is less ~ ~ity. 
However thi.~ at first sipt does not appear to be the 
····. 
c;:ase frcmi· .. ~· results f!Jiven in Table No. 3.1t; the 
values or lla and ~· for w~ich ~ = 1.00 have been taken 
' . . 
fr_om ~is table and have been listed in Table No. 3. 3 
1n ~dar or reducing t2. ~n this ·table the letter v 
1n each ~:lne indicates that for each value of t2 the 
section $iven is in Qlass 2. ~t c~ be seelll that the 
cross sectio~l ~reas are withi~ ~ of ~ ~other 
aQ.d ~at tl;1e maments aria within ..,P indicating tl;lat 
there is no substantial difference betwee~ aQJ. of the 
values. 
Nevertheless it can be seen that these values 
of ¥R and ~· giv~ in ~able No. 3.3 do not a~arentl7 
conf'orm to the pattern which otherwise exists~ namely" 
tba t .. , ~ ~' increase steadily as t2 reduces. 
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'"~~ ... sQ. 'l;h~~ ~pp@.rent de"iatiC?%1. is well with~ 1% 
which can be considered very small. 
~owever this apparent anomaly is due to the fact 
that all toe values listed 1n Table No. 3.3 have been 
obtained b7 cansidering ~ to be equal to UD:l ty cor~~t 
~.o ~ee s1'\P'iticant ~isures; this means essentiall7 
that R is within 1~ ot i~s exact value since the adjacen:t 
values ot R will be 0.99 aDd 1.01 in this cale of 
sensitivity. It can therefore be coJ;Leluded that R 
should be made equal to unity to a ~rea ter degree of 
accuracy. 
None of the values given in Table Boa 3.3 have 
been dete~ined more accuratel7 than to three signifi-
cant f'igures ~ so all values given will have some 
degree of' error, though the values given tor t 2 = 2.125~ 
would appear to haYe the greatest. ~or this reaso~ 
. ::.. ,· 
the technigae outlined 1n propert7 No. 8 will now be · 
used. Thus •-
~ modified version ot ~rogramme No. ·4BE~ 1, namely, 
No. ABEL 1A, was used to f'ind the more accurate values 
.. . .. . 
tor which R = 1.000000" f'or the two contours in 
. . 
which t2 = 2. 5~ and 1 • 375" a 
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The input to and the output from the computer are 
shown in ~able No. 3.4 and these have also been 
added to ~able No. 3.3. These two accurate results 
establish t ~ straight line on the t 2 'V ~ 
~2 
graph, and the v.•lues of L for all of the inter-~ JJ2 
mediate values of t 2 shown in Table No. 3·3 can now 
be obtained by linear interpolation. All sections 
obtained by this process were then analysed using 
~rogramme No. ~ 1~ and the results are tabulated 
in Table No. 3.3. 
It can be seen that the values of IIR and~' 
now increase in order as t 2 is reduced and ~t the 
values of the ~tress ~atio ~ are now all within 
Q-.5~ of unity. This indicates in this case the 
magnitude of the error in the linearity of t2~~ 
,;2 
·-
~ough clearly at this stage more accurate Yalues of 
~ could now be obtained by au~cessive approximation, 
~2 
rather than by a random hit and miss approach which 
could be so easily embarked on with no guarantee of 
success. 
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~t can also be seen by comparing the a;ppro.xi-
mate and the accurate values in Table No. 3.3 that 
if' the resalts f'or which t 2 = 2.125" had been the 
only accurate ones to be determined, the values of' 
~R and •• would still not have been in order. Never-
theless tl;Lis contour does reveal the. greate-st error 
in ~. when ~ is unity :-
JJ2 
= (39 .... 38.417381) X 100 
38.417381 '· 
IJ'his represents a change in the dimension ~2 of about 
0. 4'~ which can be greater than the minimum practical 
increment. 
~owever nane of the approximate-values of' MR and 
A' given in Table No. 3.3 have been altered by more than 
1·% by the more accurate ones and, if' this small err~r 
persists for other choices of data, it could well be 
decided that such precision 1n the practical p~oblem­
would be UDnecessar,v. Such preci~ion will be ~~essaEJ~ 
thousn,if a tec~ique of automatic design is compiled 
. ' 
from ·th'is wo~k, since the wrong contour would then. be 
· selected and the errors could be significant for 
sections remote from the value of' ~ at unity. 
,"• 
----~~--$.9uld al•9 b~ .. n.9~d tha-t the sensitivity or 
~·-=c;:~C!)t_ be u~~d to .e~lain the ;phen.omenon described 
~a a special .caa.e in property No. 7b. It can be seen 
rrom~able No. 3.1a that there are ~ee contours in 
which ~ v~lue or ~ equal to unity ia obtatned, 
namely; when t2 = 2. 5", 2. 375'~, and 2. 25" • 
. ~heaei values were then analysed more accurately . 
using Programme No. ABEL 1A 11 and the results are shown . .. -. .. .. 
1n Table No. 3.5. ~t can be seen that ¥a and~· still 
do not increase in ascending order as t2 ia reduced. 
However it ia interesting ~o note that the value of 
R equal to unity occurs 1n Class 2 (i.e. V), Class 
'· . . ... . 
. . 
1 (i.e. V,), and Qlass 3 (i.e. ~) when t 2 = 2.5~ 11 
2. 375", and 2. 251~ respectively in tl;lis particular 
set of can.tours. 'J:he results for the contour ~n which 
t2 = 2.375~ do not actually include the letter U which 
indicates Class 1. However it can be seen that the 
transformation from W to V has taken place when~ 
B.2 
i·a changed from 14.56384 to 14.56385, i.e. by an 
extremely small amount. ~oreover by referring to 
~able No. 3.2 it can be seen that the Qlaas 1 section 
91 
on this contour in which t 2 = 2. 3 75'~ should occur when 
! · = 14.564. ~his latter value is clearl;y not sensi-
B 
'·2 
tive enough to locate the single point on the contour 
which in this case ·coincide~ with the point at which 
~ is equal to unity. In fact the actual two corresp-
o~i~ values of R from Table No. 3.5 are Oe997227 and 
1l.004080, and it was found that the value of ~ eq.ual 
to unit;y, correct to seven significant figures, could 
no~ be obtained on the computer; ! would have to be 
B2 
varied more minutely than by the seven digit increment 
c:J:losen, and this process then begins- to reach the 
capacit;y of the computer used. 
~here is no real practical significance in this 
phenomenon as the design engineer will certainl.v- never 
work to this accuracy. Nevertheless it is worthy of 
note to realise that when _frogramm.e Nos. ~ 1 and 
-~~~ 1_. were com.pil.ed, the condition 
3 
section was·not given as :- !_t1 ~1 a 
'12 
rather given as :-
to give a small finite tolerance. 
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for the Qlass 1 
. 3 
Lt~2 , but was 12 . 
~he increme~ts or L then make it a rortu~tous 
. 'iJ 
.2 
business as to whether the value falls within the 
tolerance, and it can be seen that the letter U 
seldori appears on the sheets of Table No. 3.1, even 
although this was specirically intended. However 
the Qla~s 1 section can be regarded as a limit 
Which can be approached rrom the ~lass 3 range 
by increasing L or which can be approached from 
~2 
the Qlass 2 range by reducing~ • The actual limit 
l;S2 
will, as indicated above 11 be seldom obtainedv being 
·generally overshot in this process. Nevertheless 
the ~rofile of the contour at ~is discontinuity can 
be clearly defined by obtaining values of MR and A' 
around this limit. 
12. ~he rate of change of ~R with~~ is generally 
substantially reduced for all sections. on the non-linear 
portion of a contour, i.e. when ~<:1. ~exception 
to this rule occurs at the discontinuity described in 
property No. 9 above when this rate -= .:t oO , though 
th-is is a local effect. 
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~his means that, for a given increment in cross 
sectional area, a much smaller increase in ~~ is 
obtained when R<1 than when ~ > 1. Indeed as t 1 
is reduced the rate of change of IIR wi ~ .t 1 becomes 
very small when J:l < 1; this is clearly illustrated 
in Fi~.11 and suggests .that it becomes more and more 
wasteful to provide increases in IIR on a giY.en set 
of contours as t 1 is reduced, for sections where 
R < 1. This is particularly the case in ~ig. 11m 
where t 1 =t'~. 
~his pr~erty would suggest that it is desirable 
to choose sections on that part of a contour where 
~.> 1 where, as pointed out in Qhapter 1 1 the tension 
flange is fully stressed and the compression flange 
is either"fully or understressed. ~t remains to be 
seen, however, if this is always feasible in Minimum 
Weigbt Design. (See also additional items later in 
... .. " ... 
the chapte:c) 
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* , It may well be wondered as to what is the 
degree of lineari~y or co-linearity, etc., as 
described in the text, or what is the percentage 
erro~ tn "a good engineering approXimation". 
~umerical answers could be obtained for this, aDd 
other, empirical i~estigations by obtatning, 
analytically, the slopes and intercepts of lines 
on the. ~:a 'V ~· sraph passing through points whose 
co•ordinates are given in Table No. 3.1, or from 
a similar table for different data. 
However this has not been done here as s~ch 
matters will be i~vestigated on a bro·ader, mor.,. 
general, and theoretical basis in Qhapter 4. 
Nevertheless it is worth recording that the original 
graphs_ of Fig.11 were plotted on imperial size graph 
paper to scales of 1" 5 1 ,ooo tonft and 1"S: 10 sg.ins, 
and the properties given at this stage were i~erred 
~rapbically from tneee large scale plots. 
~hese properties of cont~urs have been deduced 
from the empirical investigation and certa1n1y fully 
apply to this data. 4s suggested earlier in the 
~pter, it woul~ appear that most or all of tnese 
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~r~pe~ti~~ will also apply to ~ contour. ~his 
generalisation-will therefo~ be examined an a 
. . 
theoretical basis in 9hapter 4, before stattns 
the qeneral ~ethod in Chapter 5. 
~he "~etailed Inves~igation on an Empirical 
~asia'~ can now be completed here by looking into 
the effect of varyiJ14t 1t as indicated earlier .a_nd 
B1 
then proceed~ to build up the Minimum Wei~t 
'ounda%7 on the M;a I'V ~ 1 graph by superimposing 
suitable contours. 
It has been est-ablished from the ~ilot '-'cheme 
of Qhapter 2 that the points lying on the Minimum 
~ei~t ~ounda~ of .the .. :a"-'~· gra:ph consist of 
sections in which the width of the compression 
fl~e (~1) is at or near its maximum value, or, 1n 
other words, in which ~the ratio I£ is at or ·near its 
~1 
minimum va1ue. 
~he concept of critical points on the Minimum 
'!eight ~oundary ha-s now. been replaced by that of . 
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critical contours, and so the ef'f'ect of' va17ing 
~ must be considered with respect to a caatour. 
:&1 
411 the a·antours in the empirical investigation 
described above and illustrated in Pig.11 are 
for sections in which L is held' at its minim~ 
. -
B1 
value in each zone. It is now intended to vary 
& over the entire range of' practical values in 
B1. 
a particular zone and to obsezwve the effect of' this 
increase an representative contour~. This step can 
be re~arded as an addition to the empirical invest-
igation alld should yield further items to the list 
of "Properties of a Qontour". 
~ccordingly :the following data was seiected :-
;=1QO; # = 10; t,=1"; ~1=1; A =1; t1 :2.5" 
l) 
~ = minimum value, the value f'or which R=1.00 (if 
~2 applicable), and various values up to the 
maximum of 55. 
t 2 = 1~, 2 •. 5•~ 
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.... 
... · .. 
··· .. 
·, 
i· = 15_, 15!112, .. 15.4 .• 15 .• 585_, 16 .• 4~9 .• 17!11392, 
~1 18.462, 19.673, 21.053, 22.642, 3Q, qo, 
------- 55;--and thoa_e values of ~ at which 
B1 
~=1•00 when L has its minimum and 
·-- < lJ2 
... ··."' 
mllximum values. 
It should be noted that the sizes chosen far~ 
B1 
c-onsist of values which are:-
a) just above tb~ minimum {i.e. just above·· 14.815 
. .: .. 
which has already been given in Table No.3.1a). 
This is in .accordance with the results of the 
Pilot Scheme. 
b) egual to the minimum sizes given in all other 
zones, as given in Table No.3.1. 
~hese values which apply here to a compression 
flange thickness t 1 :2.5" can then be compared 
with the corresponding values in ~able No.3.1 
for different values of t 1 to see which will 
give the ¥.in1mum Weight Boundar7. 
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c) at other intermediate stages up to the maximum 
of 55. 
The contours on the MR"' A 1 graph from these 
results have been plotted in Fig.13, amd these can 
now be examined and compared with those plotted in 
Pig.11. 
It can be seen that all the contours Shown in 
Fig.13 exhibit some or all of the p~aperties listed 
above with no contradictions, and yield the following 
additional properties. 
Properties o~ a Contour -Additions to the Li~t 
------------------~---------------------------~ 
13. The slopes of the linear portians of contours 
having different values of .1! and the same values. 
<:_ :81 
of other'·' sectional parameters remain essentially 
I • 
con.Stant, being approximately equ,al tG the s-lopes 
of the linear portions of all the contours Shown 
in Fig.11. 
This appears to substantiate the suggestion 
made earl~er in-item No.10 that the slope of a 
contour is independent of B1• 
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·14. The intercepts on the ~ axis fo:rmed by 
extending the linear portions of contours increase 
algebrai~ally as ~ increases. 
B1 
15. The value of ~:R on a contour at which .R is 
unity decreases as & increases. 
B1 
These three propert~es ( 13, 14, and 15) can 
be e~resaed diagrammatically as Shown in Pi~.14. 
It is cle~r then that a greater value of 112 at a 
give~~· will occur on the contour having the 
greatest value of# , provided that the l;ttress 
B1 
Ra-tio R is greater than, or equal to, unity; it 
can therefore be deduced that t~e maximWD limit-
ing value of M:a at a given A' will tend to occur 
when' tends to unity provided always tbat·this 
a.an be aChieved in the practical· raage of sizes. 
~his caD ~e verified by considertng any nume~ical 
value of A' in Fig.13. 
This i·s an important discoveey which will be 
continually used in tne formation of the· Minimum 
Weight Boundal'J'• 
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16. F oi' any val.ue of L 
-
tbe Stress Ratio· R deere ases 
. . 
~2· 
on passing from one contour to· another in which L 
-~1 
is greater, While all other sectional parameters 
remain constant. 
· This means that, as· ,!! increases, the contours 
... B1 
even~uall1 become non linear, since R will become less 
than unity for all sections on the contour. 
~rom this property it can be deduced that the 
minimum value of~ at which ~ is unity will occur 
. ' 
on' any contour where ,& is eq.ual ·to the maximum value 
~2 
of 55. It is then possible to determine that value of 
L at which this occurs for a given value of t 2• Thus ~1 
for the two values or t2 u.ee·d. in ~-Pi~.13 :·- ,. . .. 
when t 2::1
11 ; L · ::28. 93114·; • •. ¥2=4738·. 27 tonft and 
'1 A' • 242.Q1 sq.ins. 
~d •~en t2:2.5~; ~ :24.1; .•. •R=7355~88 tonft and 
:1:'1 
~· = 294.Q3 sq.ins. 
For both these sections ~ = 1 • QQ ; ~ = 55; l;. = 1 QO ' ,. 
~2 
l! = 1Q; . ~1 = 1 ; A = 1 ; t 3 = 1" ; and t1 = 2. 5". ~ 
~hese sections ~ denote practical lower limits at 
. which the properties Nos. 13, 14, and 15, as illustra-
ted in ~ig.1.4, will cease to apply, and, ot these, 
• • I 
· ·~e section tor which t 2 = the minimum value ot 1~, is 
cri~ical. 
~he characteristics ot sections on the Min~mua 
~ei~t ~oundaey, as discovered trom the ~ilot ~cheme 
ot Chapter 21 JDa1' therefore cease to apply when the .. . . ~ 
uni ta:l contours have values ot R l~ss than un1 ty; tJ:lis 
will occur at lower values ot ~R and a Short tavesti-
sation will be made later in the 'chapter to ~tudy this 
ef'fect. 
17. Qo~t~urs having different values of' t 1 :aDd tbe 
same values of~ ·and of all other sec.tional parameters, 
~1 
exhibi ~ similar properties to t~ose described 1D items 
13, 14, and 15, which ret'er to contours havi~ ditt'erent 
val~ s ot' ~ and the same values of t 1 and ~1 other 
~;1 
sect~.ona+ :parameters, viz :-
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a) The slopes of linear. ~ortions are constant 
and are approximately equal to those slopes 
of contours shown in ~1g.11. 
b) The intercepts on the IIR axis increase alge~ 
braical~Y ~s t 1 dec~a~~·-· 
c) The value of ¥R on a contour at which R is 
unity decreases as t 1 decreases. 
These properties can also be expresse~ 
~~~rammatically as Shawn in '1g.15, and the similar-
! ty ·~ th those properties shown in ~1g.1.4 is then 
quite apparent. 
~his item can be illustrated numerically by 
referr~ng to '1g.13, where it can be seen that those 
parts of contours around the vaiue of ~ egual to 
unity have been superimposed from the data given tn 
~able No.3.1 and ~1g.11, for five values of ~ 
·between. 1. 875'~ and 2. 5". When these superimposed 
:p~rtions of con tours are compared w1 th the contours 
havi:ng the cc;,rresponding values of~ with t 1 = 
B1 
2.5~~ it can be seen that the points made in a), b), 
and c), are confirmed. 
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l, 
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'·· 
T.hia item is also important as this means that 
at a given value ot ~· the maximum value ot ~ will 
generally occur where ~ is unity on that contour 
-vins the minimum value bf t 1 which can produce 
this state of affairs • 
. 
~is explains also ~, in the ~ilot echeme' 
the sections '?ll tJ:le ~inimum ~ei~t ~oundary ~ a 
given zone have values ot L at, or n~~' the 
- . . .. ~1 
minimum. ~a·~ is increased in a given sane,, the 
B. 
-1 
values o~ ._:a and~· eventually overlap with those in 
the ad~acent zone having ~e-next'lower·practical 
value of. t 1 , and these latter 'vailuea are au.perior, 
giving a greater value of ~-tor a given value of •• 
---------------
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THE MINIMUM WEIQHT BOtnm.ARY 
o ... , • o o o • • o oo -• ~ o I I, • 
---------------------------
The pr~~rties of contours have ~ow been investi-
.. •' 
gated fully an an· empirical bgsis and it should now 
be possible to build up the ¥inimum Weight ~ounda:ey 
~ the .. R rv ~· graph for this data, viz; for 
~ = 100 ft; ! = 1 Q ; t 3 =· 1 inch, ~1 = 1 ,· and A = 1 , D 
usi~ p~rtions of contours as the ~-\pl.~ t~.::J-: elements.-
~owev~r, before doing so, i~ is intended to examine 
. . . 
more closely the characteristics of sections likely 
to. appear an this boundary at the lower values of 
~B· ( < 5 ~000 tonft. ) •· 
Investigation at· the Lower En4 of the ~~unc;ia:J;7 
----------------------------------------------
'J:he problem here ha~ been refer·red ·to above in 
item 16 in the list o+ ~'rOJ?erties of a Qo~tC?~· 
It can be seen fram Pig.11 and Table No.3.1 that 
.. . .: . . ... 
values of tbe ~tress Ratio ~ greater than~ or equal to 
unity, ~7 appear o~ contours in which t 1 ~ 1 • 625'.'. 
~ince the minimum area ~' 01;1 any contour havins a 
linear PC?rtion occurs when ! = 55 and t2 = 1" ; it 
'2 
is·possible to obtain the minimum area~ t~e boundary 
105 
at whi~h ~ = 1., us1ns also ~ properties illustrated 
!rh:i:s ·&mounts ta searching for "that value 
- - ' 
of ~ which will ~ust make ~ equal tq unity when thf.\'1 
~1 
other secticm,al parameters are ; -
T--1oo'· T: - 10 • t -1" • K -1 • '\ -1-·· ~- .. ' ~ - ' 3- ' -1 - ' A~ ' ' D 
t1 =1 • 625" ; and 
~his was done by successive approzimatian usi~g 
:rro~ramme No. ~E~ 1~, and the result was ;-
B. = 1.000000 when L = 23.44822 Ill ,, •.•• - .••• -
~1 
where ~:a ~ 4,632.34 tonf't(Y") and A' = 222o36 sq. ins.-
Bence sectians on the Jf;inimum Vf!eigh~ 'ounda17 haVJing 
cross sectional areas less than 222.36 sq.ins. must lie 
on contoUl's in which ~< 1 throughout. Moreover, ·by 
- ' •.. :·· 
~xamining sueh ccmtours in Figs.11 and 13 it can be 
fJe~n t~t the rate of ch&Dge of lj~ wi'l!h ~· is ve17 
small, so that by increasing ~-- ~-r~,ss sectional area 
_. 
alo~ a contour the wei$ht of the 'irder will be 
appreciably increased, w1 th little increase in ¥:a in 
.return. Furthermore, it can be particularl;v abserved 
-· ' 
in Figs 111 ·to 11m inclusive that the mazimum -walue 
~-· 
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... of MR at a given value of A' will occur in this range 
when t 2 = minimum value of 1" and ,1! .= maximum value 
. B 
2 
of 55; only 1ntermi ttent values are shown here, but 
these do tend to indicate the significant character-
istics which will now be investigated further. 
It is clear then that to obtain intermediate 
values on the Minimum Weight Boundary in thi• lower 
range, it is only possible to vary~ and t 1• 
B1 
Accordingly this was done for all practical values 
of t1 and for incremental values of L throughout 
. i1 
the entire range. 
~ 
:L = 100 I ; ~ = 10; t3=1"; K1 =1 ; ~ =1 ; t2=1"; l! =.55. 
D B 
t 1 = 1" up to 2.5" in steps of 0.12511 
L B1 = minimum value, intermediate values, and the 
maximum value of 55. 
These section~ were then analy~ed ·on the computer 
~sing Programme No • .ABEL 1 , thou~ ~ae reaul ts are 
not shown in ·the thesis. All poi~t~ on the M~ A 1 
gr.ph . 
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't.'~r~--~~n .. plotted in ~ig•1.6. ~his time, however,· 
. ) . 
i:t w~s -~9~ possible to draw contours, sinll' :,only 
..... 
Qnc;t..,.Poi:~t was known on each contour. B;owever it 
. .,.. 
was convenient to draw smooth lines through points 
representing sections having d if'f'erent values or 
L and the same values of' all other sectional 
'1 
p~ameter~. 'uch linea will now b·e termed 
"Inverted Contours" •. 
. - . . 
Definition An inverted cantour is a contiuaoue line 
.. : 
. . on the MR ~ ~' graph in which ! is varied from 
s, 
~ts minimum to i~s maximum value while all other 
sect~ona~ pa,ramet~rs are ke:pt constant. 
Discussion of' Results 
Qnly brief' CC?JDIDEm.ts will be made here as it 
woul~ appear ~t the sections in this range are 
considerably UDderstressed and ~re ~ere~ore 
uneconomic ~ ~ikely to be regarded as suitable 
practical solutions to the tbr~e deai~ problems o+ 
Q~pter 1 ; nevertheless some commen~a are nc;~cessa.17 
1n order to be complete. 
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I 
.· 
~t would appear that ;-
1. ~nvert~d- contours consist of curves which can 
be either partly or totally linear or non linear 
(though no example of total linearity was obtatned 
from this data). ~u~ possibilities depend upon the 
value of the Stress Ratio R. 
. . . .. . .· . .. 
2. 'fhen both linear and n~ l!near portions exist, 
i !i,; :~ti~-~-- ~ -
these intersect smoothly and the ~t·reas ~atio R is 
equal to unity at this point; ~ >.1 on the linear. 
p_ortion and ~ < 1 on the non lipe~r portion• 
3. .P,l linear por~ions are co-linear· and the ·mwmua 
area A' on this line is tbe critical value of 222~36 
sq. ins •. , as calculated ·previousJ.7. 
. . . . 
4. ~here are no d1sco:J;lt1Dui ties; this is d~e to the 
I 
fact that all sections are in Class 2, (i.e. V) 
5. The minimum value ot A' on each inverted contour 
.. . .... 
is ~enerally obtained when ! = maximum permissib~e 
ry 
value of 300, which can occur before L reaches its 
i 
... 1 
maximum value. 
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',· 
,. 
6 •. ~~ maximum value of ~~ f'o:r a given value of' 
~~ occ11rs on that inverted contour having th~ ~inimum 
~alue of' t 1 which will provide a valid section. It 
can be seen that some inverted contours sto~ abruptl7 
bef'ore ' c~ attain the value of' unity; this is due 
to the f'act that J! has reached its minimum pract~oal 
B 
.. 1 
value·. ~hue the .. inimwD Weight ~ound.ary will be 
stepped as Shown in 'ig.16. 
---------------
~hese are the maiD characteristics as to What. 
constitutes 111nimum Weight Design f'or small values 
. ·- .. .. 
of ~R· ~t is interesting to note on pass~ that it 
would appear feasible t~ be able to use inverted 
co.ntours as the unital element 1n the construct~on ~t 
-th~ lin~mum '-·eigh~ ~9~da1'7 throup~ut -~ en~ir~. ~W? F 
however a more detailed analysis of' the properties 
wou1d then be required, and it is not intended to do 
so .. here since contours, rather than inverted contours, 
will be used. 
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~e~~iga tion can now. be built up 1D the fol'ID of 
~ envelope f~om. the. contour~ and inverted contours 
•own in ~ igs~ 11 , 13, and 1 6, supplemented b7 1D ter-
med~at~ valu~s which. will be obtained as t~:W :,oundiU."J 
besiDe. to ~ake shape. ~hi&;~ ~oundary is sh~ in l.ig.· 
17; tbe. relevant contoars can either be re-plotted 
fl'om the ~ables of data·•given above, or can be traced 
41rectl7 in the case of those taken from ~igs.11 and 
13 since these ha~e all been ~lotted to the same scale. 
TJ;lof;Je con tours taken from 'ig. 11 can be regarded 
as the ~bones'~ or '~skeleton" of the Boundal'l', 
c~~~~isins as the7 Qo of one contour in each zone 
(i.e. ot t 1) in mich ,li is at its ~1Dimum va1ue; ~e 
B1 
most favourable value ot t 2 has bee~ ~osen ~n each 
case b7 usirig the ''Properties ot a Contour". 
.. -.. . .. .. 
~he continuous plot of the ~ound.ary at low values 
ot ¥R (i.e. less than 5 9GQO ton.ft. approximately)~ 
can be obtained completely from ·~ig.16. 
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-· .. 'h~ _int~~~c;tia:fi~. y~ues 1n each zone can ~ow be 
detel'lllinad by increasing L ; this has been done in the 
. i 
.. 1 
first tnstance throughout the r~e by reducing ~1 eaCh 
time by 1 inch and determinin$ ~e critical valu·es or 
which will give the optimum values of ¥R 
. . 
~d ~' for ~ ~ 1.QQOOQ(). ( ~n t~s sense the "optimum 
values" of ~R and ~' al'e e~ ther the maximum v:alue of 
~ at a given~· or the minimum value of ~· at a given 
·' 
~~~ both of these alternatives al'e equivalent and.provide 
· points on the ._1n1mum ~eight ~oun.dary for a gi'Yen span 
and category of stiffening). Q~e has been taken to 
ensUl'e that tt:Lese al'e indeed points on the -~um 
Weight Bou.n.dalry by comparing results with adjacent 
... I '"" 
. possible v.,_lues of t2• 'Ul'ther points on eaCh contour 
were then obtained for R just greater ~d just less 
than unity by varying L 
. ~2 • 
Pull details of these 
calculations are given in Table No. 3. ') and the puts 
of the contolll' have been inserted in ~is.174 
Th~s is the cCDpleted ~inimum 'eight ~oundary 
when the decremental Change in ~1 is 1 inch, . and 1 t 
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q~---~~ seen ~a~ a ~stepped'~ profile has been 
9btai:n~~. ~owever these "steps~~ can be smoothed 
by reducing_the decremantal change in ~1 which could 
be take~ down to an apparent pract·ical minimum of' 
o.Q625~. ';rhis ha~ been done :f'or one "step" on the 
'ounda:ey in which t 1 ~· and ~~ is· varied :f'ra 64" 
to 63~ in decrements e:f' Q.c;>625'~. The results are 
Bbo~n in ~able ~o. 3.7, and these~~~e been plotted 
to a large scale in Pig.18. 
' .. ·. 
I 
:J;t can be seen :f'rom 'ig.18 that the one ~step" 
due to the 1 inch decrement of ~1 h$S been filled in 
by sixteen smaller steps, thus making the transition 
! 
from one end to the other more ~adual. This !JOul~ 
be done :f'~r all other steps on _the ~ounda:ey, making 
the eavelope tend to approach the ideal as indicated 
b:J the broken line in P1g.1,.. However at the present 
time.manu:f'acturers of' relled plate require a tolerance 
on the ,.ridth of plate which ca~. be as great as o. 75" 
over tbe. nominal specified value for thick plates, 
due to the shear'ins technique used; the actua~ width 
supplied would then be used and thus it would appear 
that a likely practical mi~imum decrement would be 
· .. 
0.5" say. 
With areater quality control this decrement 
coul~ be reduced aDd made to approach the minimum. 
'CONCLUSIONS 
-----------
;he .Minimum Weight 'oundary has now been obtained 
ror the ~mpiric~ ~nvestigation in which :-
~=1QQf't; ~ = 1Q; t3=1·; ~1 =1; and "- =1· 
D 
~he boundary . starts at the poi.J;Lt . at which •:a = 
595.43 ton:rt and ~' = 167.71 sq. ins., and extends to 
the point at which .. ~·= Z>,40o.6o tonf't and~· = 
569.98 sq.ins; ~ese twe points· then def'ine the range 
of' values or ~.ome~ts of ~esistance w~i~ can be 
. . 
prov1ded by practical sections. Nevertheless it would 
. . . . . 
a~~ear ~t ~ economical minimum section will be at 
~e point where ¥~ = 4 1 6,3.2.3_4· tonft and.~· = 
222 •. ~6 sq.ins, since all sections below this value 
tend to have low values of the ~:tress :{ia tio .a . aDd of 
~ :permissib~ bend.itJg stress in compression ~c; 
~is •C?uld s~gest in this case, and possibly ~ al~ 
C?tJ;lers, t~t plate girders are an unsatisfactory rom 
of canstruction for all sections below the minimum 
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.... ~· 
. ··. 
"'a~~ of A' for which~ ~ 1.00. ~.ttice girders woul~ 
~ossibly then bec~me more economical. 
~t the top end of the ~oundar_y the maximum value 
of ~:a for which~ = 1.00 is 19 51 587.44· tonf't. and the 
corresponding value of A' is 513.31 sq.ins; the few 
sections on the Bou.nda17 above this point have values 
o~ ~ l_ess than unitJ' and con~equently, as can be seen 
in 'ig.16, become less campetitivep since a smaller 
increase in ll:a is then obtained for each unital. 
' . :S.n A. up ~o the maximum cross sectional area of 
•' 
569.98 sq. ins. 
~he ·range of values of~~ can only be efficiently 
extended by increasing t 1 above the value of 2. 5~ 
~Q~ever, as explained 1n Qhapter 1" this would :provide 
... . 
c~nsiderable difficulties in welding tecbDiqQes and . 
migbt necessitate ~e use of t~e plates at greater 
e~ense; never~less this does highlight what must 
·be done if higher loads are to be carriedo 
It has therefore been demonstrated that a method 
.. . 
can be established to obtain t~ Minimum ~ei~t 
~oundarJ with sectional ident~fication which will 
soive ~e pesii;Pl ~oblem No. 3 of Qhapter 1 • 
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~he range of values of 11~., ~' , and hence self 
weight for a given span., can also be g1 ven. Qerta1Dl.7 
in the case of other sizes great care must be 
exercised in case any of the properties of a contour, 
w~iCh have been derived em~irically, cease to appl7, 
but it is nevertheless susse~ted that, even at this 
stage, tbe method could ~ow be used for any othe~ 
data. (~ee also ~hapters 4 aad 5). 
~he ~esign :froblems 1 and 2 of ~hapter 1 can 
now be solved by obtaining the necessary contours 
on ~graphs Shown diagrammatically in 'igs.7a and 
7b, usi~. the method described in the Outline in 
Qhaptel! 2. 
- . . . 
---~------------
No further empirica~, numerical work will be 
carrieQ. out here, however, since, as pointed out 
earlier, it is intended to ~usti:ty the geaeral method 
b7 a ~oretical aP,pr~aCh. ~his will be done in the 
next chapter, followed b7 the ~eneral ~e thod 1n 
Qhapter 5. 
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CH.APl'ER 4 
•, I " ',' 
T.HEO~TIQ~ JUSTIFICATION 
-------------------------
It has been demonstrated in Chapter 3 that it is 
possible to build up the Minimum Weight Boundary on 
the MR ~ ~' graph in a particular numerical case by · 
using contours as tb.e.~ital eleme~ts~ The selection 
:·. of ~ relevant contoUl's depends upon their Properties; 
~se have been derived empirica~ly and therefore 
strictly refer o~y .to the particular data used. 
··Nevertheless it has been suggested that such proper~ies 
misl:lt well apply· to all contours, so that a General 
., 
llethod of .. inimum \feight ~esign ~ipt ~e o'\)tained. 
:J;t is the~efore intended in this chapter to try and 
- justifY this possiQle generalisatio~ by using a 
theoretical_, analytical, approach. 
· ~~U~~~QN 0~ ~ QONTOUR . 
---------------------
It has been shown in Qhapter 1 in equations 1.6 
and 1.7'that ;-
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... ,/ 
... -
These two equatio~s ~re the starting points in 
~:.-~ormation . o-; tl).e equatio~ o~ a co1_1tour,. ~d, 
being diff~rent, must be consi~red separatel7~ 
:,ormation of the Equatio~ when R ~ 1. 
----------------------~----------------
~bt is constant along a contour since t 2 is c~stant, 
and is either 10 tons/sq.in. or 9.5 tons/sq.in. 
according to whether t2 ~ o. 75~ or t 2 > o. 75~ 
respe~t~v.e17. 
~hen from '-ig. 5 :-
"Yt = t2 .. •1<2P- t1 - t2) t ~,<~- t1) 
~ 
2 ~· 
~ere • 1= ~1 t1 ;.~2= B2t 2 ; and ~3= (~- t 1 - t 2)t3 
Also A' = A1 +.A2 + ~3 
• 
• • + 
"" A' 
where t-L = ~1 ( 2P - t 1. - ~2) :-t • 3(D - t 1 ) 
2 
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4.1 
Niow 
2 ~,. = ~ r -7t -itJ + ~2rt -? J 
~ence frem equation 4.1 
+ ~ :.,}" .~ - ~t 
. ~~·.:" .. :. . . 
. A [(D t. ) .. ' .. ' ] 2 + .. 3 ....:..J. :i!..- ~ 
2 ~· 
•••••••••••• 4.2 
~ut ~~om equation 4.1: Yt ~~,provided t 2 is small ·~.~ D... -
'/I. A' 2 
compal'ed with a • 
A' 
Hence 
• 
0 
{~(~-t1-t2)~3(D-t1)} 
• A' 
- ~1 (~-~ - _!g) + ~3(D-t1 >J L 2 2 2 · •••••••••••• 
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4•3 . 
~hus in equation 4.3 ;·- ~x varies linearly with~·, the 
~ 
Yt 
cross sectional area, ~or all values o~ R, provided tha.t 
t 2 _is small compared with 11o • ~t can be seen that 
-2 ~· 
J!S2 , which varies along a contaur·" does not appear 1n 
this equation; all othe~ sectional parameters are 
constant ~or a given contour. 
Now when, and only when, R ~ 1 • 00 9 
~bt· = ~t = constant ~or a given ccmtaur and 
M - p, I • Hence from equation 4.3 
'·R - bt • ~ 
Yt 
~:a = m A' -· c·. • •••••••••• 
. 
"i.e.m and c are positive for all values of the 
~ectional ~aramet~rs. Thus ~R "laries linearly with 
A' provided that t2 is small compared with Yt• 
2 
12) 
• I 
~A~JL~~ g~-~~~~~Y ~1."~~ t~~ J1?.9St p~a~e gi~e~!!l~ 
...... 
:ql&X~~um er;rQr ."=P-. ~in~a~.~ ~;v w~.l,:;L ~~tore occur when 
~2 -~~_at its maximum (i.e;· 2.5'.') with ;p at its 
minim~J.i. e. 3~·~). 
_ ... _,qu~~~~n 4.4 is_ .t~retore the equation of a 
C9D~-~~ -~~ ~. ~ .1•00• . 
··,~~~t:i.on. ~f ihe Eq~at:i.on when B ~ 1·.oo 
----------------------------------------
I 
·x 
-7c 
I 
X 
-7t 
• 
~~0 varies sli~~l7 alo~ a co~~our 51 being dependant 
~n. ~2 •. ~his variation will be considered later. 
l~am ~gn. 4o3 ;- ~X = e1 ~' - e 2 where e1 and e2 
-
~~ 
are constants tor a given contour • 
= ~t and e2 = ~t J 
-
M~ ~ Pbc~e1~~-e2). 7t = Pbc(e1~'-e2)(R.- 1) • • • 
- 7 c 
00000000 
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Now Yc = :P- Yt = ~- _:g - 11 .. 
2 i• 
~2 is small compared with p - J1. , ~en 
2 
= :p (1 - tL ) 
DA' 
• 
• • 
-1 
12. = ~ 1 - ~ > = 1 + "' . of 1~ )' 2 
Yc ~~ DA' \'~• · 
t ------
Since JL 
DA' 
• 
• • Eqno 4.5 becomes 
MR ~ ~~(e1!~·-e2) [~ 
DA' 
'• . . . . 
•pp;ro~~~tion •. 
+ (•:S + ( .... ·~ );i·~ --... ~1· ~~· ;~I J 
-e~J to a first 
Th.· is equation can now be replaced by K ;p r -g f1 . fl 
· R 0 be 1 2 -
. A' 
. . . . . . . ..... 
oooooooo 
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• 
• • 8 .. 1 = A ( D-t -t ) + A {"2D -. 4 t -t . ) ... 1 - . 1 2 :·.:.l -. 1 2 
·~ 
and 
-t ~(:p-t1-t2~ G-1 (~-~ -,:g> -t 
6 Jl 2 2 
A3(;-t1 )] 
~e~c~ _ ~~- · ~ ~2 are ~o~1 ti~e to~ all va~~es of the 
secti~nal parameters, and are indepe~e~t ot'B2• 
I 
.;;.!; 
Yc 
~ 81 - S2~!,J 00000008 4 .• 7 
H~nce :f::x varies hJperbolically w1 th ~' , although 
7c 
I does vary linearly w1~ ! 
-~-x . 
, correct to a first 
........ 
~c 
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Ixand !A 
~ .r, 
I 
f 
., 
-. I 
I . A' cr 
Possible range of 
Practical Sections. 
FIG./9. 
A 
..... ..,#..... .. ...... .. 
~-q~--~~ e~u~t~~~ of t~_contc;»ur w}?.en :a~ 
e~tion 4.6. viaz •, ~ ~~ [ s1 - s2~:.}] 
1.00 is 
s and this 
is non linear., with lbc varying sli~Jl:ltly along the 
contour. 
_____ _, ______ _ 
Prom equation 4.7g ~ .~~~ 
~-~~~ 
.;· ~S .zero. when ~ ~.+ aDo ~ence -f i~r&aSeS With.~ V p 
'Pl'rE!! ~~ •lro slo;pe when ~" + aO, and there is inf!1n1 te 
s~~e when A 1 ~ o. 
When . ~~~ ~ 0 
and when be = 0 
Ya 
!JC 
Yo 
!. 
Yc 
~ 
+ 
g1 
c=oQO 
-
.~ 
~e ~raphe of ~x and ~x a~ainst ~~ can now be drawn 
- -
Yc Yt 
for the general case' as shown in riso 1:9. 
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___ . --~~-s.e -~~ph~ _.._@7,. q~ --~~7 not, _i~tersect in the 
pl"a~-~~~~~ r~~ ""of_ SeQ'I!~~~D '" ~ ~ is varied by C:'ba..,~ns 
. . .. 
~2 .: ~~~~~ a~ so the canmon value of ~~ at the inter ... 
section = -~' C'f, can be de-~e~ined thus:"". ~x = !! and 
Yc 7t 
therefore yc = yt = R 
2 
~nee B2~' = ~1(~~t1) t ~3(~2-t1) 
t2(l)-t2) 
and = .1(2P-~1-t2) ~ ~3(~-~1) 
. (J;>-t2) 
~~~~~ ~~~~es can ~ ~~ei'J!li~d for a giv~n c"ontqur 
~-~t_can -~n be established_~~ther B2'' is 'll'ithinthe 
p~actical r~e or not. (The value of L 
-== 
B''' 2 
g~~en. cont9ur_was i~lud~d in Prog~amme Noo -~ 2, 
~ the~e v.a~ues_were inc~uded ~n t~ Empi~ic~l . 
~esti~J~ti_on ~ascribed in Chapter 3, being shown in 
~ablt;t :Ro. 3o 2) o 
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.. . ~ .. ·r. . - .. . . . 
. . ... . . -- .. - . ... ..... 
An alternative method of obtainin~ A' 
. ·-o ~CT would be 
~9. ~o~Y.~ ... oqu~'tiQJ?.., 4.3 .. an4. 4. 7 siJI~,ul.taneousJ.y. However 
~~ ~e~od is n~t accurate and is not to be recammen-
~_,~ ,:~:,~e .. th~. ~quations are approximate; aDd 111·: ... 
Q~i1;.ip~ing c~ &:~i~~ if the gradients of the two 
. ' 
curves a·t the point of inter~ection are nearly equal • 
. . . 
-... 
Th~ equ~tions for ~oth portions of a contour have 
now been !)bt@.~~d and "it has b"~en verified that when 
' ~-- .1 the. e:ontour is linear and whe~ R < 1 the conto\U' 
is non. -~~JltllarC? 
··-· .. ;J;;aQ~ __ po~tio~ wi:J;~ now b!'. _c·onsi~red separate~7 
. ··'··- :'" ... 
~ .. Pa~tic~~~ ca;re "'~~l bEl! paid to ~hose properties 
~~~.~~:re mo~t im~~rtBD:t in the derivation of the 
Minim~ ~eight Boundar;v. 
.· 
i'i-(,pe_ri:i.es. of. a. Contour o o o o o o o o R ~ 1 
-~---------------------~-------------~ . . . 
_The equ~t1-~n _o_f_ -~~- _con_tour in this range is g ... 
II~ . f . m ~' - c, 00000000 4.4 . 
provided that t 2 is· small OC!mpared with Yt' where 
-2 
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~ .. qa· = p o D ~ (D-t -t ) + ~(l>-2t -~2) 
.• =i._;. .. r.. bt · 1 1 2 · Y · 1 1r 
·.·:~ • I ,. 
A (D-!1_ - _!1: ) + tJ_ (J?-t ) 
1 2 2 2 1 
and ·C = p. [~ (J?-~ - Ei ) t ~(D-t )] 
bt 1 2 2· 2 1 
~~Qm ~esQ.e~r~ssions. the fo~lowing parti~l deri~ativ~a 
can be obtained; ~m , ~. ' ~. ' bm ' am p am 
"it1 ~2 . 'bt3 ~1 iD i'Pt,t 
and 
~~(tse __ partia+ derivati-ws will show. whether m or c 
.. .. o o •• 0 1 ' ' ' ' 
0 I' I 
~rea~~¥·_dec~e~l!le:t 1 . or ~v:e ~~i~ :value~ througll<;,ut 
~e1J~. ~~t~re .P:raQ1;~c;al r~e_, and whether these rates 
8.1_'~ _ -~~81?- o~. ~~~gi ~~7 s~all. 
· !!i!!!!! .. !!!!!:!!!E!-2:. ~t can be shown that g ... 
. -· -.. . 
~c = p. ··(B· -t )(D-t -~2) > 0 for all values, it
1 
bt · ·1 3 · 1 r 
!£ =:...~bt ~~-1 t 1 ~t3-t1 t 3) < o for all values, ~~2 2 
·and is a quantity independent of t 2o 
2 
+ t +t tJ> 0 
. 1 . 1 J for all values, ~A. = p LD(D-2t -t )  bt -... 1 2·· }t -3 2 
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t t ~c = p • t (D- .1 - 2) > 0 for all values, and is a li bt 1 - 2 2" 
··-1 
quantity independent ~f ~1 o 
be 
-b:p 
t . 
= Pbt o t (B-t. ) + p .. t (D- 2 ) > 0 for all values 51 1· 3 bt 3 . 2 
and 
A. 
+ t ( l;)"'!'t 1 ) > 0 for all values • 
.. -r-
...... 
:Thus c increases as t 1 , ~3 ~~ ~1 51 :p, and ~t increase 
and c ~~c~eases as t 2 increases. 
J:lowever the ~a:ximum range of t 2 is 2. 1 25" 51 and this 
will_ ~~r "be . ach;lt!JY~d ~Y. mq . one set of . con to~ a fo~ · 
~~1-;. the likel;v practical range of t 2 in this context 
'''' I' 
Then: Qhange in c due to change in t& 
~:-P:~ [ ~1 t1 'f pt3 - t 1t 3 J ; 1 
Hence the maximum change in c with t 2 will occur w~n 
~1 , ::p, t1, ~ t 3 hav~ their maximum values. Thus max. 
~ 188 t~t, and tl;le corresponding 
... 
value of c " 11 13:!> ~~t .. 
.. 
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Hence error =~88 .. x 1oo)~ 
\11,320: 7 = 1 .66 " . .
However it will be Shown later that contours of 
~iffe~ent t 2 converge as A' increases, whil~ .. the 
practical values of IIR are of the o~der of 12 11000 tonf't 9 · 
·so that the error in the practical value of MR 
negle~t~~ ~~ c~ange due to t 2 will p~oba~ly ~~ not 
~eate~ than 1~~ 
Gradient m. It can be shcnrn that :-
-~---------
b.m 9 and () m > 0 for all values 
bD ~Pt,t 
< e for all val~e~to 
~e algeb~aic expressions for these derivatives 
are extremely complex and ~ill not be given, al~~ough 
~se have in fact been obtained ·by the.,.author and 
c~cked _. ~ERGSONi. 
· Instead;. the variation of the gea~ient m can be 
illustrated thus :-
It c~n be shown that m ~ P.l\,{ 1 - ~) 
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'· 
1 s t TERII 2nd HBII 3rd 'PERM 
[i D \} ·. [i B1 t1 ( t1 +t2)] "!"~ t~ t2~ t1 t 2t:;+ i t~t3] 
[~»\{1tt1+f ~] + t1t1(~-t-f>] + ~~t3~ 
t1t2t3 J 
1 at TERM 2nd TERM 
By comparing corresponding terms on the numerator and 
the denominator it can be seen that :-
1) cp is always positive· and le~s than unity, 4 
2) <J>· varies most with :p, then with B1 , and least of 8ill 
with t2• 
When D is larae ( 200" approx.) , cp can vary from o. 240 
to 0.035 and when P. is small ~36~ approx.) ~ cpcan va·ry 
from 0.294 to 0~061, for all practical values of the 
sedti~nal parameters. 
Thus m can vary from 0. 706 ~t up to 0.965 P.Pt,t• 
indicating that D af'f'ects the sl~e most. 
. . . ... . . 
. cl> varies li·ttle with t 2 and .hence m will remain 
essentially.constan~ as t 2 is varied; since both c and m 
vary ~7 a negli~ible amount with t2, ~en cont~urs 
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MR MR ~ 
V.~' ·A' ~I ,.. A' r 
.0 c :~~c ~n · 
.l #It 1>\'!a t u .(. 0 ar2 \~ 
~ (0 ~>0 
~t· Ztt3 
t2 z t3 li' < 0 t, . 
. (b) . (c) 3 (aJ 
-IR?/001 
MRt MRmaV~ MR i MRmaJt-;(' _, . MR I ~ .. ,._. 
"' " ~'0~ 
I 1-' I - I 
I 
r ~ , A· c Y// ,. / L / / 
"/ ~ :> 0 ~ ~c o 
'lJD if > 
8 I !..!!! > 0 1,~, ~ )0 bt Cd3 it~.- FIG.20·. ~C- ~ )·0 'ht 
-~ 
in a set will be· co-linear for all practical sizes. 
These results have been illustrated diagrammatically 
in '-i~. 20. This diagram Shows how to vary the sectional 
parameters in order to obtain tbe Minimum Weisht Boundary 
when R> 1. _Thus for .!!!.! value of 4' in the practical 
r 
ran.p, the ~axiinum value of II~ will be ~btained when :-
t 1 1 t3 ~ -and ~.1 are at ~heir minimum values, 
~ t 2 , :Pi and ~t are at ~ir maximum values. 
;t can ~e see~ that the pairs of contours diverse 
as~~ i~reases in 'i~So 20c, e, ~ f, indicating that 
the statement made above is manifestly true for values 
. . 
of t 3 , P. 1 and Pbt in the practical range. 
However it can be seen that the pairs of con. tours 
conve;ge···as A! increases in #'iss. aoa, b 11 and d, and it 
' . ~~ 
mipt be ~ought possible that these pairs of contolll's 
c C?uld ilitersec ~ wi thi~ the practical range of ~' ·; if this 
·were to happen the statement made above regarding t 1 , t2 ~ 
and B1 would be incorrect, being then .only partly true. 
The variation due t~ t2 has been considered earl~er •nd .1 
is negligibly small and need not be considered furtber, 
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VAR/Ar!ON OF A' 
PrticticQI 
Range.j 
1.-+~ 
I I 
I 
I 
-~----..,....~ ...... ---~ __ .....__.....,._ ..4·" 
A~0_.-. A~ 
I-
I 
FIG .. -21. 
This point is outwith. 
th• fJf:OCtico/ fOng•. but 
would · har~• ''"'n a ~~.-­
. gr.at•r valu• of M". 'R=/·00 
·/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
R ~ 1·.00 
· L,·n· ,or. Non · 
~------~------------~----~---A' A' 
FIG .. 22. 
I ••• ·-· I··. 
1!bough those due to t 1 and ~1 do demand further at~e~~ior_l. 
~o~sider the case where t 1 and t 2 are small compared 
with D. Then~~ d; ., ~ ~ t 3; etc., and eguation·4.4 
becomes :-
M:a ~ ~.t:P ( ~-1 _+_-~; -~-3 ) .. ~ 1 _ 
~1 + i ~3 
and 
m ~ p · n(~1 
•.. bt·· 
. . A 
'"1 
1A ) £, ... , 
t~~3 
c :.. p D (A -tl A ) 
-: bt· ·-1 ·~ ... , 
e 0 • 0 0 0 e • 0 e D 0 0 
.4-ppro.ximate 
Values. 
4.8 
~!:LiB means that for a given val.ue of :Pbt' l?, f!Lnd t 3 , m 
and c will vary anly with ~1 , the ·area of the compression 
.. 
fl~e. Thus the variations due to ~1 aDd ~1 can be 
c~~a~~ered together here as a variation due to 41 • 
~en referring to ~ig. 21 ;-
~gua~ion ~ contour with compres .. ian flange area ~1 ~s 
li;guat~~n ~f c~tour with c.omprt!tB&ion flange area ~1 + 
~1 is 
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These contours intersect·where ~· = ~~x·· Thus ;-
liLt~~ - c1 = m~' x - c2 
and therefore ~ ~ = c 2- c.1 
m2-m1 
Now c2 - c1 -~ ·~t~• (~1 ) 
Hence 
" 
- m = 1 • 
A' .. 
• . X • 
A' • 
... X 
.. 
6 (A + .1. A + M ) (1 
··1 . 2 ·"3 ... 1 12 
2 
~1 + 1 • ~3 + ~-1 , as ~1 -+ 0 
-~3 
T~~ maximum practical value of~· =A' max., 
where ~'max <J: ~3 + 2. 2.5A-1 
Thus A-' max < <. ~· x for all practical values, and the 
con~~urs shown in ~ig. 21 will not intersect within the 
practical range of values. This now means that the 
. . 
maximum value of M~ at any ~ 1 will occur when t 1 and ~1 
,are a~ their minimum values when :J:i > 1 (within the scC?pe 
qt this approximation)~ 
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... 
. ··~,.-
It should be noted that some care should be 
exercised when applying these findings to girders 
having shallow depths (:p < 48" say) and thick flanges 
( t 1 and t 2 > 2'.' say)., since the approximation will 
then. have its maximum error. 
Conclusions for R ~ 1 • 
-----------------------
1. The contours are linear for all practical values, 
provided that _:?. is small compared with Yto Thus 
2 
the greatest erro~ in linearity will occur when 
P · = 36" and t2 = 2.511 9 when the gradients of 
straight lines between any two points on the cantour 
·~~l ~ary by npt more than about 5%o 
2. The contours in a set are co-linear to within about 
1~ in a~~ practical cases. 
3· ~he m~ximum value of MR for a given A' will occur 
when :p, and ~t are at their .!.!ltimwn __ possible 
values and when.t1 ., t 3 , aDd B1 are at their 
·· m.inimum possible values within the practical range 
of sizeso 
4. Ya will decrease as Pbt is reducedo However·when 
R > 1, p is constant on a given contour and can 
. bt 
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C?Dl7 have one· of two values depeDd1Jl6 on t 211 viz. when 
t 2 ~ o:. 75'~, Ptlt = 10 t~s/sq.inc~, and when 
t2 > o. 75~, Pt,t = 9.5 tons/sq. inch. 
Thus care should be ~aken when the contours in a· 
set have values of t 2 above and below 0.75 inch. 
-----------------
However when ~< 1 , fbt is no lon~er equal to ~t 
and equation 4o4 bacamaa:- 112 = :::(~' c) 
fbt then decreases along a contour as ~ decreases., so 
B2 
that the actual value of ¥R is leBS·than that which 
WC?uld have been Ql?tained by extending the linear 
port~on beyond its:permissible range (see ~1g.22). Thus 
~ ~ensio~ flanse becomes un~erstressed and the 
- ' 
' -· 
compression flange is now fUllY stressed., so that fbc 
= ~c, and pbc is a v·ariable along .. a contour 9 (unlike 
pbt')~pending on the ~eometr7 of tJ:1e section (which 
aiso varies alo~ a contour) aDd on ather factors as . 
-. ' 
described previously. This e2Pla1ns why the linearity 
of a contour ceases when ~ < 1, with the values of 112 
135 
at a giv~n valu~ ~f ~· being then less favourable 
(see ~ig.22), i.e. the rate of Chan~e of MR with~' is 
less when ~ ·<. 1 than when J:i > 1 • 
:f.rC>per~ie_s of a QontC?ur. o. o o •• o • • R <. 1 o 
-----------------------------------------
The equation of tbe co~tour in this range is :-
11R ~ lbc [ s1 '" sd!rJ J OOOOCIOOO 
where ~1 = ~1 (p-t1 -t2) + ~ (2p-4t1-t2) 
6 
4o6 . 
+ ~<:P-t1-t2> J r~1 <~-.=! -!!> + 
6 [ 2 2 
~(~'- t1)]. 
and pb varies along a contour. c . 
Moreover the equation 4.7:- ~x = s1- s2~~~~' can be 
Yc 
written in a linear form by replaci~ ! by" o 
A' 
Thus ?G = ! and ~ = s1 - s2 'J' 
A' Yc 
• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unf~tuna~ely this time the straight lines so formed 
do n~~ reveal_ a clearly defined pattern as the sect-
ional parameters are varied. 
HQ~~~ i;b.e .. Prc;>bl:em .here is essentially reduced to 
+~Dd~ng which ·contour in a set ~ill provide the maximum 
value of ~R for a given~·, i.e. which value of t 2 
should be chosen from a set. 
~ccordingly the values of ~81 and 
~t2 
()g2 were 
{}t2 
' I . 
ob~ained and found to be :-
; 
= 
' \ 
\ . 
- t (D - 2 t ·) ~ 0 
..:J.. -2' 
2 3 
. 
to a close 
approximation. ~nfortuna~el~ho~ewe~ g2 has a tur.ntng 
value when t 2 alone is varied. The details of this 
phenomenon can be obtained -by solv~g the equation :-
= 0 •••••••• 4.10 
The solution of this quadratic equatiC?n gives 1:i = 1.1.2 9 
·so that 
seen that 
~ 
when tJ. = 1 • 1 2, and 1 t can be 
A 
.. 1 
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Practical 
Ran'gtt. 
VARIATION OF ~. and ~2 _ 
ata a~ 
FIG. 23. 
> 1 .1 2, and . 
~g2 > 0 when ~ < 1.12. 
~t2 ~1 
Now A3 ~ P~3 , and this ratio can have a maximum 
A • B t 
··1 ···1 1 
value • 
• 
200x1 
40x1 
= 5, and a minimum value 
• . . 36 1 
. .. ~5 = 0.33 in the practic~l ra~e of 
. 36xtt 
·sections, so that the tur.ning value of g2 wit~ t 2 can 
~ccur within ~he practical range. 
diagr~atically in ~ig. ~. 
~t can be seen that when ~3 
~1 
This is illustrated 
~ 1.12 the contours 
........ 
~vin~ tension flange thickness t 2 an~ t 2 + ~~2 are 
paralle~ or diverge as··% increases, showi~ that the 
maximum value of ~x for a given"- will then occur when 
.. -
Yc 
t2 is at its minimum value. 
B(:)wev.er when ~3 > 1.12, the two contours conv~rge 
~1 
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,. ---~- ... 
as X increases, and 1 t mq well be wondered if' these will 
. . : 
intersect at a value of'" ·~thin the practical ranse. 
Thus in ~ig. 23~-
:ar ,_qn. or ~X 'V 1)(. f'or tension f'lange thickness t2 is· 
7c . 
.!.! = ~1 - g21)G. 
7c 
~ eqn. ~ .~.x rv ~ f'or tension f'l~e ~hickness ~2~t2· ~s 
7c 
I 
These lines intersect where "X. = ~x = 81 - 81. = 
. : 
· ... 
'X.· X= 
• 
• 
-
• 
I ~2 - ~2 
- 4g1; = ()g1 
- 4g 'bt2 
. 2 " u82 
'bt2 
A 
where ~> 1.12 
A 
.... 1 
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fhe min~~~ val.ue of %x ~ tl;J.e practical. range will occur 
A 
When :l = 5, 'Wl;lere ~1 = 40 sq •. i~s.-
• 
• • 
A 
.... 1 
( %-x) min. = ....!,_ 
75.3 
i.e. Intersection will not take.~lac~ ~en~ ~ _!_.,.or 
75.3 
int~rsec~~on will not take piace When~~;> 75•3 sq.ins •. 
No practical section on tbis Minimum Weight Boundary has 
' I I ., I - I 
a cross sectional. area A' less than 200 sq.ins. Therefore 
0
° ' , loo , 
~ tntersection is possibl.e in ~e practical range of 
sections, and hence the maximum value of ~x for a given 
Yc 
~wil.~ occur when t 2. is at its minimum value. 
~~us wh~~ ~ < 1, the maximum val.ue ~f MR at a ~iyen ~~ 
,. depe~s on bQ~ :J;~ 
Yc 
and p • be ~oweve~ it c~ be seen 
fro~ Tabl~ No. 3.1 ~at Pbc does not va~y by much in a set 
of contours, provided that all the sections in the set 
are 1~ Qlass 2(V). This is by far the most comm~n QJ.ass 
1~ 
to occur 1n a set of conto~s, and it tJ;l~re'tore appears 
rr~m eqn. 4. 6 that the maximum value o~ ~R r~r a given 
~' when ll < 1 will occur on that con tour or a set Which 
has the m~i~~ value or ~2 , provided that all sections 
are i~ Qlass 2(V)~ -.... 
:Rever~eless Qlasses 1 (U) and 3(Vf) do occur 1n the 
prac.tical range or sections, resul tins 1n discontinuities 
. .. . . . . 
C?~ the ~~IV~' $!'&phs wi ~ cGrresponding disconti~ui ti,.s 
in tbe ~alues of Pbc• For this reason it is now necessa~ 
_t9 c~sider ~e variation or Pbc ·within and between seta· 
or contours. 
v~~~o~ a, ~c· 
-----------------
This i~ a large pr~blem in itself and its complet~ 
solutio~ is not necessar~ for -.inimum ~eight pesign. The 
difficulties are explained, though not all are s91ved;_ in 
s~ch cases, ~owever, w~iCh occur rarely on the ¥1nimum 
Weight Boundary, a brief trial and error process can be 
... . . . . . . 
readil~· used, and it should be bor~ in mind in this 
c~text ~t spe~ial interest need only then be focusseJ 
on a contour near the value of B. = 1. 
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•· 
Variation of pbc within a ~et o~ Qoat~urs. 
-----------~----~-------------------------
.~his anal7sis applies t9 al~ values of ~· 
The two secti·~l J)arameters which can be varied 
here ~e ' 2 and t 2• ~2 varies alan~ a c~n.tour and t 2 
vartes b~tween different cont~urs i~ ~ same seti while 
all f?ther sectional parameters remain constant. 
• 
• • 
1 
3 3 2 
t1~1 + t~2 
1 1 
t. "2 3~ t~2(t1 ~1 tt2B2tt3d) - 3 3 '2 ,fi. t2( t1 ~1 t~2~2) 
3 3 1 
( t1 ~1 't t~2 ) "! 
1 
( t 1 B1 tt~2tt3d)"2 
and 
~ 3 ::1 = 0 when ~2 +. 1.5(dt3~1 t1) • ~~2 t2 
2 3 
~2 - t1 ° ~1 = Q 
-2t2 
••••••••••• 4.11 
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~:t:Lis cubic e,quation 
~en :a2) ;B2 ' 
in ~2 can be solved, givi~g ~2~2· 
'bry > o and 
Cj~2 . 
{)l"y < o. 
~~-2 
Hence r 7 has a minimum turning value along a cont~ur wh~n 
B :=B' , or l has a maximum turning value when ~ 
... 2 .... 2 J!y B
2 
~n a similar manner 1 t can be shown that 
! 
=1:· 
B' 2 
~rl = Q when ~2 = ~2' = ~ ~2 ~1 [-~ _1;;... ~--+2 ·' so that 
- ~ "!fl (...1) 
B" <: B 
... 2 10 
~so.,- when ~2> B2' , ~ > 0 
'?) t2 
and when ~~<B;' 11 (}rl < Q 
() t2 
~ence ry has a minimum turning value between different 
contours in a set when ~2 = B2'• or·! has a maximum 
ry 
turntns value when ~ 
~2 
:::L 
-B' I 
·2 
• 
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' 
... ~· .. 
When L > L ' !· increases as t2 increases, and - . - B" B "l!y . .-.2 
-2 
when! < L ' !·· decreases as t2 increa~e s, between ~2 i" r:/ ~: 
- -
dif'f'eren"" c~tQ~S in a set. 
These valu~s of ~ and ~ may Ol" may not OCC"I:JP 
B' 
··2 B" ···2 
1~-~e P.r~cti9~~.r~~ in_any_~articula~ q~seo. T~~s it 
was a;r~~nged ~~t f~~gr~~ .~o~ ~~ ~ sl;lould calc9-I·ate 
andL 0 Numerical values of' these ratios were 
. i•• 
·"2· 
~b~a~peQ. .. f~ t~ Emp~:r:-1c~l. :;!;:nv:estigat~on in qhilpter 3 11 
a~~ sho~ ~ T~p:l,e NQ:· •. 3 •. 2" and have been included in 
I I • ' 'I o o 
Tab~e No. ,.~ -~ '~So11o 
'rou:t Qhapter 1, 
Qs = -'!- + ~~ . ~or Qlasses 1 and. 2. 
~er~ ~2 > 0 and increases as ~ increases. ~2 
~so Qs = !£. (~ -t ~2~) f'or Qlass 3a 
1~ .. 
~ere ~2 < 0, and 1 ts numerical value reduces as ~ 
B2 
1noreases. 
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·vARIATION OF.A B & K. 
· . · . -~---·_ ··:- ··--·-=- --- I _..I . .. ·-. 2. 
AandB 
(a). 
AandB· 
CLASS 2 
• 
(v) 
. 
..... 
L 
---~-------------L~------------~-82 . 
i 
'2 
------;~ 'S_ ( N.,ativ.) lncrt~as!s 
( Yc) -c Algebratcal/y. Y, lncrt~asfls 
. (b). 
FIG. 24. 
Since ~ _ constant w1 thin a set of contours, A and ~ 
t1 
decrease only as ! 
ry 
increases both having a minimum 
' . 
value al~~ a contour when ! , ~ both having a 
B 
.. 2 
~i~~~ value betwee~ different·contours in a set when 
L .. 
= .& • 
-
~ecause of the different values o~ ~2 , 
:a B'' 
2 '"2 
Qlas~es 1, 2, and 3 must now be considered separately. 
a) When the section is in Class 2. ·The variations of· 
4 and ~ are sh~w.n diagrammatical~ in lig. 24ao 
• 
• •• 
, ~'~' an~ ~2 increase as ~ increases ~2 
qs and pbc increase as ~ increases, from their 
B2 
minimum·values which occur at~ •. 
B' 
·2 
~en~ ~ ~ , ~2 increases, but A and·~ reduce as· B ._,. B' 
.. 2 -·2 
·~ increases. Thus it cannot be·said with c~plete 
B2 
certainty in this range ~t pbc has its minimum v·alu(;t 
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... 
'· 
·· ... 
....... ('ff. 
where L 
.. -
= ~ , since it is jqst.possible for tbe increase 
~2 ~~ 
in X2 to offset the reductions in A and~. Therefore it 
is recommended here that the values o~ Pbc be obtatned 
for ~ = the value at glass 1., an intermediate value, 
B 
··2 
and ~ ~ and these should be inspected to see which is 
B' 
··2 
the minimum. Nevertheless it is quite clear that all 
val~s C?~ l1,c in this r~e will lie very close to one 
an~~~! 
"~:>) · .. When the section is in Class 3,. The variations o~ 
A~-~ are s~wn diasrammatically in 'ig. 24b. 
Qs ~ !£ ( ~ t. ~2.~) 
Yt 
;I;~ has already b.een stated tba t when L 
B2 
= .J! , then 
B I'' 
·2 
!.£ = 1, and these v.alues can be c:»btained fr~m :programme 
Yt 
No • .AAEL 2. L ~2" may or may not be in the practical 
range, and !£.decreases as~ increases. 
Yt ~2 
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.... ····· 
. f 
W,hen ~ .~ ~ , ~ and ;Q decrease and ~2 increases as B B' 
·2 . "2 
increases • 
... ~ .. 
(l!ere ~2<o and so its numerical value 
. ~crea~es). lt is therefore no~ possible to state 
i~ediately ~ow ~ ·1' ~~ varies here~ however !2, ·al'o 
. . . Yt 
decreases as ~ increases ~ so it would apPear ver7 
B2 
likely ~at gs and ~c decrease as L increases. 
~2 
When L > L 
.... 1f ~· 
-·2 .. 2 
, A and ~ increase, K2 increases 
algebraically, and Yc reduces as ~ increases. ~gain 
Yt ~2 
it is not possible to state how qs and ~c vary. 
It is recommended therefore for all sections tn 
. . 
Qlass 3 that L be made equal to tl:Le minimum value, an 
~2 
intermediate-value, and~ , and the correspo~ing vaiues 
B' 
'••"2 
of pbc obtained and inspected t9 see whieb is the 
mizp.mum. It is Wll.ikely that these values of pbc wil:;L 
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~) Ylben the section is in Class 1. ~here is only one 
section on a conio~r which can be in Class 1. This 
•ection c~ be regarded as a limit to be approached 
from Class 3 or Class 2 b7 increasing or decreasins 
.. .. . 
~ respectively. 
~2 
ln this way two values ~or p at this section will 
· · be 
genera117 be obtained, causing a discontinuity. 
-I~ L at Class 1 
.. ~2 ... 
such that there is a sharp decrease i~ ~c as ~ 
~2 
increases • I~ L 
. -
. :B 
··2 
at ·glass 1 > L , the disco~~inuity 
-B''' :~ 
will b.e such that there is a sharp ~ncrease in pb as 
. c 
increases. W,hen ~ 
1$2 
at Class 1 = ,& , then Is = 
B2'' Yt 
1 and there will be no d~scontin~ity; this occurs when 
t1 =~2 and ~1 ~2· 
Note:- When L at the Qlass 1 section occurs when 
.... -
~2 
B. = 1, or within a close tolerance o~ this limit, there 
will be a discont;t.nui ty giving two values o~ pbc and ~R 
at this value o~ A'. 
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~ince ~e p~i~t at w:t;tich :a : 1 is import~t i~ the 
f~rmati~~ o~ the Minimum ~ei~t ~~undary, ~~eat care aDd 
~ccurac7 should be used in thi., case. 
~hue to sum up ~-
~ 1) pbc can have a minimum turnina value along a 
contour or between different contours in the s~e 
set. 
( ii) The value o~ Pt,c 1n a set of contours does ~t vaJ!7 
much, provided all the sections are in the same 
. . . . .. . . 
Qlass. However fUrther work Should be done to 
c~ar.ir.J the pr~blems discussed above. 
(iii) There is a sharp discontinui t~ i~ Pbc aloD.$ a 
contour at the section at Class 1. 
variation of pbc between P.ifferent ~eta ~f Qontours 
---------------------------------------------------
Here the two variables on the one Minimum 'eight 
. . . . ,_ - . 
~a ~~ reduces down the ~o~ary it has been shown 
that t 1 ~~ ~1 reduc~ - therefore ~ tncreaees and 
T 
~nc~ A reduces ( T = t 1 ) 
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~Y ma~ematical induction ~quation 4.11 can be changed 
to deal with the vari~tion tn ~1 • Then ;-
()~l = 0 when~~ -t 1.5(d:t3~2~2). ~~ - t2.~~ 
-a~1 
•••••••• 4.12 
I 
~he solution of this equation is ~1 ~ ~1 
pen B·>B'., ~rl 1 . '1 ~~1· > ~ and 
' 
=0 
When B1 < 1}1 
' ~ < 0 9 wi ~ all ot~r sectional 
.1 
par~eters remaining constant. Hel:lCe r7 has a minimum 
t~ing value between different sets of contours when 
B - B! 
·1 - "''1 • 
r 7 increases as ~ 1 increases, or ! reduces as ~ 
. . ry ~1 
decreas~s. (Programme No. ABE~ 2 can be u~ed to give 
. . . .... - . . ..... 
-11! in any parti-cular case). 
~1 
BeDCe as A' reduces down tl;le ~olll_ldary, t1 and ~1 
~e~~~ anq. ¥ and ! 
ry 
increase. 
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·- .. -.... 
··-... 
reduce~-~~ so pb~ in Qlass 2 reduces as ~· reduces. 
However ~n Qlass 3, Ye increases as t 1 and B1 
. Yt 
~~d~ce ~ ~o.it is possible far Poe to increase slightly, 
~~ it i~ very unlikely that such s~ctions will 
prQY~~~ poin~s. on.~~~ ~~n~m~ Weight. Boundary. It is 
recommended that spot checks be made in this case. 
TBK STRESS RATIO R. 
------~--~--------
Fro~ Chapt~r 1 ;-
R = jlli_ = = 
~~:~ 
Consider the variation of R along a contour. ~tis. 
·Qonstant, and, if" the ~ec_tions are all in the same Ciass, 
Pbc.will not vary by much. Hence in this case the 
trend is for R to increase as Yc reduces. It has been 
Y.t 
shown earlier that it is &:dy~tageous to have R~ 1 , 
SQ that the contour is.linear; ~erefore it is 
desirable to see w~at variat~ons in sectional param~tera 
will increase the value of R, especially when ~ < 1 • 
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Now 
and f'rom 
-~f' 2 
2 
yt = 
II 
. anQ._ • • • 
= D 
-
Yt 
e~uation 4.1, Yt - t2 't ~ 
--
0 
2 A' 
is small compared with l!: 
' 
then 
A' 
! = A fW--t- t J -1 1 2 :t~~(D-t1l 
... 2A' 
= A'D 
~1 (D- ~- ~) + ~ (D-t1) 
2 2 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
' 
- 1 
T~~ref'ore,.f'or a given~·, ~ is at a minimum when 
Yt 
~~ and ~3 are a~ a maximum, and, to a much lesser 
exten~, when t 2 is at a minimum. 
(~ince ~1 = B1 t 1 it is· clear from egn. 4.13 that it 
is sli$htly better to increase B1 rather than t 1 if' 
possible. J;f' t 1 and t 2 are small compared with :p_, then 
eqn. 4.13 can be written as : - Yc 
Yt 
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::':: A' 
- 1' 
D 
VARIATION OrR BEtWEEN -CONTOURS 
. . 
--------· -·-- I 
I. 
1-
. I 
I 
I 
.,. 
~A; -
AA 1 ~ 
•, 
FIG. 25. 
. . 
- --·-- ----- -- ---- -- --- - ----
. I 
though it is not necessary ·in this instance to use this 
approximation) •. 
Bence when changing from one set of conto~s to 
an~ther, the value o~ ~ can best be increased by 
~ncref11S.ing B1 and t1 • This is shown diagr~a tic ally 
in l'ig.25. 
~en ~ > 1, the maximum value of MR at a given ~' ~s 
~~e~ ~own to occur. on that ~o~tour having ~he smaller 
val~es of.B1 and t 1 , so that, for example, 
~R at X on contour 1 > MR at Y: on cont~ur 2. 
~ t l:lllll!l . now "een shown that if ~ · at ~ = 1 then 
-~ ~Ett r >"1_; moreover ~ reduces along a contour as ~' 
increase~;~, and so~= 1 on contour 2 at.~. where~· 
at~ o~ .co~to~ 2>~' .. at¥ on contour 1. 
the equation of d !;) • A' 
.2 
and 
Now ~1 = ~' , and therefore 1 t can be shown ~~ t :-
1 . ~~ = l>bt~3~1_(~2+2 ~3) 
. 6 (~1 ~1 ~ ~3)(~1 ~ A3) > 0, for all values • 
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i.e". BY increasing ~1 and t 1 f'rom contour 1 to c!lntour 2 
the v.'a+ues of' ~:R a.p.d A' on c~ntour 2 at ;a = 1 are greater 
than those on contour 1 at R = 1)f'or ·all values of' the 
sectional parameter~ ~it¥:n the limit_JS of' the approxi-
~atio;r:l impl.~e~ in eqn. 4.8. (See Pig.25) • 
.... 
~ote:- Thi~ appli~~ only when all se~ti~ns concerned 
ll!l"e in_ the one Qlass. When Classes·· 1, 2, and 3 all 
~ppear, there can be the aha~ disconttnuities_ in Pbc» 
and so R need not then increase~as Yc reduces. 
Jt 
Note;- It is aga~ emphasised that this process only 
applie~ to ~eqtions in the same Class. If the 
~rans~tiQn f'rom Class 2 to Class 3 occurs during this 
c;»perlilt~9n.z:.l8~r. whe:re ~. = ._1, then it is possible ~or 
~. p;rQc~.s~ to ~reak down. . -4- brief trial and error 
proce~s can then be effectively used for these rare 
cases. 
------------~--
This c~pletes the Theoretical Justification 
· unQ.ert~en o~ this work. BY v~rtue of' bo~ the 
Empir1ca~ Investigation and the Theoretical Just1-
~ic~t~on, a General Method ~f' Minim~ Weight J)esign 
can now be stated; this is dealt with in the next 
Chapter. 
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' 
A GENERAL METHOD 
. .. . 
----------------
From the results obtained in Qhapters 3 and 4 it 
is ~w possible to state a qeneral Method of ob~aining 
the Minimum Weight ~oundary for any numerical data .in · 
the practical range. 
The method is show.n diagrammatically in ~ig.26 
and indicates how to obtain the Minimum Weight ~oundary. 
L for a given span L, span to depth ratio p , and web 
plate thickness t 3• This is the solution to Design 
f.roblem 3 of Qhapter 1; the cross sectional area is 
c~stant along the span, and t~rsional and lateral 
restraints are provided only at the ends of the· span» 
i.e. K1 = 1 and,..= 1. J;n addition 9 however 9 as 
indicated in qhapter 2, the answers to ~esign ~roblems 
1 and 2 can also be· obtained by choosing different 
values of ~ and t 3 throughout the practical range 
and then superimposing these on the one diagram as 
shown in ~igs. 7a and b. 
PEOCEDURE. This is described with reference to '1g.26~ 
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1) To obtain the points marked P on the boundary. These 
points $ive ~e ~aximum value ~~ ~R in each zone of t 1 
_and can be re$a~ded as ~ ~.''i;)Qne~~~ or '-~skeleton•_• of the 
bo~ry~ ~n ~11 cases R ~1, with the equality being 
·by fa~ the more common. 
T0 ob~ain these points ~ked f, find, f9r •ach 
L practical value of t 1 , with B held at its minimum 
.1 
value in each zone, the maximum value of M:a and the 
~0rresponding value of~· f~r which R ~1 in ~ set 
L 
of contour~ This is dane by varying B at different 
. --2 
v~lues of t 2• (~ALSO BELOW)a 
2) To obtain the points marked Q on the boundary. These 
can be obtained by varying ~ in each zone between 
1 
L 
those values (of~) used to obtain the points Po For 
L e~ch such ~alue of j
1 9 
find ~- maximum value of ~~~ 
and the corresponding Vialue of A' . for which ~ ~ 1 in 
each set of contours. In this prace.ss ~1. can be 
varied by any specified decrement down to the minimum 
one of, say, Oa5 inch. 
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"· 
...... 
.... 
•' 
~ :. ;· .· ... 
ln ~btaining the points mark~d P and Q, t 2 should 
be chosen suCh that, in any set of contours, the 
~ximum value of ¥R and ~he corresponding value of A' 
are .obtained for R ~ 1 • 
· When the sectio~s are in Qlass 2, t 2 is generally 
at ~~s ~inimum value for which R = 1 can be obtained, ~r 
L 
at its next lower value in the practical range with B 
2 
now at its mini~~ value and R>1. The alternative 
which ~ives tne greater value of MR provides the points 
~en the sections are in q1ass 3 there is no 
· clear~y defined rule, and a simple trial and error 
·process Should then be followed, checki~ the various 
pos~ible values of t 2, particularly near the minim~. 
When the s actions are in Class 1, or tend to 
approach this limit, great care should be taken becaus.e 
~f the disc~ntinui ty in the con~our. In this case it 
L is rec~ended that ~ be ~ar.ied ar·ound the value .at. 
Qlass 1 on the contour, thereby defining the limit 
more cl~arly. This will rarely occur • 
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'fhus in ~~e process of ~~taining points f. and Q 
L 
necessar-7 to find that value of B on a c~n~our 
··2 
it is 
at which R = 1 tC? a l_lis:t:L degree of accuracy ( s~y 
L ~ = 1.!.0C?QC?OO ).. t:~ince i 2 inc~eas~s with R ar.o• ~is 
-va~ue~ a ~urther pro$l'amme was wri tten11 ;J?rogramme No. 
L 
~~ 31 to give this value of i 2 on any contour and ~e 
corresp~ing val~es of .R and~·; tll:is prog~amme is 
based on successive approximation ~d the calculatio~ 
foll~ws the process given in ~rogramm.e No. ~L 1~. 
rr~~si~n l_las b~_e:t:l ~ade to indicate whether the section 
obtained is at or near the value at Class 1.· In this 
. . -
way a11 possible values ~~ t2 can be checked and the 
maximum value of ~~ obtained i~ each occasion. 
}). ~o. obtain the p~ints ~arked S on the boundary. ~ese 
point's all lie on the c~tours passing through the p9:lnts 
L . l' and Q ~d can be o}?tained by varying ~2 above and ~ 
below the values used to obtain P and Q in all cases. 
. . . ... .. 
T.h~ intersection of-these contours will complete the 
boundary in tbe ~ecC?mmended practical range, giving a 
continuous prC?file. It Should be noted that th~ points 
S will hav~ values of the Stress ~atio i above and 
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' 
beln, but not equal to, unity in all cases. 
4) To obtain the point marked II on the boundaq. · This 
.· 
point ~rovides the minimum value ot MB. in the recommen-
dad practical ranse. 
This can te obtained by taking the minimum 
v:due ot t 1 for wl_l.ich R = 1 and, w1 th t 2 and 82. a~ 
L· 
tl';leir minimum values, finding the maximum value ot -B. 
"1 
tor which R = 1 • 
'!'his completes tl;Le ~1D1mum \fei~t ~oundary tar ~ 
rec~ended r~e ot sections. 
H~ever~ it is possible to increase the value ot 
~~ by drawi~g c onto~s above tbe point ~max.by reducing 
-~ 
~2 and cho"?sing different values of t 2 up to the 
~aximum!t ~n this r&Dge IIR will increase with ~' much 
lea~ rap~dly than in the recommended range, ~ will be 
less than ~ity, and the absolute maximum will occur 
when t 2 and ;a2 are at their maximum values. Such 
values are not so efficient, but do provide valid 
sections. The efficiency 1n this range can best be 
raised by increasing the maximum value ot ~1 (or ~t ~1 )~ 
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.·. 
this presents problems in wel~~, but does suggest that 
practical re~earch into the wel~ing of thicker plates 
would be useful. 
Valu~s of MR below the recommended minimum value 
at p~~t M can be obtained b7 using inverted contours. 
L Here t 1 ~ the minimum value as used for point II, i . = 
.. 2 
L 
~~ximum val~e, t2 = minimum value, and it is varied over 
its practical range. These sections, however, will 
generally be wasteful·since Pbc wil~ ~e consid~rably 
reduc~~ fran it~ maximum value of 1<;>tons/sq.inch 
because ~f lateral buckl1ng~ other ~orms of construc-
tion in steel will certainly be ~ore efficient in this 
range, e.g. lattice girders. 
APPLICATIONS 
I I ... '' • • I '•I • II 
------------
There are two important ways in which the g-eneral 
Method ·can be used :-
1) To prepare large scale charts and tables for use 
1n a st~uctura~ engineer's design office. 
2) As ~ basis for Au~amatic P.esign at Mini•um We1~t. 
• sp~cial compu~er programme ~ould now be written_ 
. . . 
to give the numerical an~wers to pesign ~roblems 
1 1 2·1 and 3 direct in arq Pl!lrticular case. 
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T~se will be discussed briefly here. 
1) Preparatio~ ~f Charts and Tables ~xamples of th• 
~har~s which m~ n~w be prepared are Shown in 'i$So27 
and 28. These refer to a span of 100 feet. 
1.ig.27 shows the Minimum Weight Boun~riee ~or 
.dif~erent values of~ Whil~ t 3 is kept constant at 1~, 
while '-ig.28 shows the boundaries for different values 
of ~j-~ile E is kept cQDSt~t at 10. Only so~e o~ 
~· 
the poin~s marked P and the point marked II have been 
. . . . .. .. .. . . . , ... 
obt~tned in each case, thoush it is clearly possibl~ 
to insert more values as re~ired. 
These graphs could be supplemented by Tables 
$iVins sect~ona~ identification, categ~ry of 
sti~~ning, Pbe, etc. ~uch graphs would then provide 
-.. . . . .. 
~e ~~ cross sectional d~mensions of the plate girder 
•t ·Minimum Weight to withstand a given bending mome~t. 
Jt choice could be made as to mich category of we'b 
... .. 
stiffening Should be used, realising that the self 
weights of girders will be increased by the weight 
of stiffeners if used. 
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~uq~ Charts will give the engineer a closer 
"' I ' ' I o , 
~erstandtng of his desi~, a~ he can re~dily ~ee ~t 
happens on pall;lsin' along tbs b'1)undary. Thi• i~ a 
,, 
fundamental step, but, from it, all sorts ot e~abo~a~ 
. . . 
tiona are possib~e to ·suite ~-particular ~•quire~ept• 
of any establi~ent e. g. tht;t .. e:rt~c t 9f varying A ~ 
. - . . . .. . . . 
~1• These refinements are QUtW~ th the sc~e of t~ .. 
present investigation, but will be briefly dealt with 
• • • • • I 
1n ~hapt~rs_6 am 1. 
2) Automatic ~esi~ to~ Ui~m~ Wei&ht• ~~is appli~. 
cat1o~ is bei~ exp~ored :fUr~r by M~(ION (9). tt. 
is ~~isageJ~t a special, all-embraci~g, computer 
·programme coul-d be compiled to s ive the septlonal 
• ' ' "" ' I ' ' "' o o' '"'' 
dimensions of a girder at Min±mum Weight to wi~stand 
. .. .. . . . . . . . . - . 
a ~iven bendin.s momen~. · J;~ is verJ: ~-ik~lJ ~at ~ 
.~r~C?~S in- the prop~rti~s ~t a CC?ntour w~uld :p.o~ req.uire 
to be ~C?re·cr1tically appraised~ 
Thus·· enq~iries, e.ven on the tel~:pho~, QCl)uld be 
answered ~ery guiokly. ~ndeed a steel stoc~ol4er 
~auld. be -encouraso~ to ·kee;p adequat'e supplies of 
su~ table plate C?Ut of which the ;particular plate 
girders could be tabricateq, or ~ ens~~e·~· at a 
·:· . . . . . . . 
ver,r early stage, could plaa~ hi• or~e~ for ~ateri~l~ 
' 
.. 
This susgested programme would only ~ive ~e 
engineer a bare answer as compared with the use ~ th~ 
charts desQribed 1n 1) which would provide a ~ f'eel ~ f'9r 
th~ job. This answer would either hav~ t~ be accepted 
9r re·jecteQ. at i1;s f'ace value, th~ugh any sectiOJ'il co~d 
be s~~sequently checked usi~g frogra~e 'os. ~L 1 o~ 
1·~· 
~ese two basic applications could now be used tR 
a wide var~ety ~~ ways, and these w~ll be outlined ~ 
~h.apter 7~ However before this is done the design 
pr~cess must be c~pleted, and this will be done in the 
·:next chapter • 
.. 
· . 
• 
CHAPl'ER 6 
---------
~ •. 
ADDITIONAL EPPECTS 
-----·------~--~--
;.t has b~en inferred thro~out tb~ Investigation ·· 
that the m~men~ of resistance M~, as rest~icted by 
late~~l buckling, is the main design problem in all 
cases, and_ ~t "a' _suggested in .. Chapter 1 .~at all the 
other effects could· be attended to once the basic 
. . . . . . . . 
lli-D1~um :'!eight ~ection, based on MR bein41 critical, had 
been obtained. 
. .. . . . 
However there·are four effects which could render 
I • ~ • 
this secti~n ~eatisf~ctor~, These are :-
1) T~e. ~~r s:t~~sses (or . com:pound stresses - see 
~·"!449, Clauses 14c and c:t~ p~e· 22) in the web 
··"'·· 
2) 
. ' 
p~at~ unde~ ~e ~ot~l applied loading ~ay exceed 
~e p~~i,sib~e v~luea (~ee Qhapte~_1). 
The ma:ximwn si~e ~f :fil;l~t welq -~e;~q~~:r~g._ ~~n· _ ~ .... 
flange tq "eb ~~di~_m_, be_ tn•~fic~e~tlY.s~rQ~~ 
('ull ~ene~ration butt we~ds, ho~ever, would always 
~e satisfactory- see Chapter 1). 
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3) The maximum def'lec tion under the tc;»tal applied 
lC?adi!_lS may e:x:ceed ~e permissible value ( ~ee Qhapter 
1 )". 
4) The section or welding may not be sufficiently s~r~ 
to withst~d any specified ~ic, impact, or 
fatigue ~oadi~ which may be applie·d. ~D the case 
of the welding, continuous f'ull penetration butt 
welds will seldom, if ever, be critical in this 
res:pect. 
·lf it ~rBDB:J;'ires that these four ef'f'ects are not 
critical, ~r if they can be att~ed ~o as sug~ested 
abC?Ve, there is no problem and the basic section can then 
remain unchanged. 
·~f, ~owe'Vier, this is not ~ case~ then the 
basic Minimum Weight Section will be unsatisfactory and 
. ... .. 
must be changed. This can best be done in tlle case of 
items 1 ,2, and 3 by increasing d, or t 3 , or both. The 
use of charts as il~ustrated 1n ligs.27 and 28 would 
'J?e moe~ valuable, anq. the Jlinimum Y{ei~t ~ection, with 
respect to all criteria, could the~ ~e obtained. 
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l.~ t~~ case ~~ item 4, i~ is suggested that an 
ap:prQach could be made by in~erpreting ~he dynamic l·oad · 
as an equivalent static load in the f'irst insta,nce; and 
~n obtaining the basic section for this loading. It 
is appreciated that tnis will not always be possible; 
there could be a problem here and there is clearly scope 
for further research. 
~t· 'is now necessary to be able to find out the 
tmport~ce of these additional effects in any g~ven 
case ~nee .the basic section, based on 14R being critical, 
has been determined. 
Critical Shearing Forces 
.. --~----~--------------
A canputer programme was written {Programme No. I . . . .. 
~ 4) t~ give the values of ~1 max., ~2 max., ~3 max.,. 
and ~4 max. , (see Qhapter 1) for aDJ given section·, 
indicating which of tbese is the critical S maximum. 
This programme was used to find the values of the 
critical sl;learing forces for the sec.tions shown in 
l.'iss.27 and 28. The results are shown in Table No.6.1, 
.. . . 
·~ these .have been plotted in '-ig. 29. The value 
• .I 
marked with the asteriSk is S max. for each section, 
. srea.tC!u·. " ' . 
and these Should be .... than or equal to the appli~d 
A. 
shea:r:1ng force. 
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Deflection. ~~ maximum deflection f) of the girder under 
the ~'?tal applied load~ depends upon the mapitude, 
distribut~on, ~ canf'igu~ation of' the applied loa41ng 
'!, the span ~. and the second moment o,f area ~x (which 
has ~ready been calculated). 
~hus ;- b = f'{- ~I ~~ ~X ) 
where f (~,~-, ~:x:) is generally a simple f'Wlction. 
~ypical examples of' b are given in the ~teel ~esigner's 
Manual ( 1Q) for the more common distl'ibutians of ap:plied 
loading. A simple computer programme could be written 
~ . L 
~o give o, and this value could be compared with 36Q• 
However this will not be done here since the 
distribution and configuration of the applied l9ad1~ 
have n?t bee~ s~cif'ied, and :it w~uld seem undesirable 
to impose ariy such restriction at this late stage of' 
the Investigation. 
-EFFECTS REQUIRING NO CHA;NGE OF SECTION 
--------------------------------------
Web Stif'f'ening. 
----~----------
a) I;nterm.ediate stiffeners, (_vertical and horizontal) • 
. · 
The output from ~r~gramme No. ~EL 1 indicates 
which cat$gory of' web stif'f'e~~' if any, i$ required 
. .. . 
tn· a given case. 
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'ull details as to how the in~o~ediate stiffeners 
C&J?. be provided are contained in ~. ~-~ 449 o~ pages 38, 
4~·, and 50. On no occasio~, however, will this pr~ces~ 
reDder the basic section unsatisfactor~, alth~u~ the 
wei~~ of the stiffeners will affect the ov•rall self 
we~~~ af the ~i~der. 
~he efficient layo~~ of intermediate stiffeners is 
aao~r pr~blem, and this c~o~ be c~ered here, 
thoufJb brief details as to what is involved will be 
g~~e~ in Qhapter 7. 
b) ~ear~ stiffeners. These Should be provided on 
plate ~irders in the proximity ~ severe concentrated 
loads in acco~e with t~e i~~truct~ons. ~iven ~n 
»•~· 449 on ~ages 48 and 49. 
TJ;Le efficient design of bearing stiffeners is Je·t 
another problem which could be profitably i~estigated. 
I ' • o •' 
We~d~fo ~uch has already been written on thi~. llia~t~r 
1~ Q~p1;er 1·. · ~~ever, it ~3 and ~4 are CQ~Siderably 
less ~ ~he critical Shearin$ force ~max.or tbe 
applied Shearing force, then it may well be possible 
to use a smaller size of continuous fillet welding, 
or to use a certain amount ot intermittent fillet 
. . : . 
welding, if this is permissible. 
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J,.n~~~i tten~ ~illet we~41ng il!l ~enerally 
~airable in this ~~ of c~atruc~io~ if severe 
dyDamic loads have to be withstood. •ull details for 
. . . . . 
~ deai~ ~~ suCh welda are given in the. ~teel 
peaigner' a Manual ( 10) or 1n the Inat1 tute of Welding' a 
-· I o ol ' , 1 ' I 
BBDdbook for Jelded Structural Steelwork ( 11 ) • 
I oo • - 01 
!eldtng will not affect tba self weight of the 
. . .; . . 
girder, b~~ c Olll.d well be an import~~ item in 
Minimum Coat Design. 
. . . ... .. 
"'RitJRTHER EPFECTB ,.::; __ ,.. _______ _ 
------~------------
~1 is a function of N (~able 5 
~f Bo~o449), and throughout this wo~k has been held 
at the constant valu~ of unity. This implies that 
the cross sectional dimensions of the fl~ea 9+ the 
~rdel_'. 1n each case are oonstaDt thr~ughout ~ span., 
or ~ be varied aligh~ly pr~ided tha~ N ~ o.B. 
~t a~ould be noted ~at ~1 is indepe~ent of the 
web pla~e ~~enaians d and t 3 ; ~3 in part~cular could 
b~ varied a~ons.. t~ span without affecting p 11 
· be 
~~reb' achieving a saving in wei$ht, ~ough care 
~C?~~ then be taken to ens"Q.re ~·~ the necessary 
wel~inS and web stiffening can then be provided •t an7 
8'Q.ch ~4i'~ ,:J;n this case the ~:b.ear1~ 'oro·a I>ia~am 
and ~ ~ending Mo~ent ~iagram will now be requir~d. 
The effact~ve length of ~ compression ·fl~e 
~s 1 = A.~, where ~ i~ ~.span. The value of A 
~e~~~s on how the ends o~ the c~pression flan~e are 
rest~ained, aDd whether ~ intermediate l•teral 
. suppor~s have been provided. ~ere A has been held 
. . . . . . 
: constant at un1 t7. throughout, indicating that the 
.. . . . 
s~~ers ;are restrained only at the end. of the span; 
b~~ laterally ·and torsionally, but not rotational~. 
' 
rrovision has been made in the campu~er pro~rammes 
f~~ ~1 and A to be varied; this will be discussed 
1D the next cliapter. 
C~parison .with:. the· ~riye Specification B.s. 15JL-
The design procedure used through9ut t~e 
. . . 
' . . 
J~;Nest:f."gat·ton has been ·based on ;6.~. 44~ as indicated r 
~ ~~~ter 1. However it is worthy of note to .realise 
~~~ certainly as tar as welded mild steel plate 
.. .... r. 
8izrde:rs are concerned, there is a "ery close 
~eement between ~ two specif~c-tlona, so that 
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mos·t of ~l;Le f'ore191D$ ·~~~ could ~eadil7 be made 1;9 
a~ply ~o bri~e '~rders. 
One promtnea~ ditt,remce is the re~u~r•ment·tor 
fatigue loading stipulated in. ~.S.15.3 y,t ~t in 
. - - . . . . 
B-.~•.449. It woul(i be essenti•;J., hQ"ev~r, i~ thil!l 
~ec~endati'?n is J»Urs~d~ tl!' ~s~qt 't;»oth 
e~ecifications ca~fully to ··~ W,bat Q~er. d1t~er.8DQe~ 
do exist. 
·-
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CHAPl'ER 7 
'"' ... I' .1: • .... -
---------
SUGGESTED Fl.J'l'UBE WORK 
... . .. - - .. .. . - - ... . .. . 
---------------------
A General Method h4s now been devised for the 
.. - . 
1111limum Weigllt :Oesign of mild steel, welded, plate 
• I - ' o '""' ' ' 
~~~ders hav~~ a constant ~ se~t~on and supported 
laterally and t~rsionally only at the ends of tbe span. 
However, it'was pointed ~ut in Chapter 1 that 
~is is a fUndamental step; such a girder can be 
regard~d as a datum, ~ tc:» which all sorts of 
practical complications and refinements can now be 
added as r·eCNired. ~nd.eed the }?asia c ancept of the 
a• tour or the inverted contour as the unital element 
-
can now be applied to a wide variety of practical 
~roblems, not only wi ~ regard to .Minimum Wei~t, but 
also to the formation of ~tber desi~ boundaries. 
The '~properties of a contour" will be very important 
in this context~ 
~ lis.t of possible follow-up work will now be 
giv.en, and some of the items will be discussed brief'ly.:~~;·::i:::·: .... 
·· .. "'{:··:· 
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11! 
2. 
3· 
4. 
5. 
·6. 
7. 
B. 
.. 9. 
~uggested ~nvestisatians 
Minimum Qost, or other criteria.for efficient design. 
The T:Jse of Qther Qodes of ;f.ractice, (~ritish and 
forei~). 
·Qomparison with other forms of construction. 
leasibility studies for unconventional sizes. 
The use of ~igb ~ield ~teel. 
iiveted construction. 
~:ox girders. 
The effect of lateral supports. 
~he use of nan uniform sections • 
. . . 
.• 
10. ~he efficient layout and design of web stiffeners. 
11. The effect of changes 1n the Qodes of Practice or 
in the basis of design, (e.go Use of ~lastic Theory). 
1 2. The allowance for self weight ... 
13. ~hop fabrication of the girders - improvements in 
techniques and in the use or the girders. 
,. 
14. 4 detailed study or pbc' deflection~ errors, static 
and dynamic applied loads, compound stress, and Qf 
the entire welding process. 
15. ~utomatic design and tbe preparat~on of design 
ot"f'ice charts. 
16. Qrane gantry ~irders. 
17. Qomposite construction. 
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Discussion. Not all items in the list will be covered. 
1. Minimum Cost ·or other criteria for efficient design. 
----------------------------------------------------
· ~hese hav~e be~ discus~ed. in QJ:lapter 1 , and further 
i~f~rmation has been provid~d by Messrs. ~orman L~ 
aJ;ld Qo~p~y Limited, as given in ~ppendi~ 1. ~ll 'tl,le 
items on the ~1st could ~e tackled on the basis of ~is 
·9.~ ~ C?~er design criterion~ 
·2. The use C?f ~ther Qodes o~ :f,ractice(~ri tish and ;ror~ign) 
------------------------------------------------------
~en B, ~ 1 , the con tours wil~ be- ~inear no matter 
~ich Qode C?f iractice, from any country; is used. Most 
of tbe other properties of c~tours as ~iven in Qhapters 
3 ~ 4 will also apply, though there will natural~ 
be different num~r1cal values. 
~t would. therefore be possible to c~m~are on a 
cost or weight basis, various designs of girders 
I • .. • ' 
manufactured in different countries to see how campet-
. . . .. . 
itive the products from any one country might be. 
. . ... . . . . . . .. 
;r·t is suggest~d that plate girders could carry 
~eater loads over longer spans; exceeding all the 
present ide·aa .of maximum ·dimensions. · 
The ·methods developed tn the ~nvestisat~on, 
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are particularly suitable for large, deep~ girders, and 
the efficient design dimensions could be obtained aDd 
~e res~ting practical engineering pr~blems analysed~ 
The steel manufacturers and weldi~g ~echnologists could 
then be presented with ~~cific problems with a clear 
incsntive to obtain a solution. Such large~ lons~ 
~rders would normally be unsuitable for resisting 
wtnd vibrations on exposed sites. 
8e The effect of lateral supports. 
-------------------------------
As ;L is reduced from unity down to zero, ~ 
increase~ for all points~ a contour~ so that.~ore of 
the contour becomes linear~ .. UD.til~ in many cases, the 
entire contour will became linear. There is no dis- · 
' • ' ' I 1 
placement of the straight line as·~ is varied- anlt 
~ locatiC?D of the point at which ~ = 1 is altered, 
~o~$11 i!Jtill along the same straight line. The value 
~f llu., w~ere -~ = 1 increases as A reduces and vice ' 
ver~ta. 
~ateral suppo~ts have the effect ef re~ucing A,. 
and t~re~ore of impr~ing the efficiency ~~ the 
dasi~ This type of investigation can be rea4117 
carried out using contours aDd the computer 
pr~~rammes already compiled. 
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.,.· 
~en A is increased above Wli ty, R decreaseE;S for 
all po.ints and then more of the contour becomes non 
linear. 
9 •. The use of non unifarm sectionso 
-------------------------------
~he flanges or web plate could be reduced in 
cross sectional area in an endeavour to achieve economy, 
tho~gh this attempt would be offset by the extra cost 
of w~rkmanahip. ~ investigation of this effect would 
be useful, extended to deal with large cut-outs, holes, 
. . . . 
splices, CC?nnections, tongue platesp and haunched ends~ 
etc. 
1.0. !'he efficient layout and design of web stiffeners 
... -------------------------------------------------
· The stiffeners can have various types of cross 
sections» and it is possible to use either heavy 
sections spaced well apart or lighter sections closer 
togetberp thus providing a.large number of valid 
solutions. These could all be investigated in terms· 
of ll'inimum Weight or ~oat, or any other criterion. 
: . .... . 
~ detailed comparison ot tbe overall self 
·weights o~ the girders in the four different cate-
gories of web stiffening could tben be carried out. 
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13. ~hop fabrication 0~ ~he sirders - improvement~ in 
techniques and 1n the use o~ the girder-s. 
--------------------------------------------------
~t is suggested that the steel manufact~rers co~d 
pr~duce the neces~ar,y plate !De fabricate the welded 
~ections including stiffeners in ~wo closely related 
opera~io~s, supplying clients with efficient built-up 
beams ~f sp~cified sp~s and loading. The scantl~Dgs 
of ~he sections required could be speedily obtained 
ustng ~ automatic programme or charts. 
These could replace rolled sections, and there 
w~ul~ be no ~eed t~ stock the various sizes of plat~. 
whiCh could now be rolled to closer decimal tolerances 
on thickness by adjusting the rollers in the mill. 
~ adjustable jig could be c~structed for the 
handling, fabrication and welding of the girders. 
~t would appea~ that this process would be. 
partiQ.ularly suitable for larser sizes - the girders·· 
would be precision~ factory made products, and these 
could be erected in inclement weather, competing 
wi~ prestressed c~crete construction, etc. 
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,...·· 
15. ~ut~ma tic des_ign and the p~ep~ra tion of ~esign 
of'f'ice charts. 
----------------------------------------------
These have been discussed pr~ieusly in Qhapter 51 
though it may now be appreciated why these have not been 
carried ou~ by this stage. There is clearly a need for 
. . . 
consultation with various bodies as to what :tn:rormat1on 
~ computer p~~gramme or charts Should provide; 
dift~rent establiShments will have different require-
meJ;Lts involv~ many items given in ~ list, or 
~~haps not ev:en thought of' yet by the authoro 
Nevertheless in all cases the basic appraach 
has been clearly described in the thesis, to "be used 
as requiredo 
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Jt)ET~~ 0' ~~:J:.Q~ ~I~~~~ P;R(OQ~t;J~~-, ~~ 
:f.ROV+p~ B¥ MESSRS~ DO~)~Nq: Bridge ant\ 
· - · · · · Engineeri~. ~td.. 
----------------------------------------~----
The author sent off the foll9wing questionnaire:-
. J~ or~~~ to carry out a detailed investigation of 
pla~~ gir4ers by_qo•p~~~~~ ~~aUld b~ very gratefUl 1f 
yo~.~q~l~ an~wer tbe f6l~ow1ng gu,st~ons, the an$wers 
to which-will' ~nsure that only p~actical sections will 
be consi~ered. · 
. . L 
1. The variation of ~p~depth ratio~ , giving upper 
and lower ii•its. ~so·please give· tne maxi~um 
sp~. ·~¢ .. the. ma:x:imum deptb.. "for H~Y. and u.e. 
L 
2. ~pan/wi~~ ~~ ~~P flange l31 , upper and lower limits~ 
3· l! Spa~wldth of bottom 'flange s2 limits. 1 
upper and lower 
4. ll~nimum and· ~a:x:imum thicknesses of :-
a) T9p.fiange ·t1• 
b) ~ottom flange t2• 
c) ~e~.P~~te .t3. 
Lim:liat:ioiis on .. siZea: of fillet welds to connect 
~ianse· ·P.~@t~s ~ io · ~e~~ ~-.~lease· :s.iv~ ~a:i:~~~ ··~nd · 
minimUm size of fillet welds and relate these to 
t1, t2·and t 3• ~re staggered welds permit~ed for 
~~S. WQ.;r~? .. . .. 
6. ~ 4e:taii$.:.ot.fl.~e .. Q~~tB:~lm.,:Q..t_p~QC~dq~O,. e.g • 
how .. m~nY.. ~~es would you curtail the f~ange and is 
tliere a relationsh1p between adjacent flange 
thicknesses'? 
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7. :J?o Y9~ ··use lo~i tudinal web stif'f'eners 
a) ~one?· 
or b) !i~ v•~ti~~l ~~~~f'e~e~s? 
a. J.~i+ .. ~ .ot your ··answers to questions 1 to 7 be 
af'f'ected by using high yield steel rather than 
~ild rr~eel~ 
~f' the answer is _yes, please give detailso 
~e follow~~ _answer~ w~re received :-
1-. MAX"_- Slf'AN Ho Yo~o and ¥.8. 
I o' • I 
2-. 
4. 
t~ . f't!' .. 00\114 b~ rega~ded as a reasonable iimi t ... 
~.g9oP, __ IQ~ g~try g1~de:rs .of' _this _span have been 
~si~ ~ .. r~.9~!1-~ .. Y.t?a~~- -.tho~ _gi~e;rs o~ ;Larger 
SP.~ .. Q,l;l .be. p~i::L,j; __ j.f' ~;~uita'Ql~ l[l~r~g.,ments are 
~~e ~o~· manipula t~ng during weld:1ng and ~or' 
erectingo The span applies equally·to Uo~o~o 
~ ~0~-~ 
M.AXo DEPTH Ho Yo So and MeSo 
-,oil •'1.' .,. o' A ,'' I '"' o I I '"' ~ ' 
:1:9.2·_· ~n~C! .·. J~hi~. hQ-,e"~~ .. ~~ ~ery dependent upQ~ 
U,.f~.Qd ... 9t' .f~~:r.i~_at~P.~ ... X f. .. th"·· jqp 90n~~ined a . ~ 
~~_rg~ .. ~~b~r.. _o~-~4~~1ii~~~ _g3-r4fl'~~ .. J. t. ~ould_ ~~ ... 
'!'9.:r.~ ~ ~u~.~d~~ __ a --~~P':A~ tQ~ .. ~~ w~~ch .. ~q ... 
:t:'~Qr~c~~e. ·~lULg~~-~:rs .. ~, .P~.ovlQ.e~ ~~ f'~anges 
did ~9t req~~~~ to·be.too ~ick 9 the tendency 
would be to restrict the depth to a maximum of' 
150 to 16o inso 
L 
THE VARIATION OF SPAN/DEPTH Bl:\TIO ~ 
UPPER-AND LoWER.LIMITS~ . 
GIVING 
.. . .. .. . . 
-1 
72 ~ 1 to ... 30 : 1 
12 : 1 to 50 : 1 
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Crane rail fixings of'ten 
dictate the width .of' 
f'J.&nges- of' short span 
g&l:l1;i7 girderso 
5. 
~· 
SPAN/WIDTH· OP BOT'l'OM :FLANGE 
~MIT~~·· ........ '.·. . ..... :\ 
. \ 
20 L.1.. .. 'f:..o 50 : 1 . 
I I 
I I. 
,! ~. B : : 
. 2 ; · UPPER AND !.OWER· I. , . . . , • 
·~ . 
~~e_·:~Qi;tqi!J.. ~~~~ m~Y. be throw~ into compression 
when erecting, so that it is generally prudent not 
t~ make it .too narrow 1~ the span is largeo , . 
6. ~. a~~ lll.N o T!p:c;:~~~fJ o 
7. 
a) 
b) 
c) 
To:p -:'lange t 1 
~ottom··~lange t 2 
~e~ ~lat$_t3 say 
4" to 3/8" 
4" to 3/8" 
1!'.' to· 1 /4'' 
!~~·.p~a~eathiQk~r 1;11~ 1~ are .no't frequent and 
~~~~+.ly_o~c~ ~~.s~~low girders. I~ the flange 
plat~~ 9f' .. deep._gird~rs are ~ick (e.g. 3~ to 4") 
~~f:! .Pl.at~s w.ould be most likely UP""!'1 in :order 
to· avold a disparity of' thicknesses At ·jaQ.ctibn 
of' web.and flange. 
~MITATIONS ON SIZES OF PILLET WELDS TO CONNECT 
PLG~ . PLS • .-TQ. WEB. ' MAX~ and.. MIN~ SIZE c;. RELAD 
TO t1 t2 .. and .t3.. . . . . . . 
: 
fel{i.~iz~s_a~~ .h~ghly_ :vartab+e and apar't from the 
gener~~ r!J+~ .. ~t :~i~imum ~~ ~aximum w~l!is ~ould 
be commensurate with the' thickest and thinnest 
m~t~r~·~ :· j.o~ed .'~Qgether, ~9 V~rf. 4ef'~ned. patte~ 
can. b~ given. . . . . . . _ . .. . .. . : . _ ... 
As a gui.de t·o. ·ensure ~eldi~. is qommen.sU:ra te with 
'thi~kne~s (e.go tp avoid cracking because of' too 
~apt~ he~~·dissipation if' small. welds·are used on 
'thick material) Table 18 of BoSo449g1948 is. 
use:f'ul, viz .. .» 
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Minimum ei ze of Pillet Welds · 
:Thickness ot 3/8" JlP to and over 3/4" Over 
Thicker part including 3/4" up to and in- 1 1/4'' cludi~ 1 1/4'~ · 
lli~imum. si.ze J.." t•• L." 
ot fillet weld -· 16 4 16 
~ince .1948 ~u~h more w~lding o~ plates ·upwards ot 
~~. ~iQk. 'b.,~ .~ecaDJ,e. Q91PQlO~ .. P~act~Qe·., 'ille.t• 
wo~~ing ~ .. b.ow~vEt~, ~~m~IJ .. 1ih$ t;(."tlle· .. Q QPJ.pqn .... n t• t'i t 
9lq~e:J,,; ·--~-~ge:tl;!~:r. w;\ ~Q~:t; _g~p,~ _ ;_. g"-· .. ;'l:a)ng~ plat~ 
m~,1i .. ~~:Q.~~- o~_~e~(all_al,.ons· ~;~s ___ lens:th. o ~~centJ.y 
~ _ d~:J.19.erf!"t;o __ gap .. ~7 ~!l-B~rting __ •. cqpper ,rire) was 
r~cQ~e~4ed t~~ t~ll~t.weld~ng a verf high yield 
~t~el~nQ .doub~ ~Q allqw_cantraction to take place 
d~~~ ~ proqe~s ot w~l~i~.. ~o achieve this 
~-~~i t;~c;>n_,. t __ l;>ec;;qm~~ :Q.ect;tS~I!lrY to m,chine the 
:P,~e._plate __ if :t!he. :Uliqkness _is t~Q g~at_for 
mang~i~g _flat;_ _in t.his event it is generally 
preferable to abandon fillet welding in favour 
of butt weldi~~ 
Two further considerations influence the use and 
size of fillet welding -..... --
(a) coat rises ateep~y it ·aa~h- _·:r1~~~t· ·Q~:qliot 
be laid in one run: the maximum one-ran 
is 5/161_1 ~aid in horizontal. p~si tio~'! 
(b) the size of fillets shouid.noi be ·too 
,:reat fQr ~~. _ tli~~~:r ·- e~;~r4~iit -~ w.~-~4~9. 
l~.g._ ~e web in the present case) 
otherwise· burning and 'blow' through' 
may occur•· - · ··· ···· _. ·-· · ---·-· · · 
Bearing in mind the various "points mentioned-above, 
a··rea-son$ble" general guide would be as follow~: 
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..... 
ll~ges ?!/8'.' to 3/4'~ Minimum Fille~ 'eld 3/16 
3/4 to 1 1/4 " 1/4 
1 1/4 to 1 3/4 " 5/16 
1 3/4 to 2 1/2 n· 3/8 
Th~se p~~~sions to be m~i~1ed for spec~al tfpes of 
·gil'ders such as gantry· girders, girders having ·heavy 
l()!lds on ~op fillll8es, .etc. . 
Webs; ~ggregate.tnroat.ihickness of two fillet welds 
not to exceed thickness of web. 
. .... .. . . .. . . . . . . . . 
(i'or.Weiding of Gantry.Girders 9 please see separate 
notes forw~rded previ~~sly) 
Wel4ins wqu~d.ais9 r~qui~e spec~al c~sider~~ion if 
forces Qn. ~e. g~~der qe· ... l~k~ly '(;Q .. c~~se ~ f~t~g~~; 
b~~~-·~~41J .. ~9~d. ~-'~u~~d! . ~~ .. we~4~ns. _of __ A,u~~r~a~. 
~"~me .i.~---~~- .e:f~~~~ .de~P .. P~~~~@.'\;~9~. f'~~~e~· W:!'~<l:i~ 
~Y. -~- ~~-~Q~a~~¢. .. P~-~e~.~ .. ilJ. .. ~ll:i.c~ _t;wQ .:w~~d~., .o~. :to 
e~ch .~~~~~---~s_;l.a~4 s~mul~~~ou!l~7.; -~ si~er_ ~:a 
then turned over and the other two welds are laid. 
r-·9~. web···p~atea·· up" to 3/8•i . thick ""complete peiietra t"ion 
can be achieved thus providing the equivalent of a . 
butt w~l«:\. 
a~ ~lange Qurtailment 
If' a flange can readily ~~ obtained from the 
~i::p .. ~ in .. C?~e p~ec_e and is not toQ lo~ f'o~ satis-
factor:,v._ transp~~t, resort to curtail~e~t wou~d not 
pneralJ.y. be made. . · ·. · 
R~f'~r~nqe to" pages 30~32 ~f' ~e ~.~. Ha~boOk will 
show1 h~ever 11 ~t. t}?.e ~xlm~ leng~ of thick pl.a_tes 
obta1.neible is ~1Dii ted; ~! S• a pla~e 30'.'~2 1/4'~ is 
~~i~ed ~~q 40:('t •. 11 -.if'. th~re+.~re ~~g~~e~ ~~1' 70f't~ ~ong ~t;tguire~ at .. ~e .. Qentre. 30x2. 1/4 .. nPB~ pla'(;es, 
the design~r woY-14 9h~Ql;t ... lth~~e~·· c~~it~il•en.~ .wa.s · 
pe~i~sible at e~c;:~ ~114 .9f' .a ):IOf''(; __ l~th .. { o~ .l~ss,_ 
dep~nding ~P~ t.he __ pending __ ~~e~~ Q.iag;r~l -~ .i:-f . ' 
permissible, ~e would introduce thinne~ f'langesp say 
~x1 1/2, at ~e ends. :poub~ at preparation would 
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.· 
~ _ ( ~-o:g.~ ~- c~J o .. 
~-~-·:.-~«'-9.P/~~d f'or __ i;he·-~U:i~ !':~id:·_·9.~: __ 1 .. 1./~~ ... th;Lq~s~. and 
the 2 1 .4~ plate would be chamfered ~g.~ -~~9pe ~ot _ 
exceediilg 1 : 5. The chamfer:tng is ~P.~r94~c~d. ~Po .. o~er 
to reduce. stress 
> :i, >% 17; ~ ~e~::~~~~~ 
may vary :f'rom 1 • 2T1 
to 1.6T1 generally. 
Please· refer also to my previous notes on. 
curta::i.lmen to 
I I I I • ' - • 
~o_y9u u•~ longitudinal web stiffe~ers 
. ~ . . 
alOne· · ·· .. No 
with vertical stiffeners - Yes 
• • ••• •• 1 •• • - •••. •• • • • •• 
10. W~ll .. 1!-~~!'e~s .. ~ 3. t·o. 9 .b~. a;f'~ecte~ .. by using B.;~ o f3o 
···-· Nq ~:i:cept .. that deflections aDd. stability must be 
watched more care~lly; also allowable stresses in thick 
material .• 
In addition the following information was also 
~iv~~ · · 
Notes an ~elded ~late Girders 
-----------------------~-----
. Gener~~lY., pl~te_gird~~~ ta~l-~nt9,.~~o.~at~go~~e~, 
t.b.,Q'' ~eq~~red .~9 ~pport. a .. ~Y~t~m .. Qf. p~~~~:r7. ~~~~-P. · _ 
plu~;~ Pt?r~ap~· a ~l~t~velj' __ s~p.~+~. p~opq;r:tiqn_ Q;r._ ~~req'J;lY 
appl,.ed ·.19&4, .: ~d .. ·t~9~~-_which are to f1inctiQn ap gantry 
girde-rs or are required· to support highly concentrated 
lc;)a~s ~n. ~he- top ~~f:'· ·1 • 
· . In. 1;~ f+rs~ · ~a ~egory, ~e we14ins ·. ~ ~taQh:1ns ·. 
:nug,a tQ. we~.~~' as ~-rule., _:g.o~ ~uQj~Q~ ~.Q 'l;~an.sv~~~. 
arid vertical f~rces,so tbat'fillet w~lding will usually 
suft~ce and., pr~ided the flanges are not made! 
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e%cessively thick in relation to the web, resort to 
tongue plates need not be made. 
It will be evident therefore that girders of 
considerable depth (e.g. 3ft. wide flange, 17ft. deep 
x 130ft. span) and span can readily be made from three 
plates. The we~ plate in large girder~ would possibly 
cansist o~ p~ates butt welded together at mid-depth aRd, 
depePding upon span, butt welded vertically either at 
mid:span or say 3rd points of span {in the la~ter case, · 
tb8 middle third may be thinner than the two ou~er thirds). 
The flange plates tn a large girder are likely to have 
a large area and hence rolling and machining li~its may 
dict•te that each plate be formed from two or more plates 
butt weld~d; if more than two, advantage would be taken 
of the opportunity to reduce the thickness of the two 
outer portions ~ig.~. This method, generally, is 
preterable to adding cur~ailed plates by fillet w~ldtng 
one plate to another as in ~ig.~I. 
lfheoret"icall.y and practically the stresses in the 
'welds are very higb at each end of tbe curtailed plate 
aild 'to reduce this effect as far as poss.ible it is 
necessary to ~ape~ the curtailed plate ~ig.~~~. In 
addition, web to flange welding tends to arch the flange 
plate Fig.IV;hence, unless the flange plate is pre~set 
so as to become flat after welding, there may be a 
gap at the edges of the curtailed plate,making fillet 
~elding suspect~ · 
\ 
. \ Bc~ools of thought vary as to whether stiffeners 
may 'ibe welQ.ed to the· flanges {especially tension 
.tla~esl - some say it is permissible both 'with' and 
'across the grain of the flaage material, others say . 
~ ~ \~s\permissible only 'w.i th' the grain ( 1. e. parallel 
to '~hei. l~gth of the flange.) I think the investigator: 
i~ ~isht w~o argued that it is equally dangerous o~ 
e~~ly permissible to weld 'with~ ~or ~across' 
depeil.diDg on whether the welder is careful or is not 
.careful to ay.oid notching the flange. Very often 
cancentrated'loads, eccentric loads and the like 
make i~ imperative to weld to flanges, though I think 
it is good practice to avoid welding to tbe tension 
flange (e~ept at bearings) whenever possible. 
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~­
-· 
~ practice stiffeners welded to flanges add to 
t·orsional stiffness of the girder~ · ...... 
WE8. 
FIG Z 
F/6. II 1='16III. 
F16ZV 
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Weld~d G.ntry Girders 
-------------·--------
and other dynamically loaded 
·----------------------------
q.irders 
: . .A~ n~~er.~ of'_.f'a:i.~ur~ui~o:f' gan~.ry .. S~~df;I~S by Qr~cking 
gr_~~ac~ure of' tbe welding 3o1ning the top f'langes·to 
the web· have been reported f'rom various parts of' the 
.country.. ·· 
. . ·.· . 
This welding is sub3ect to a rather complex 
combination of' f'orces viz. 
(1)· Horizontal Shear. 
(2) Transverse f'orces,·particularly where there 
is no surge girder,· or where attachment of' 
surge e;irder is badly ·maintained. · 
(3) Ver~ical f'orces from crane wheels. 
(1) can be calculated in the ordinary way 
f'rom f'lexure formula. 
(2) 
(3) 
is due to surge, any out of' alignment 
of' cranes or gantry,· etc. 1. and m~y 
produce a tendency to rotate the · 
top f'lange about the axis'of' the web. 
although the f-langes are clamped to web, 
while either welding or tack weldtng, 
the butt is not absolute and cannot be 
relied upon to :ruDction in direct 
bearing. This means that local loads 
f'rom wheels are transmitted via the 
weld to the web and therefore subj~ct 
to severe local stress as well as 
fatigue. · 
Arising f'rom these points designers Should observe 
the f'~llowtng recommendations. 
{ 1 ) :W:CJIT-. DU'J.'Y G~ G~~~. 
------·-----~-------------
(2) 
.. -~hil!l .c~1;~g~~y :in.Ciudes -~rkshops and" other 
gantries where the crane is no-t part of the actual 
production cycle. 
{a) Machine welding should be used as far as 
· possible. 
{b) Fillet welds may be used if the· size at 
fillet can be proportioned to take·~ ·· 
combination of the local effect of ·the 
wheel.load as well as the horizontal and 
transv~rse Shear stresses due to flexure 
and surge; also the tille·t welds should 
be ~eturned around the ends of the girder 
.{c) 
{d) 
{e) 
{f) 
to form a continuous weld. · 
The web may be required to be . thicker than 
tbe minimum called for in ~he design ot the 
web itself. 
@:tiffeners should be welded 1;o the ~op 
flange as well as the web and9 where 
necessary 9 supplemented by shorter 
stiffeners not extending the full dep1;h 
of the webo 
Surge girder and diaphragm attachments 
Should be by rivets or high strength 
friction grip bolts properly torqued, 
or other device in which attachment is 
unlikely to become loose. This appiies 
also to att·achment of crane rails. 
~illet welds will be adequate for 
attaching the bottom flange to the web,. 
but may need to be increased locally at 
the bearings. 
HEAVY DUTY GANTRY GIRDERS. 
--------------------------
This category inQludes cranes in steelworks 
and in similar.plants where the or~ f~rms part 
of the production cycle and is therefore in 
continuous operation. 
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Machirie "weiciing ·1:s preferable for securing the flange 
plates· to- ·tl(i.e web. ·· · ·· 
F\4~ lt~ns·~- :;;~.l~s -•~ ~ U p~epar~ tio~ of· the we.b to 
~~~"- f'!:lll .. ~~1i:r.B: 'toi9~ ove~ __ "t;;h~. _th~g~ss. of. ~l}.e Wt;~b 
plua_s·.~~e .. reinf~rc~~en~; __ ;l.n_s9me cas~~ it wil~ ~e 
necei!Jsaey __ ~·o_ consul1!_ ~e ~ope in rogard to distort-
ion control. The welds Should be 'run off' in order 
to avoid notch-effect at the end. 
Web thickness must be commensurate with the welding · 
re_quired and, if necessary~ tongue plates introduced. 
~n- order to provide against tne effects of fatigue, 
i.t is suggested that the stress Should be reduced 
by a percentag~ of the" normal permitted stress, 
depending upon t~e job. The attentisn of the Chief 
Designer to any particular jsb 1 howev-er, should be drawn before proceeding-on the basis of a st~ess 
reduction. 
(e) ,4dd1 t~~l s~ort length sti.ffeners should be provided 
tC? mini~ise·. the rc;>tation of the tc;»p flange. · · · 
'(f) 
<s> 
'~ubber' mountings unde~ rails reduces the effect of 
~~pact and, in same cases, may be recommended. · 
~pec~al attention to security of attachments Should 
be given as in the case of Light Duty Girders 
mentioned above. 
(h) The welding of the bottom flange to the web will not 
need the same size of welds though special attention 
should be given at the bearings.· 
Where clients specify their requirements the 
drawtngs should be followed and quantities taken off 
accordingly, unless it is thought that the client should 
be advised to make modifications, particularly ts- the 
welding. 
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APPENDIX RtiiBER 2 
-------~-----=-----
LIS'l' OP SPECIAL COMPUTER PROGIWIIIES 
--~----------------~-----~---------
(T.~~e h:av:~ .ll~e.n writte~ ~ tested by A. ~®ON (9), 
U~i~_tbe.~nf~~~t1on CQn~~~~ ih this' thesis Which 
has been obtained or devised by B. LIT!ON. Pull detai~s 
of the pro~a~es will be given in Bergson~s thesis)~ 
J.'rogr~e No. 
-------------
~1. 
ABBL 1A. 
Title or »ascription 
--------------------
The basic programme to obtain ~, l1,c, 
-4-' , fbc·' f'bt, li and ~ for a giv'en 
section. 
Modified version of ABEL 1p giving 
$reater accuracy in R. 
. . . 
A prqgr~mme based on ~EL 1.ft. which 
finds that sec'tion on a given eontoUJII 
at which R = 1 • · 
I 
Critical Shearing Porces~ 
,· 
21,000 
20,000 . 
19,000 
MR 
18,000 
17,000 
16,000 
-15,000 
........ 
1..: 14,000 " 
~ e 13,000 '--
~cr. 
12,000 ~ 
<!:: 
~ //,000 Cl) 
~ 
Q: 
/0,000 " 
' 0 
8,000 
7,000 
6,000 
.s;ooo 
4,000 
J,OOO 
2,000 
\~ 
' 
•' "~" ,.u .. 
• 
• 
270 280 290 JOO JIO .120 
FIGS I I a, 1:>, c, d, e,f,g,h,i.j,k,l.m. 
I L = 100; !:. = 10 j D 
" L t = I · K = I · A. =I · 8- =MIN. WfLU£. J I 1 I ' 
. 
·-
-• 
•· 
II II 
t AND t VARY FROM I UP TO 2·5 I 2 . 
. l VARIES FROM MIN. VALUE TO MAX. OF 55. 
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•• 
• 
I :: : 
- " ~ 
' . 
-
I 
CROSS SECTIONAL AREA A (SQ./NS.) 
(m) 
JJO .140 JSO .160 .170 J80 .190 400 410 
(/) 
•• 
? ~-~ 
\~ 
{k) 
(j) 
'"'--
(i) 
: : . 
420 4JO 440 450 
(f) 
(g) 
460 470 480 ' 490 
•• 
.,.? 
\ .. " 
--•--" . 
(d) 
(e) 
. . - . ·- · (c) 
COLOUR COD£ 
2-.175 " 
2·25" 
2·125" 
2·0" 
1·875 
.. 
1·75" 
1·625" 
1·5 " 
·- - / ·.175" 
1·25" 
1-125'' 
1·0" 
(b) 
500 510 520 5.10 540 550 
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